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Case No: CVOS-4848 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF/DEFENDANT, LUIS 
J. GUZMAN'S MOTIONS FOR 
RECONSIDERATION AND 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
Plaintiff/Defendant, Luis J. Guzman's Motions for Reconsideration and Motion to Dismiss - Page -1-
1154 
INTRODUCTION 
Following an October 2008 "mini-trial" after which Judge Petrie (now retired) ruled 
that the 1982 herd district created by the Canyon County Commissioners was invalid, 
Defendant Piercy (Piercy) moved for summary judgment, contending that if his bull was not 
pastured in a herd district it had to have been pastured in open range, and Piercy was 
therefore immune from liability. 
Defendant Sutton (Sutton) and Plaintiff Guzman (Guzman) opposed the motion and 
asked the Court to hear testimony disallowed by Judge Petrie at the "mini-trial" that would 
have established that Piercy knew of the existence of the 1982 herd district. Sutton and 
Guzman also asked the Court to reconsider a number of issues that were either not ruled 
on by Judge Petrie, or upon which Judge Petrie declined to take evidence. 
In August 2009 Guzman and Sutton filed motions for reconsideration with regard to 
Judge Petire's ruling that the 1982 herd district was invalid. Guzman filed a second Motion 
for Reconsideration in May 2010. This memorandum is filed in support of those motions 
for reconsideration, and in opposition to Piercy's motion for summary judgment. 
Thus, Guzman and Sutton are asking this court to rule that: (1) Piercy is barred by 
the doctrines of quasi-estoppel and/or estoppel by laches from contending that the 1982 
herd district created by the Canyon County Commissioners is invalid; (2) that Piercy is 
barred by the statute of limitations from contesting the validity of the 1982 herd district; (3) 
that irrespective of the validity of the 1982 ordinance, Piercy violated Canyon County 
Ordinance 03-05-17, and is therefore guilty of negligence per se; and (4) that because this 
wreck occurred within a herd district created in 1908 that is admittedly a valid herd district, 
Piercy has no immunity, irrespective of the validity of the 1982 herd district where Piercy's 
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Finally, but perhaps most importantly, effective July 1, 2009, the Idaho 
Legislature amended l.C. 31-857 to provide that the validity of a herd district may not 
be attacked after 7 years from its formation. The amended statute is specifically 
made retroactive by its express language. Based upon this legislative amendment, 
Guzman asks this Court to reverse Judge Petrie's January 21, 2008 decision that the 
1982 herd district is invalid, and to dismiss Piercy's 8th Defense (that Piercy is 
entitled to open range immunity). 
The Court will recall that on night of April 20, 2005 Erika Rivera and Plaintiff 
Guzman were passengers in Sutton's car when that car struck Piercy's bull on Wamstad 
Road, just south of Parma, Idaho. See Third Amended Complaint and Piercy's Third 
Amended Answer. There is no dispute about the fact that the wreck occurred on Wamstad 
Road within a herd district just south of the Boise River that was validly formed in 1908. 
There is no dispute that the bull escaped from Piercy's pasture on Wamstad Road just 
north of the Boise River, and that that pasture was within the boundaries of the herd district 
formed by the Canyon County Commissioners in 1982. See Exhibits J and K to Walton 
Affidavit. 
Judge Petrie ruled in January 2009, following the 'mini-trial' in October 2008, that 
the 1982 herd district was not properly formed, and that it was therefore invalid. Piercy 
moved for summary judgment based upon that ruling. However, Judge Petrie declined to 
allow Plaintiff Guzman and Defendant Sutton to present evidence at that mini-trial that 
Piercy knew of the existence of the 1982 herd district. Guzman and Sutton wanted to 
present that evidence to show that Piercy was estopped to deny the validity of the 1982 
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herd district. 
Also, Judge Petrie did not address the issues of whether Piercy was barred by the 
statute of limitations from contesting the validity of the herd district, or whether Piercy was 
liable to Guzman for violating Canyon County Ordinance 03-05-17 (which prohibits 
livestock from running at large), or whether Piercy is subject to herd district liability because 
the collision occurred within a valid herd district formed in 1908. 
At a hearing on May 3, 2010, this Court allowed Guzman and Sutton to present 
evidence from Piercy's former liability insurer pertaining to Piercy's knowledge in 2001 that 
his pasture was not in open range. 
Piercy has contended through out this case that he did not know of the 1982 herd 
district, and that he believed the area where his bull was pastured was open range. See, 
e.g. Piercy's Second Affidavit of July 30, 2007, attached as Exhibit D to Walton Affidavit. 
The testimony of his former liability insurer, through that insurer's claims 
representative, Paul Axness, proves that Piercy knew his bull was not pastured in open 
range, however. 
This brief will review Mr. Axness' testimony, and the other evidence of record that 
bears on the estoppel issue, and the law will then be applied to those facts. Application of 
the law to those facts yields the undeniable conclusion that, pursuant to Idaho case law, 
Piercy is estopped to deny the validity of the 1982 herd district. Moreover, the statute of 
limitations, Canyon County Ordinance 03-05-17, and the fact that the collision occurred 
within a valid herd district formed in 1908 preclude this Court from granting Piercy's motion 
for summary judgment. 
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Because the 2009 legislative amendmentto l.C. 31-857 renders all other arguments 
moot, Guzman will first discuss the import of that legislative amendment on this case 
before delving into the factually and legally complex arguments left unanswered by Judge 
Petrie's January 21, 2009 ruling that the 1982 herd district is invalid. 
PURSUANT TO l.C. 31-857, AS AMENDED EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2009, 
JUDGE PETRIE'S JANUARY 21, 2008 RULING MUST BE REVERSED, 
AND ALL OF PIERCY'S DEFENSES RELATING TO THE ALLEGED 
INVALIDITY OF THE 1982 HERD DISTRICT MUST BE DISMISSED 
As the record in this case shows, prior to 1982, the vast majority of lands within 
Canyon County were subject to herd district status. In their order creating the 1982 herd 
district at issue in this case, the County Commissioners noted that "over 95% of the land 
within the County is now in Herd District status." See Walton Affidavit, Exhibit L, containing 
the Canyon County Commissioners' Dec. 10, 1982 Order Establishing Herd District. See 
also Exhibit I to Walton Affidavit, which is a colored map of Canyon County utilized by the 
parties throughout this case, which map shows the various herd districts created over the 
last 100 plus years in Canyon County. 
In their Ordinance of December 10, 1982, the Canyon County Commissioners 
declared that " ... a herd district be established in the three remaining open range areas in 
Canyon County as shown on the attached survey map (marked in black), to the end that 
the entire land area of Canyon County be placed in Herd District status." Exhibit 2, 
Pope Affidavit. (emphasis added). 
Unfortunately, the map referenced by the County Commissioners in that Ordinance 
has been lost to the mists of time. 
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In his "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Judgment in Bifurcated Trial", 
entered January 21, 2009, Judge Petrie determined that the County Commissioners had 
not followed statutory procedure in enacting the 1982 ordinance, and that the 1982 herd 
district encompassing the lands where Piercy's bull was pastured was therefore invalid. 
There is no dispute that the Canyon County Commissioners created a herd district 
in 1982; that the 1982 herd district encompassed Piercy's pasture on the north shore of the 
Boise River adjacent to Wamstad Road just south of Parma, ID; that Piercy's bull escaped 
from said pasture; that Piercy's bull was on Wamstad Road at night just south of the Boise 
River, within a herd district created in 1908 when the bull was struck by Sutton's car; and 
that Guzman was injured as a result of that car/livestock collision. Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law, and Judgment in Bifurcated Trial, January 21, 2008. See also 
Exhibits J and K to Walton Affidavit. 
In 2009, after the Court's January 21, 2008 Judgment in this matter, the Idaho 
Legislature amended l.C. 31-857 to provide that, "No challenge to the proceedings or 
jurisdictional steps preceding" the passing of a herd district ordinance, " ... shall be heard or 
considered after seven (7) years has elapsed from the date of the order." l.C. 31-857. 
Moreover, the statute was expressly declared to be retroactive by the Idaho 
Legislature. The statute provides in toto: 
31-857.SCHOOL, ROAD, HERD AND OTHER DISTRICTS --
PRESUMPTION OF VALIDITY OF CREATION OR DISSOLUTION. 
Whenever any school district, road district, herd district, or other district 
has heretofore been, or shall hereafter be, declared to be created, 
established, disestablished, dissolved, or modified, by an order of the board 
of county commissioners in any county of the state of Idaho, a legal prima 
facie presumption is hereby declared to exist, after a lapse of two (2) years 
from the date of such order, that all proceedings and jurisdictional steps 
preceding the making of such order have been properly and regularly taken 
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so as to warrant said board in making said order, and the burden of proof 
shall rest upon the party who shall deny, dispute, or question the validity of 
said order to show that any of such preceding proceedings or jurisdictional 
steps were not properly or regularly taken; and such prima facie presumption 
shall be a rule of evidence in all courts in the state of Idaho. No challenge to 
the proceedings or jurisdictional steps preceding such an order, shall 
be heard or considered after seven (7) years has lapsed from the date 
of the order. (emphasis added). 
The statute expressly states that the statute applies to herd districts created before 
July 1, 2009. Thus, by its express language, the statute applies retroactively to this herd 
district, and to all herd districts created prior to July 1, 2009. 
l.C. 73-101, provides that, "No part of these compiled laws is retroactive, unless 
expressly so declared." (emphasis added). 
In Peavyv. Mccombs, 26 Idaho 143, 140 P. 965 Idaho (1914) the Idaho Supreme 
Court explained the meaning of those words, "unless expressly so declared": 
[S]ection 3, Rev. Codes ... provides that "no part of these Revised Codes 
is retroactive, unless expressly so declared." We do not think, however, 
that this section means that the statute must use the words, "This statute is 
to be deemed retroactive." We think it is sufficient if the enacting words are 
such that the intention to make the law retroactive is clear. In other words, if 
the language clearly refers to the past as well as to the future, then the intent 
to make the law retroactive is expressly declared within the meaning of 
section 3, Rev. Codes. 143 P, at 968 (emphasis added). 
By providing that the statute applies to herd districts created before or after 
July 1, 2009, the legislature has evidenced a clear intent that the statute is to be applied 
retroactively to all herd districts, whenever created. 
The fact that the legislature changed the law after Judge Petrie declared the 
herd district invalid does not change the outcome. No less than the United States 
Supreme Court has so held. 
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In the case of Chase Securities Corp. vs. Donaldson, 325 U.S. 304, 65 S. Ct. 1137 
(1945) Donaldson sued Chase Securities (Chase) for violating Minnesota's Blue Sky laws. 
Chase pleaded a statute of limitations defense. The trial court rejected the statue of 
limitations defense, and awarded Donaldson damages. Chase appealed. The Minnesota 
Supreme Court reversed arid held that the statute of limitations did bar Donaldson's claim. 
The case was remanded to the trial court for proceedings related to final disposition. 
While proceedings were pending in the lower court, the Minnesota legislature 
amended the Blue Sky laws, and allowed suits such as Donaldson's to be brought within 
one year of passage of the amendment to the Blue Sky laws. Based upon the legislative 
amendment to the statute, the trial court then ruled that the amended law applied, and that 
Donaldson's claim was now valid. 
Chase appealed again, and the Minnesota Supreme Court held that the newly 
amended statute "was applicable and had the effect of lifting any pre-existing bar of the 
general limitation statute and that in so doing it did not violate the due process clause of 
the Fourteenth Amendment." Chase vs. Donaldson, 325 U.S., at 308-309. 
On appeal, the U. S. Supreme Court held that Chase had not been deprived of 
due process by the state legislature's legislative 'fix' of Donaldson's cause of action, and 
Donaldson was allowed to recover, notwithstanding the prior entry of judgment against 
Donaldson by the Minnesota Supreme Court before the legislative amendment that revived 
Donaldson's claim. 
Similarly, notwithstanding Judge Petrie's January 21, 2009 order declaring the 
1982 herd district invalid, the July 2009 amendment to l.C. 31-857, which by its express 
language is to be retroactively applied, invalidates Judge Petrie's January 2009 ruling. 
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Pursuant to I. C. 31-857, because it has been more than seven years since the 1982 herd 
district was created, Piercy may not challenge the proceedings or jurisdictional steps taken 
by the Canyon County Commissioners in 1982 when they passed the herd district 
ordinance at issue. Piercy's bull was therefore pastured in a herd district, the collision 
occurred in a herd district, and all of Piercy's defenses relating to the validity of the 1982 
herd district, including Piercy's Eighth Defense in his Answer to Plaintiff's Third Amended 
Complaint (which defense alleges Piercy is entitled to 'open range' immunity) must be 
dismissed. 
This Court should therefore rule, based upon the legislative amendment alone, that 
the 1982 herd district is valid, and that Piercy is subject to liability under Idaho's herd 
district statutes. 
PAUL AXNESS' TESTIMONY 
Mr. Axness, now retired, was a claims representative for Mutual of Enumclaw for 18 . 
years. His duties included investigating claims in southwest Idaho and eastern Oregon, 
paying claims and denying claims. When investigating claims, he would talk to his insured, 
review police reports, and gather information from others pertinent to the claim. He didn't 
have a law library, and when he had a legal question he'd consult with an attorney. He 
documented his files with notes of the work he did. His work included adjusting claims 
involving livestock/automobile collisions. He estimated he handled three or four such 
claims per year. Axness testified that, generally speaking, if a car hit a rancher's livestock 
within a herd district, the rancher's insurer paid for the damage; if a car hit a rancher's 
livestock in open range, the car's insurer paid for the damage caused. May 3, 2010 
Hearing Transcript (Tr.) 6:15-11 :14. 
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Axness testified that it's not always easy to know whether an accident happened in 
open range, or in a herd district. He would sometimes ask the insured if the incident 
occurred in open range or in a herd district. Tr.11:10- 12:8. 
Axness had no specific recollection of the October 5, 2001 claims he handled 
involving Piercy's livestock and 2 separate vehicles. Rather, his testimony about these 
claims was based upon his review of his notes in Mutual of Enumclaw's claim file (Exhibit 1 
to the Axness hearing). Tr. 13: 15- 25. 
Axness confirmed that Mutual of Enumclaw insured Piercy, and that Axness was 
assigned the October 5, 2001 automobile/livestock collision claims. His claim file was 
Exhibit 1 at the May 3, 2010 hearing. Page 2 of Exhibit 1 contains the handwritten note, 
"Open Range?", which Axness conceded represented a question by someone at Mutual of 
Enumclaw as to whether this accident happened in open range. Tr. 15:15-17; 17:5-15. 
Clearly, that is one of the issues Axness investigated. 
Axness' notes document that he first spoke to Piercy (his insured) on October 12, 
2001. Piercy told Axness that 2 of Piercy's calves, weighing 675 lbs. each, at a value of 
$.90/lb., got through Piercy's fence after being weaned. Axness' notes reflect that the very 
next thing Axness learned was that there was no open range applicable to these claims. 
Axness documented no new source for the information that these collisions did not occur in 
open range. Tr. 18:22-20:21:19. 
While Axness speculated that he learned that fact from some source other than 
Piercy (because, he said, a "dash" separated the information about the calves and the fact 
that these accidents did not happen in open range, Tr. 23: 4-8.), Axness' conclusion in that 
regards is belied by his own notes and habits. 




Firstly, in documenting that there was "no open range", Axness documented no new 
source of information. In virtually every other instance in his claim file notes, Axness 
documents his information sources. See Exhibit 1 to Axness' testimony. See also Tr. 
24:3-8. The obvious conclusion is that Axness learned from Piercy both about the calves 
and how they escaped, and the fact that there was "no open range" applicable to these 
claims. In fact Axness, who acknowledged he had no independent recollection about 
these 2001 claims, admitted he may well have learned from Piercy that there was no open 
range in this area. Tr. 23:21-25;27:22-28:2. 
Secondly, Axness commonly used a "dash" in his claim file notes to separate 
subject matters gathered from a single source, not just to separate information sources. 
Tr. 21: 17-23:25; 26:19- 28:2. 
Thus, after his telephone call with Piercy, Axness documents the following: "Call 
Talsma" "dash" Henson pd (property damage) total" "dash" "refer to John" "dash" "call 
from Shane @ Enterprise re: Henson rental" "dash" "claimant rented Dodge Strata @ 
26.99/day OK 5 add'I days. These notes document, and Axness conceded, that Axness 
commonly used a "dash" to separate different bits of information learned from a single 
source. Tr. 21 :17-23:25; 26:19-28:2. 
Further, Axness testified that he believes he told Piercy that since this was not open 
range, the claims of the car drivers would be paid. Tr. 35:1-15. This is, of course, exactly 
what an insurer would do if the livestock/auto collision was subject to "herd district' law 
versus "open range" law. 
Though Axness attempted to protect his former insured and argue that where cattle 
are fenced, the rancher is liable when a car collides with the rancher's livestock in open 
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range, Axness has been retired a bit too long, and his memory of the applicable law is 
faulty. Per Adamson v. Blanchard, 133 Idaho 602 (1999), land outside of towns and 
villages in Idaho is either open range or herd district. 103 Idaho, at 606. See also 
Moreland v. Adams, 143 Idaho 687, where the Idaho Court again held that lands in Idaho 
are either open range or herd district, that there is no third "hybrid" category of lands, and 
rejecting the notion that fencing open range lands somehow destroys the rancher's open 
range immunity. 143 Idaho, at 690. 
The claim file documents that Mutual of Enumclaw treated the lands in question as 
herd district. Piercy's insurer paid not only for the damages caused to the automobile 
owners, but Piercy's insurer also paid Piercy for the loss of Piercy's cattle. Tr. 31:5-34:2. 
Conversely, if Piercy had told Axness the incidents occurred in open range, and if 
the collisions had been subject to open range law, the driver's automobile insurers would 
have paid Piercy for the loss of his livestock, and (assuming there was collision coverage 
on the cars), for the damage to the cars. Tr. 11 :5-9. 
In summary, Piercy told Axness in 2001 that there was no open range on Wamstad 
Road north of the Boise River and south of Parma. Piercy told Axness this because that 
land had been herd district, and not open range, since 1982, and Piercy knew it. Further, 
Axness told Piercy that, because there was "no open range" Piercy's insurer would be 
paying for all the damages caused. Either way, Piercy knew the lands along Wamstad 
Road just south of Parma and just north of the Boise River were not open range. 
ADDITIONAL PERTINENT EVIDENCE 
There is substantial additional evidence pertinent to the estoppel issue. 
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The October 5, 2001 auto/livestock collisions involving Piercy's livestock and the 
April 20, 2005 auto/livestock collision that injured Guzman both occurred in nearly the 
same place, on the same road. In both incidents, Piercy's livestock had been pastured in 
lands included within the boundaries of the 1982 herd district. Piercy depo, 18:24-19:6; 
47:16-19; 68:1-70:5; Piercy depo Exhibits 2 and 8; Canyon County Herd District Map 
admitted into evidence at the "mini-trial"; Affidavits of Hansen and Allen re: the 10/05/01 
auto/livestock collisions. Piercy's response to Plaintiff's Request for Admission No. 9, 
attached as Exhibit C to Walton Affidavit. 
Mr. Piercy testified he has been farming and ranching in Canyon County for 30 to 50 
years, that he runs 260 cows and 16-20 bulls, that he raises crops on about 450 acres of 
Canyon County land, that he runs cattle on another 340 acres of Canyon County land, 
(Piercy's depo, 34:19- 36:24; 45:14-47:12). It is inconceivable that he would not have 
learned prior to April 20, 2005 that as of July 1, 1982 all of Canyon County was herd 
district. Piercy fenced his livestock as though his pasture was included within a herd 
district, and Piercy testified that all livestock in Canyon County is "contained", so as to keep 
such livestock off of the roads. Piercy depo 44:2-45:4. This is, of course, just what one 
would expect, since all of Canyon County was subject to herd district status. 
These facts alone are strong evidence that every long time rancher in Canyon 
County (including Piercy) knew of the existence of the 1982 ordinance that made all land in 
Canyon County subject to herd district status. Piercy's own witness, E. G. Johnson, 
another rancher whose ranch became subject to herd district status upon enactment of the 
1982 herd district ordinance, filed an affidavit in this case (Exhibit G, Walton Affidavit) 
saying that he learned of the 1982 herd district in 1982 or 1983. Strangely, E.G. Johnson 
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later attempted in his deposition to recant his sworn testimony in that regard, impeaching 
his own affidavit testimony. Johnson testified in his deposition that he only learned of the 
1982 herd district 10 or 15 years earlier. He gave no reason for impeaching his own 
testimony. 
Counsel for Piercy also represented E.G. Johnson in another livestock/motor vehicle 
collision case. Saetrum Law Offices attempted to have the 1982 herd district declared 
invalid in the E.G. Johnson litigation as well. Judge Hoff upheld the validity of the 1982 
herd district in that case, however, thus creating conflicting District Court opinions in the 
Third Judicial District as to the validity of the 1982 herd district. See Gazzaway v. Johnson 
(Canyon County Case No. CV 07-2141). 
Still, as E.G. Johnson's affidavit and deposition testimony demonstrates, a rancher 
who has ranched for decades in Canyon County must have known by 2005 that the entire 
county was herd district as of 1982. 
Additional pertinent evidence includes the affidavits of former Plaintiff Rivera, and 
Plaintiff Guzman, that it was their belief and understanding that it was illegal for cattle to be 
on the roads of Canyon County, and that they relied upon that belief for their protection and 
safety when traveling the roads of Canyon County. Said Affidavits are attached as Exhibits 
F and G to the Walton Affidavit. 
There is also the testimony of the investigating police officers that when there is a 
collision between livestock and an automobile in Canyon County, the rancher is 
responsible, because the rancher was required by law to keep his livestock fenced and off 
the road. See, e.g. the deposition testimony of Deputy Sloan, where the deputy testified 
that," ... it's pretty self explanatory what happened. We know what happened. Because it's 
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obvious, because there was a bull in the road. It's not the driver's fault." Sloan depo 
testimony, 42:21-24, Exhibit H to Walton Affidavit. 
Finally, there is the inescapable conclusion that even Dale Piercy himself benefited 
from the 1982 herd district law. Not only did Piercy enjoy the safety and protection that the 
herd district law afforded Piercy as a motorist operating his motor vehicles on Canyon 
County's network of roads between 1982 and 2005, but additionally, Piercy's crops were 
protected from being trampled by other ranchers' livestock, and Piercy's livestock herds 
were protected from being infiltrated and mixed in with other ranchers' herds, because 
since 1982 every Canyon County rancher was required to keep his livestock fenced. 
THE DOCTRINE OF QUASI ESTOPPEL PRECLUDES PIERCY FROM 
CHALLENGING THE VALIDITY OF THE HERD DISTRICTS AT ISSUE. 
Piercy accepted the benefits of ranching in a herd district for at least twenty-three 
years prior to this accident. These benefits included having all livestock in the county 
contained in enclosed pastures, so that his herd would not be mingled with other ranchers' 
herds. Because herd districts rely upon the 'fence in' rule, he enjoyed the benefit of not 
having his farm crops and ranch lands trampled by other ranchers' livestock, since all 
ranchers were required by the herd district laws to contain their livestock in enclosed 
pastures. As a motorist, he enjoyed the protection afforded all motorists in Canyon 
County, secure in the knowledge that the law required all ranchers to keep their livestock 
off the County's roads. 
Moreover, Piercy acquiesced in, or ratified the validity of Canyon County's herd 
districts generally, and the 1982 herd district specifically, when he (through his insurer) paid 
Ms. Hansen and Mr. Allen in 2001 for the damages caused by Piercy's cattle being on the 
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road, in violation of the herd district laws. Had that land been open range, as Piercy now 
contends, the insurers of those two automobiles would have paid Piercy for the loss of his 
cattle. 
Similarly, Erika Rivera and Luis Guzman believed that it was illegal for a rancher to 
allow his cattle upon the roads of Canyon County. They relied upon the protection that rule 
of law provided, and they traveled the roads of the county believing such to be the case. 
Under these facts, the doctrine of quasi estoppel prevents Piercy from challenging, 
after the fact, the herd district's validity. The law does not permit Piercy to effectively lay in 
wait, cause terrible injuries to two children who rightfully relied upon the protection the herd 
district law provided them, and then argue the law of the land does not apply to him 
because of an alleged procedural error some twenty-three years earlier. If Piercy believed 
the herd districts were invalid, he should have challenged their validity before this horrible 
accident, not after. 
Idaho case law holds that a party can not acquiesce in, or ratify the validity of 
governmental conduct, and then later, when it suits that party, challenge the validity of that 
same governmental conduct. 
In KTVB. Inc. v. Boise City, 94 ID 279 (1971), Boise and other cities set up a 
procedure for the awarding of a cable television franchise. KTVB attempted to obtain the 
franchise, and submitted its bid for the franchise per the procedure set up by the 
governmental entities. When it was denied the franchise, KTVB filed suit, alleging that the 
procedure established for the awarding of the franchise was invalid, much as Piercy now 
alleges the procedure for establishing the herd district in 1982 was invalid. 
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The Idaho Supreme Court ruled that the doctrine of quasi estoppel estopped KTVB 
from contesting the validity of the governmental action. The Court noted that under quasi 
estoppel (unlike estoppel), there is no requirement that the party to be estopped be guilty 
of concealment or misrepresentation, nor must the party alleging quasi estoppel prove 
detrimental reliance. 94 ID, at 281. Rather, the Idaho Court ruled, 
"The doctrine classified as quasi estoppel has its basis in election, 
ratification, affirmance, acquiescence, or acceptance of benefits; and the 
principle precludes a party from asserting, to another's disadvantage, a right 
inconsistent with a position previously taken by him. The doctrine applies 
where it would be unconscionable to allow a person to maintain a position 
inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced, or of which he accepted a 
benefit." 94 ID, at 281 (emphasis added). 
Piercy acquiesced in, affirmed, ratified and accepted the benefits of ranching in a 
herd district for at least twenty-three years prior to injuring the Plaintiffs. It would be 
unconscionable to allow him to complain, after the fact, that the herd district is invalid, and 
that he is immune from liability. 
Moreover, even though, as noted above, Piercy benefited from the 1982 herd district 
ordinance, it is not a requirement of quasi-estoppel that a person derive a benefit from the 
governmental action in order to be estopped from denying the validity of the governmental 
action. It is sufficient if Guzman proves Piercy acquiesced in, affirmed or ratified such 
government13l action. 
The case of Wong v. Public Util. Comm., 33 Haw. 813 (1936), illustrates this point 
nicely. The Idaho Supreme Court's decision in KTVB, supra, was grounded upon the 
Wong case, as the Wong case was cited with approval by the Idaho Court in KTVB. 
In that case, Wong applied for and received a certificate issued by the governmental 
entity to operate as a common carrier. The certificate was required by statute. Later, 
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Wong's certificate was revoked, and Wong sued, alleging that the statute that required 
Wong to obtain the certificate was invalid, much as Piercy argues here. The Hawaii court 
held that the doctrine of quasi estoppel precluded Wong from contesting the validity of the 
statute. In so holding, the court said: 
To permit the appellee to voluntarily invoke the regulatory provisions 
of law and to enjoy the benefits and privileges thereof and, after the violation 
by him of the terms and conditions attached to such benefits and privileges, 
to attack such law as invalid upon the grounds urged would be to 
countenance juridical gymnastics with which this court has little sympathy ... 
The option lay with the appellee to conform to the law and to secure a 
certificate of convenience and necessity with its attendant benefits or insist 
upon the invalidity of the statute and stand upon the constitutional and 
statutory rights and privileges which he believed the statute invaded. He 
chose the former course. By such voluntary acceptance of benefit he is now 
estopped from assailing the validity of the statute. 33 Haw., at 813-814. 
Between 1982 and 2005 Piercy acquiesced in, enjoyed the benefits, protections, 
and affirmed the validity of the 1982 herd district. He, like all of the ranchers of Canyon 
Cou_nty, attempted at all times to contain his livestock, and keep them off of the roads of 
Canyon County. His crops were protected by the 1982 ordinance; his livestock herds were 
protected by the ordinance; Piercy himself was protected by the ordinance as he drove on 
Canyon County's roads.· 
When presented with an opportunity to contest the validity of the 1982 herd district 
in 2001, when his cattle escaped and damaged others' vehicles, he not only acknowledged 
that his pasture was not in open range, but he ratified, affirmed and acquiesced in the 
validity of the 1982 herd district by knowingly paying (through his insurer) the damages 
caused by his livestock, as required under herd district law. Had open range law applied, 
as Piercy now contends, the insurers for the cars would have paid Piercy for the loss of 
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Piercy's cattle. Instead, Piercy's insurer paid Piercy for the loss of his livestock, and Piercy 
knowingly accepted those benefits from his insurer, because he knew there was "no open 
range". 
Luis Guzman relied upon the protection of the herd district law to protect him as he 
traveled the roads of Canyon County. 
It would clearly be unconscionable to allow Piercy to claim immunity from the herd 
district law under which he has farmed and ranched since 1982. 
Other Idaho case law supports Guzman's argument that Piercy is estopped to deny 
the validity of the law under which all of Canyon County operated for 23 years prior to 
Guzman's injury. 
In Telfer v School District No. 31 of Blaine County, 50 Idaho 27 4, 295 P. 632 (1931) 
a landowner attacked the validity of a school district created by the board of county 
commissioners, alleging that the district was created pursuant to a defective petition, and 
that: 
The complaint affirmatively states many omissions in the preliminary 
proceedings required by the laws of this state to authorize the commissioners 
to create school districts, and it is claimed this order of the board creating 
district No. 13 was null and void for want of jurisdiction in the county 
commissioners. 295 P., at 632. 
In short, the landowners in Telfer were contending, exactly as Piercy contends here, 
that the county commissioners failed to follow proper procedure in creating the district in 
issue. 
The Idaho Supreme Court noted in Telfer that the districts at issue were created 10 
to 20 years prior to the landowners' lawsuit; that the district had thereafter continuously 
existed as a political subdivision of the state; that it was therefore at least a de facto 
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corporation, exercising the powers and duties of such political subdivision within the well 
defined territorial limits of the district. 
The trial court sustained the school district's demurrer to the landowners' complaint. 
On appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed, stating: 
"To permit the existence of public corporations to depend on private 
litigation would be inimical to the welfare of the community. Experience has 
demonstrated that irregularities of more or less importance are to be found in 
the organization of nearly every incorporated body.Technical accuracy is not 
to be expected. The legal existence of a public corporation cannot be 
questioned without causing disturbance more or less serious, and if the 
regularity of its organization can be kept open to inquiry indefinitely, no one 
can ever be sure that any of the taxes levied to meet its expenses or the 
contracts necessarily entered into by it would be valid and enforceable. The 
transaction of public business might be blocked by private litigation 
commenced at the will or whim of any citizen. While there has been an 
honest effort to comply with the law in the organization of a corporation, as a 
school district, and the officers selected proceed to execute the powers 
thereof, every presumption should be, and is, in favor of the regularity of 
such organization, and it is to be regarded as valid, save when assailed by 
the state on information in the nature of quo warranto." 
This rule is recognized and followed by the federal court in this district. In 
Oregon Short Line R. Co. v. Kimama Highway Dist. (0. C.) 287 F. 734, 738, 
Judge Dietrich said: "The other contention is 'that, though irregularly 
organized, the district is to be deemed a de facto corporation, and its legal 
existence cannot be called into question by a private person in an action of 
this character. In that respect it was stipulated at the trial that since February, 
1920, the defendant district has 'been functioning as a highway district, and 
holding itself out as a highway district, since that time, under color of an 
organization.' Upon this showing of fact I am inclined to think defendant's 
position is well taken. The general proposition is considered at length in a 
decision recently rendered by the Supreme Court of the state in Morgan v. 
Independent School District, where there may be found a review of many 
typical decided cases upon the subject. It is to he borne in mind that this is a 
collateral attack by a private citizen upon the existence of a public 
corporation, and that the order assailed was not such an order as the board 
of county commissioners was without authority to make under any 
circumstances. If invalid at all, it is not because such an order is entirely 
beyond the general jurisdiction with which the board is vested, but because 
certain conditions precedent to the exercise of the power were not complied 
with." 
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The rule seems of universal application, but sometimes stated differently. 
It is said in Henderson v. School District. 75 Mont. 154, 242 P. 979, 982: 
"Thus acquiescence in the exercise of corporate functions, and dealing with 
the corporation as such over a period of years will estop all persons dealing 
with the corporation from assailing its legality. (citing authority). 
Mr. Dillon, in his work on Municipal Corporations (5th Ed.)§ 67, says: "In 
public affairs where the people have organized themselves, under color of 
law, into the ordinary munidpal bodies, and have gone on, year after year, 
raising taxes, making improvements, and exercising their usual franchises 
their rights are properly regarded as dependent quite as much on 
acquiescence as on the regularity of their origin." 
In Cooley on Constitutional Limitation (8th Ed.) vol. 1, p. 531, it is said: "In 
proceedings where the question whether a corporation exists or not arises 
collaterally, the courts will not permit its corporate character to be 
questioned, if it appear to be acting under color of law, and recognized by the 
State as such. Such a question should be raised by the State itself, by quo 
warranto or other direct proceeding." ... 
We hold school district No. 31 having existed, exercising all the functions 
of a public school district of the state over its present well-defined territory as 
a public corporation for the past ten years, its legal entity is not subject to 
attack by a landowner within the district in an injunction proceeding against 
its officers. It follows the demurrer was good. 295 P., at 633-634. 
Pursuant to the law laid down in Telfer some 57 years ago, and pursuant to the 
Idaho case law previously cited to this court, Piercy is estopped to collaterally attack the 
validity of the Canyon County Commissioners' ordinance creating the 1982 herd district. 
The herd district was created 23 years prior to April 20, 2005. For 23 years prior to April 
20, 2005, all of Canyon County had been recognized as a herd district, and the herd district 
laws have been enforced county-wide. For twenty-three years prior to Guzman's injury 
Guzman, Piercy and all of Canyon County ordered their lives, their affairs and their 
business around the notion that all livestock within the county was required to be 
contained. 
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Piercy is estopped from contesting, after the fact, the validity of the herd district law. 
THE DOCTRINE OF ESTOPPEL BY LACHES ESTOPS 
PIERCY FROM CONTESTING THE VALIDITY OF THE 1982 
HERD DISTRICT 
Guzman joins in and adopts Sutton's arguments that the equitable doctrine of 
estoppel by !aches estops Piercy from contesting the validity of the 1982 herd district. 
Guzman is mindful of the ever-expanding size of the Court's file in this case, and the 
Court's limited time and resources. Guzman's failure to fully brief the estoppel by !aches 
issue is not a reflection of the merits of that doctrine as it applies to this case; rather, it is 
simply a recognition that Sutton's counsel is more than capable of briefing and presenting 
that argument to this Court, and the Court does not need to expend the additional time and 
resources to read Guzman's counsel's arguments on the issue. Undersigned's arguments 
on this issue mirror Sutton's counsel's arguments. 
THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS PREVENTS PIERCY 
FROM CONTESTING THE VALIDITY OF THE 1982 HERD 
DISTRICT 
Guzman joins in and adopts Sutton's arguments that the statute of limitations 
prevents Piercy from contesting the validity of the 1982 herd district. Again, given the ever-
expanding size of the Court's file in this case, and the Court's limited time and resources, 
Guzman will refrain from further briefing on this issue, as Sutton's brief adequately 
addresses the issue. Guzman's failure to brief this issue is not an indication that the 
argument is without merit; rather, it is only recognition that Sutton's counsel will capably 
briefthe issue, and that Guzman will not consume more of the Court's limited time making 
the very same arguments that Sutton capably presents to the Court. 
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IRRESPECTIVE OF THE STATUS OF THE 1982 HERD 
DISTRICT, PIERCY VIOLATED CANYON COUNTY LAW, 
AND IS NEGLIGENT PER SE. 
Canyon County ordinance 03-05-17 provides in relevant part as follows: 
03-05-17: RUNNING AT LARGE PROHIBITED: 
(2) Livestock: A. Prohibited: It shall be unlawful for any person to allow livestock 
which he owns, keeps or harbors to be at large upon the roads, streets or alleys of 
the county or upon any premises other than his own. 
(4) Animals At Large: It shall be unlawful for any animal(s) (except felines, domestic 
or feral), owned or possessed by an individual to be at large upon the roads, streets 
or alleys of the county or any public place of the county or upon any premises other 
than his own. Waterfowl in county parks are exempt from this section. 
Plaintiff alleged in his complaint that, "defendant Piercy was guilty of negligence per 
se in that defendant Dale W. Piercy allowed his livestock to run at large in violation of 
Idaho Code Section 25-2408 and other applicable laws and statutes". 
Piercy violated Canyon County Ordinance 03-05-17 by allowing his bull to escape its 
pasture and be upon a road of the county, and/or because his bull was at large at the time 
of the accident. Thus, regardless of the status of the herd districts in question, Piercy was 
negligent per se, and is subject to civil liability for the injuries caused. Such an ordinance is 
a valid exercise of a county's legislative authority. Benewah County Cattlemen's Ass'n v 
Board of County Commissioners, 105 ID 209 (1983). 
BECAUSE THIS AUTO/LIVESTOCK COLLISION 
OCCURRED WITHIN AN ADMITTEDLY VALID HERD 
DISTRICT FORMED IN 1908, PIERCY IS NOT ENTITLED 
TO IMMUNITY IRRESPECTIVE OF THE VALIDITY OF THE 
1982 HERD DISTRICT 
As pointed out by Defendant Sutton in her May 21, 2009 memorandum opposing 
Piercy's second motion for summary judgment, at the time the 1908 herd district where this 
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accident occurred was created, the Idaho Code did not require that the 1908 herd district 
be enclosed by fences and cattle guards to prevent livestock from straying from open 
range into the herd district. That statutory requirement was not added to l.C. 25-2402 until 
1963, and the 1963 amendment was not made retroactive by the legislature. 
Because this bull/automobile wreck occurred within the 1908 herd district, Piercy is 
subject to herd district liability for Guzman's injuries even if his bull was pastured in open 
range, and even if the 1908 herd district was not surrounded by fences and cattle guards 
as Piercy contends. 
Again, to save the Court's limited time and resources, Guzman adopts the 
arguments advanced by Sutton in this regard, rather than re-state those arguments in this 
brief. 0,--r-
DATED this~ day of May, 2009. 
Chasan & Walton, LLC 
Timothy C. Walton, Attorney for 
Plaintiff 
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Park Center Pointe 
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I am counsel for Plaintiff Guzman and the statements contained herein are made 
from my personal knowledge. 
For the Court's convenience (given the size of the Court's file) undersigned is 
attaching the deposition testimony, exhibits and affidavits referred to in affiant's 
Memorandum in Support of Guzman's Motions for Reconsideration and Motion to 
Dismiss. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are copies of Piercy's deposition testimony 
referred to in Guzman's brief in support of Guzman's Motion for Reconsideration, along 
with exhibits 2 and 8 to that deposition; 
Attached as Exhibit "B" and "C" respectively are the affidavits (and attachments) 
of Affiants Hansen and Allen regarding the October 5, 2001 auto/livestock collisions 
involving Piercy's livestock; 
Attached as Exhibit "D" is Piercy's Second Affidavit of July 30, 2007; 
Attached as Exhibit "E" is the Affidavit of E. G. Johnson, which affidavit was 
submitted by Defendant Piercy; 
Attached as Exhibits "F" and "G" are the Affidavits of Erika Rivera and Luis 
Guzman; 
Attached as Exhibit "H" is testimony of Canyon County Sheriff's Deputy Sloan 
referred to in Guzman's brief. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a copy of the colored Herd District map for 
Canyon County admitted into evidence at the "mini-trial" in this case. 
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Attached as Exhibit "J" is Piercy's response to Plaintiff's Request for Admission 
No. 9; 
Attached as Exhibit "K" is a map attached by Piercy's counsel to Piercy's May 1, 
2007 Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment; 
Attached as Exhibit "L" is the May 1, 2007 Affidavit of Pope (with attachments), 
which affidavit was submitted by Defendant Piercy. 
DATED this c2>~of May, 2010. 
Chasan & Walton, LLC 
Timothy C. Walton, Attorney for 
Plaintiff 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, thisc:i5~y of 
May, 2010. 
DOREEN R. GARDNER 
Notary Public 
State of Idaho 
Notary Public for Idaho, Residing at Boise, ID 
Commission Expires 2/24/2012 
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MR. WALTON: Let's do this. Let's go off the 
record for a sec because it will be a little quicker. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
MR. WALTON: Let's mark this Exhibit 2. 
(Exhibit 2 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON): I'm showing you Exhibit 2. 
And I'll just represent to you that that's a map that I 
pulled off of Google Earth on the internet. And we've 
just discussed it off the record here for a sec. 
Does the map depict in orange Wamstad Road in the 
vicinity of where this accident occurred? 
MS. MEIKLE: I'm going to object to the form of the 
question and the use of the exhibit. 
You can answer if you understand. 
THE WITNESS: Yes. 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON): And does the map depict in 
yellow Lee Lane? 
A. Yes. 
Q. You know what I didn't bring and I should have, 
have you got any --
Off the record. 
(Discussion held off the record.) 
MR. WALTON: Back on the record. 
Q. Would you color with this orange magic marker 
the pasture from which this bull escaped. 
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1 A. The whole pasture? 
2 Q. Yes, sir. 
3 A. (In di ca ting. ) 
4 Q. And the pasture from which this bull escaped is 
5 north of the Boise River and east of Wamstad Road; 
6 correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. And if I understand your testimony, is the 
9 pasture fenced on three sides? 
10 A. More than three sides. 
11 Q. Okay. Explain for me. 
12 A. This is an area that I let the public use to 
13 put in boats and fish and watch the river. People park 
14 there and see the river, the wildlife. 
15 And when it goes up here, then there's a gate that 
1 6 crosses when this becomes steep and rocks. 
17 Q. So if I'm understanding correctly, there's a 
1 s small area just north and just east of Wamstad Road that 
1 9 is fenced that runs parallel to the river, roughly 





MS. MEIKLE: Objection. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON) Can you clarify for me. 
A. It's fenced on the pasture side but not the 
2 5 river side so people have access to the river. 
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Exhibit -- well, you look at the photos we've just 
covered and pick a photo that depicts the steel post 
that you're referring to. 
A. It's this one (indicating). 
Q. We're looking at Exhibit 5-A. Would you circle 
that post that you replaced. 
A. (Indicating. ) 
Q. And is that the replaced pole, Exhibit 5-A? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What's the size of that pasture? 
A. Rough guess, three-and-a-half acres. 
Q. What were the size of the bulls in the pasture 
that night? 
A. Probably weighed from 1,000 to 2,000 pounds. 
Q. And what age ranges? 
A. One year to seven. 
Q. So I assume you're a businessman. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Describe your business for me. What do you do? 
A. I farm and ranch. 
Q. What do you farm? 
A. Today, pasture, hay and corn. 
Q. And tell me a little bit about your ranching 
operations. 
A. I have approximately 260 mother cows. 





Q. And how many bulls? 
A. Approximately 20. 
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A. Probably 16. 
Q. Nine 
A. It's a rough guess. 
Q. Close enough for what I'm asking you, I think. 
Nine of them were in this pasture that we have been 
talking about? 
A. They were mature bulls. 
Q. And the other eight were -- or approximately 
eight were --
A. They were young bulls. 
Q. With their moms? 
A. In a feed lot. 
Q. How many acres do you have? 
A. I don't understand the question. 
Q. You farm some acreage, I take it. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you own it all? Or do you own some and 
lease some? How does that go? 
A. Own some, lease some. 
Q. How many acres do you own that you farm? 
A. Total acres owned is approximately 450. 










Q. How many acres do you lease that you farm? 
A. Approximately 300. 
Q. And then your ranching operations -- when I say 
"ranching," are we referring to your cattle operation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many acres do you own that you ranch? 
A. 140. 
8 Q. And how many -- do you lease acreage that you 
9 ranch as well? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. How many do you lease? 
12 A. Approximately 200. That varies. 
13 Q. How much acreage did you lease at the time this 












A. I'd say that 200 would be close. 
Q. And same answer for how much you owned for 
ranching? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at the of this accident did you have 
about -- what did you tell me, 220 cows? 
A. Approximately 260. 
-
Q. 260 cows. 
Are all of your ranch lands in Canyon County? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And, again, when we're talking about ranch 














All the cattle in Canyon County are fenced in, 
aren't they? 
MS. MEIKLE: Objection to the form of the question. 
THE WITNESS: Should I answer? 
MS. MEIKLE: Do you know the answer to the 
question? 
THE WITNESS: No. 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON): What cattle are not fenced in? 
A. There's different boundaries and fences on 










Q. Well, when you say "not fenced in," you mean 
like there's sometimes rivers that keep the cattle in; 
right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Let's rephrase it then. 
You're not aware of any cattle in Canyon County 
that roam free, are you? 
MS. MEIKLE: Objection to the form of the question. 
THE WITNESS: I don't understand what you mean by 
21 "roam free." Where? 
22 Q. (BY MR. WALTON): Outside of boundaries such as 
23 fences, rivers, or natural barriers that contain the 
24 lives tock. 
25 MS. MEIKLE: Objection to the form of the question. 
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You can answer if you understand. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON): What do you mean "no"? 
A. Everything is contained. 
Q. Okay. That's what I thought. Thanks. 
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MR. EVETT: Would this be a good time to take a 
break? 
MS. MEIKLE: I'd like to take one. 
MR. WALTON: Fine by me. 
(Recess taken.) 
MR. WALTON: Let's go on the record. 
Would you mark that as an exhibit for me. 
(Exhibit 8 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON): Mr. Piercy, I'm handing you 
Exhibit 8. On Exhibit 8 there is a road going down the 
middle of the photograph that's colored in orange that 
is Wamstad Road; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then there's a road colored in yellow that 
is Lee Lane; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you have been kind enough to color in for 
23 me some lands both to the east and to the west of 
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Q. And what are those lands that you've colored in 
for me in orange? 
A. Those are pasturelands. 
Q. And are those lands then where you run cattle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And how many acres of that is owned by -- what 
7 portion of that is owned by you? 
8 A. The east side of the road. 
9 Q. And do you lease the west side of the road? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. And approximately how many acres are on the 










A. The pasture alone is 60 acres. 
Q. You say "the pasture alone." Is there 
something aside from the pasture on the east side of the 
road that you owned? 
A. River and wildlife area. 
Q. And I forget how many acres you told me you own 
that you ranch. 
A. I'm thinking it was approximately 120. 
Q. So this is about half of the land that you own 
22 that you ranch is shown on Exhibit 8? 
23 A. Yes, sir. 
24 Q. And the other lands that you own are where in 
25 relation to these lands? 
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A. North of Parma on Highway 95. 
Q. The lands to the west of Wamstad Road are 
leased lands, you've told me. 
A. Yes. 
Q. And approximately how many acres are colored in 
by you to the west of Wamstad? 
A. Approximately 150. 
Q. And how many lands -- how many acres do you 
lease for ranching? 
A. Approximately 200. 
Q. So where is the other 50 acres? 
A. It's on the Snake River. 
Q. South of here -- south of that map? 
A. It would be northeast. 
Q. Oh, northeast. Okay. 
Now, the pasture from which this bull escaped is 
part of the orange that you've colored in on Exhibit 8, 
is it not? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where were the rest of your cattle on March 20, 
21 '05? 
22 A. I do not know. 
23 Q. Would they have been in some of the lands 
24 depicted on Exhibit 8? 
25 A. No. 
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Q. (BY MR. WALTON): 
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I'm handing you Exhibit 9, 
Mr. Piercy. It's a police report pertaining to an 
incident that occurred October 5, 2001 involving a Jamie 
Hansen whose vehicle, as I understand it, struck one of 
your cows. 
A. Repeat that. 
Q. Yes, sir. 
This is an incident that occurred October 5, 2001 
on Wamstad Road, quarter mile south of Hexon Road it 
says, when a vehicle driven by Jamie Hanson struck one 
of your head of cattle. 
A. A calf. 
Q. A calf. 
Actually this says it struck two cows, but the 
police are probably like me and don't know the 
difference between a cow, calf, heifer, or bull. 
Do you recall that incident, sir? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What pasture did that -- first off, was it a 
calf or two head or what was it? Do you recall? 
A. There was two calves that were dead. 






Q. Which pasture was that? 
M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 
1193 
(208) 345-8800 (fax) 
09551a85·c967-4c0b-8e14·152987fb908d 
Page 69 
1 A. This one back here (indicating). 
2 Q. So that would be the easternmost and 
3 southernmost pasture that you've colored in orange on 
4 Exhibit 8? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And did you discover how those calves got out? 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. You never did figure it out? 
9 A. No. 
10 Q. That pasture borders the Boise River? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Is there -- do you rely on the river as a 
13 natural boundary to contain the animals? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. So there's fencing along that pasture along the 











Q. But you never found a break in the fence? 
A. No. 
Q. No, you did not? 
A. No, I did not. 
Q. Yeah. It was a bad question, that's why I had 
to clarify it. 
And then do you recall a Don Allen came along and 
hit one of those dead calves a few minutes later? 





























A. I do not. 
Q. Oh, you didn't know about that? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Then I'm not going to show you that 
police report. 
Are you aware of who paid the damages to the Hansen 
vehicle? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you know, for example, if your insurer paid 
those damages? 
A. No. 
Q. You don't know if it did or did not? 
A. No. 
Q. Just so I know, understand your answer, no, you 
did not know if it did or did not; is that correct? 
A. I don't know who paid, if they paid. I have no 
recollection of any money taken. 
MR. WALTON: Mark that, please. 
(Exhibit 10 marked.) 
Q. (BY MR. WALTON): So on the Hansen incident, 
what type of fencing enclosed that pasture from which 
those calves escaped? 
A. There's electrified five wire and metal gate 
that separate it from the pastures next to it. 
Q. Essentially the same type of fencing involved 
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II IC s/10/bC:, 
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lf ,J IJ ('•n 1rp1"1l•i: 
Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170 
CHASAN & WAL TON LLC 
Park Center Pointe 
1459 Tyrell Lane 
Post Office Box 1069 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069 
Telephone: (208) 345-3760 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288 
Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717 
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C. 
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 255 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Telephone: (208) 898-3442 
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443 
-- . -- -- ·-----· ---··-- --- - - _,._,. _______ . --
JUL 2 J 2007 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Erika L. Rivera and Luis J. Guzman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ERIKA L. RIVERA by and through ) 
LOREE RIVERA her mother and ) 
natural guardian, AND LUIS J. GUZMAN) 
by and through BALLARDO GUZMAN ) 
his father and natural guardian, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and 










Case No: CVOS-4848 
Judge: Gordon W. Petrie 
AFFIDAVIT OF LINDA 
HANSEN IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT PIERCY'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
May 31, 2007 
COMES NOW Linda Hansen, being first being duly sworn upon oath, and 
deposes and says as follows: 
Affidavit of Linda Hansen in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (5/31/07} - Page 1 
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1. My name is Linda Hansen. My husband, Tracy Hansen, and 
owned a 19.85 Chrysle[Aries_K motor~ehicl.e._______ _____ . __ _ 
2. On October 5, 2001 that vehicle was being driven by my daughter 
when it was involved in a collision, at night, with two head of cattle owned by 
Dale Piercy on Wamstad Road, between Hexon Road and the Boise River, just 
south of Parma, Idaho, in Canyon County. A copy of the police report describing 
that accident is attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
Fortunately my daughter was not injured in that accident. Mr. Piercy's 
insurance company paid for the damage caused to our motor vehicle. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
DATED this tJ-lfi. day of r , 2007. 
By~~~ 
Linda Hansen 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before 
day of ·-S..,~007. 
is b 
otary Public for Idaho l-
Residing at: C.c .... \ .. ~--.,,-LJ { 
sconwNJ.AcE 
Notary Public 
state of Idaho 
Commission Expires: ______ _ 
Affidavit of Linda Hansen in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (5/31/07) - Page 2 
1199 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thee904 day of July, 2007, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by: 
Joshua S. Evett 
Elam, Burke 
251 E. Front St., No. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701-1539 
Attorney for Jennifer Sutton 
Ryan Peck 
Rodney R. Saetrum 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 














Facsimile to 336-0448 
Affidavit of Linda Hansen in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (5/31/07) - Page 3 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
Police Report dated October 5, 2001 at 23:00 
EXHIBIT "A" 
1201 
ici~'ho Vehicle Collision f;;,rt ~T:,_ ' !~ 1<400 !;""* 246 I ~ TROl-0676 Page 1 rro.oo~SM 27.CiDSOo-o ~ 11t , 
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Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170 
CHASAN & WAL TON LLC 
Park Center Pointe 
1459 Tyrell Lane 
Post Office Box 1069 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069 
Telephone: (208) 345-3760 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288 
Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717 
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C. 
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 255 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
Telephone: (208) 898-3442 
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443 
JUL 2 , 2D07 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Erika L. Rivera and Luis J. Guzman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ERIKA L. RIVERA by and through ) 
LOREE RIVERA her mother and ) 
natural guardian, AND LUIS J. GUZMAN) 
by and through BALLARDO GUZMAN ) 
his father and natural guardian, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and 










Case No: CVOS-4848 
Judge: Gordon W. Petrie 
AFFIDAVIT OF DON ALLEN 
IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT PIERCY'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
June 5, 2007 
COMES NOW Don Allen, being first being duly sworn upon oath, and 
deposes and says as follows: 
Affidavit of Don Allen in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (6/5/07) - Page 1 
1209 
1. My name is Don Allen and I live in Ontario, Oregon. 
·- --·---.2.--0n_October-5,_ 20D-1,_at approximately_jJ.:11Lp_m , I was drivjnM-g_...a.__ __ _ 
vehicle that hit a black Angus calf that had previously been struck by another 
motor vehicle. This accident occurred on Wamstad Road, about 1/8 to 1/4 mile 
north of the Boise River, between Hexon Road and the Boise River, just south of 
Parma, Idaho, in Canyon County. A copy of the police report describing that 
accident is attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
3. The cattle were owned by Dale Piercy. Mr. Piercy's insurance 
company paid for the damages caused to my vehicle by the collision. As I recall 
the cost of repair was $2,200.00 to $2,400.00. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
DATED this fi day of ~ J.-\ -e. , 2007. 
By _V_dM_~_· _ _ 
Don Allen 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, this ')~ 
day of¥· 2007. ... 
N tary Public for 
Residing at: ---L~~~~-.,---­
Co mm iss ion Exp ires: -"'"'----"'"'----'-"---"-...;;;._-
Affidavit of Don Allen in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (6/5/07) - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~~ay of July, 2007, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by: 
Joshua S. Evett 
Elam, Burke 
251 E. Front St., No. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701-1539 
Attorney for Jennifer Sutton 
Ryan Peck 
Rodney R. Saetrum 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 










Facsimile to 336-0448 
Affidavit of Don Allen in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment {6/5/07) - Page 3 
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EXHIBIT "A" 
Police Report dated October 5, 2001 at 23: 10 
EXtf 1!1Jf2' A" 
• D • 
0 On Ftlo9• F111C*11 
Wanistad Rd 
= 11 Case No. TROl-0 6 5 Page 1 
DNDE QIN Cl!y or Town 
. 25 M1e$ QI S 0 W !:ia OF Parma 
Can on 
laliludt (GPS) 












Sl)C& C2 DrJ 
4 Doo.r 
Qr s- Zl!fCoM WOI\..,.,,. V ...... Cdll' Li.-- ...... Ho. SDllt 
Ontario OR 97914 sn-eu-e.ssa Maroon RAB978 OR 
Passenger Names and Addresses 
Injured Transported To: 
1 2 3 
4 5 6 





Note: -v ind1cates UDklJown 



















0 1 1 

















I Pickup with Cwmper 
7 Pid<uplV111/Pancl/ 
SJK111 Uli*y Vehicle 
12 Eques11'ian 
30 F*"' Equipment IUcl) 











-r-al'll!-.,poc1--ed-F-Dl'--'21 Single Uni lrvd<- 2 axlOl6 Tll'C$ 




27 1'raaorw1Triple Tr.i .. Me<focal Q;re !ly 23 Tl\ICl<,..hlr.iiler 
1 Ambulance 
2 Police c. Unit Use 
3 Her>l:OPI*' 1 FOlicE 5 T axl 
4 Private Veb'* 2 Ambl.JI;~ 6 F'n 
5 NQ&Tr.:.nsl>Oft..S ~ Oriwer1mp. T W~ 
.c I SCl>Dcl 6us 
Attachments 
, on;( Trales 5 McNe Home 
2 Ulrey Tra'u 9 Odw:r 





1 Svsinua/Commen:illl s s $ ~ 7 Rel;~ 
, 2 1nou!Vial/Manut..c1"11n$1 ' Rectulian:;C Alea & Unaewloped 
Light Condffions · -· - · 
51.....i1--~~~~~~~~...;_~~~~----1 
t l);1y 3 Pait •Sued llp!Jts On 5 Oadc • No Sited Lbbtl 
2 ~ "4 Dat1i: • Slteet llptu Ot 
Weather Conditions • TWD Se~ Pen.~ 
1 Clear 3 Rain 5 Sle«/Hal 7 Bloooitlg DustlS:and A. Smci:e1Srnog 
2 Claully <I Snow S Fog e S.- Clou WnOa 
t2.111.,,~~ 
2 Pli:t & ~ ..... Tum i.- CS.Ider 
·~w., 
• ~'11 ND IMdw 
A 2.Wll)' & 2 DCl&l1ilt Y*"" ,......_ CNfar 
Road Surface Type 
Road Surface Conditions Roadway ' Snli!hl 2 CuM 
. 1 14.f.:.1~DIY----_:..3.:..;S11Js11~~~=-....;;.;;.;-~. ':'EIKM"=~----,7,.,Wa!er,.....--t Geometrics , u~r.ifJDoonpr.1111 a l1ilcral s Lf:Vlll 
2 Wet ... Ice Ii Mixf II Ollw ::::====================== Traff;c Control 
ONon& " Fm11n; .._ a Oft>otdFlaooer 
1 Sl@SV, S TtaftS~ed. Oriy A Schoel 6u1 Signal 
2Ytell: 5 R.R. GlllaclSllJnal I N...a>eu 6anler Ut>e 
7 R. JL ~""'9 Buccn C ~Signing 
SPECIFY , F~ 2 Hal Fundlonlng S ~ 
r----------~C::"'.O::-NT~R:""."'.IB'."".'U"'.'::T:-:IN:--G~C'"'"1R'"'"c-u-MS~TAN-C .... E .... S-·-3-P-o-s-sib-l-e -------UNIT# 2 
0 Nor>E 
1 &.ceeded l'O>led Speed 
2 SpeedTODFllSI 




3 Too 5""' fllr lr;il'k 






10 llllPfllP• ~ 
3 Roao.oy Slope/S~ra 
<li~rush 
6 J\eledlon hi!! SurlacE 
E lirighl Sunlighl 
Toweel OW lo Damage 'To.-cd BY: 
D Yu IX No • Not TOlled 
u lmpn;>pet 'lull'• 11 WllMI t4led 
12 FaiedU> STgrg1 11llehl Oekd 
,, Flied lo Ylllld 11 OShlr Vehicle 
t• Passed S1Dp STgn Oettcs 
1 s ow~ s-11111:11 21 Ala:ihd lnipaired 
1& Tire O....CS 84 Oius: Unpelre6 
VISION OBSTRUCTION 
::z ln;inehliOfl 





7 Bfi9ht HNdlighls 
I Wk"1het' CDndli:N 
10 RHllSno-'lca an Windows 
11 CISdoecUo;nyW""""'4 
•2 $pla$1\/$P<a,"hm OlhorVetiicie 
1a Vehicli& Stepped Dl'I RC*Gway 
,! MoMg VINcle 
, ' P.UO Vcliicle 
I TC>Mod Due lo Damag11 
Dves 0 ND 
Driver of UNIT# 1 ALCOHOL I DRUG INVOLVEMENl 
~ , NdherJIJcchclortln>Q1DelecleC! 2 Ye&·Ji.kdd 3 Yea-Onlpt 
Driver of UNIT # 2 J-+.O 
.& Ycs·60lh 
l Alcohol/ Drug Test 1 IJcd>dTnt J.:.-8 
I Dru; Test ...... 4 Urlfe'les1 6 Ficlcli~ I 
04
\.INIT#1 COMMERCIAL VEHICLE UNIT#2 Refef lo lnrMldicn ShCel be1on! c:omple"1(; 
~o Cargo Body .. 
.1 Bus 2 Vante:..-d &aa 3 Cargo Tant. 
,,_ 5Dwnp e Coftcme Mile! 7 ,t.u\Dl!an$~ I Ga~ 5' Ol!>er . ,0 Pi:l<ull Bod ·-1 GVWR~ IGVWIWll'l .. ler$ 1 •CC•fDl'L""" I OOTJF«lced JA2lcS l GVWJ;;~ I GllWR·Al'lralleia 1 ICC• Fll'laacl ! oo·u For Lead 
Hz::ardcus ptiQnt OYa Splled' 0Yu IH&a.Mar'IJ Hoz.ar<km PllG<d: O'r'a spaseo· O'Ta 1Haz~-
Malerilil OND • OND Millerial OND • [J No 
O~' Carrier N&;me & ICC# or DOT# for Load obtained from ... '~o 1 s1141ping 1>apcn 2 Vehlde' sia. son- .& Log &ook ;. Olhef 






~ Cty S1;ll£ 2'? Owner) Cly Slat~ z., 












4 ~lide (lndudcs SideNA) 
5 <Ms;oe~o!Way 





a P.n:klg ld .C.CC.u f\ol!ld 
p Pfi*a Prop.ny 
UONIT# 1 --~~~~~~~F~IR~S~T~EVE:-=N~T~R~E~LA-=-T~IO~N~S~H~IP~l~O:-:-:JU~N~C~l~IO~N~~~~~~~~--L-_~r--. 
o Notlj.I~ 2 ~ ~ 4 Dflw-.l:ltAlley l<$lecl 6 Fiamp 1'er.iecl & lblltcQd Qossiog Rel3led 
1 lnlr.1-ec:tiol> 3M on-.yiAllelt 5 Oft ~ '7 Fiallmil Cll>C Ocher M ...... • 11 /lFIRST Harmrul Eveni GENERAt DIREC110N OF TRAVEL (If tu"""O. ar.ct direc:llan l>ebre 1'mlinll) GO'IO<al twedi<n d SllHI u ... PirK1iM Gencn.! c;;..aian o1 Sv• Unll Olrec lion 
11 7JMOST Hannful E-Nrt II' SCUlll / NOltll mi Nollh 0 SOUlll C SDUO\ I liOIOI o NotUi n SOUit\ 0 West/East D E115t 0 Wesi 0 WesHEmt a uu a ws 
[!] Oriver I~ Adicr1 on sir- OllSllMI \4ainstad ltd 
FIRST Hamful Event § MOST Harmful Event 
Driver I Ped Acti:il\ 
Sketch !he scene 
D 
1 Gtiifi . 




I 10 PllGinQ 
I ,,~ 
~ 12 StoPf*d~ 
I 13 S!Dwingh 
U.ries 
I . 





l 40 Wllll<IRJOe 





(;t i ll1~an i N:1T TO s:,......i.£": : 52 WOllUnQ 
i GOE 7o Not an 
I 89 Oller 
I Not to Scala 
Ploper1y Oamsge (N.-"' Object S•rudL • o..n.r""""" and J<adtl:ss) 
1.niJDXl • P~erC:f, Dale W. • 28202 Old Fort ~Ol•• Read , P~:i:ma, Jc•hc e3660 Tel..t 
fS\irnaed oam.ge 
1200 
Narralive J Additbnal 1ntomra1ion I Additional Pas::en{!ers Indicate unit# and au i'llormation 1or additional passengers) 
NOTE: See addendum page for crash narrative. 
WITNESSES Namli 
I Dale ol F.ePoll Pholo5 I J, 10/,/2001 Y ~ N 0 },Zpof 
Send ORIGINA.1. 10: . ic.e d Highway Safety, P. o. 5at 7129. Boise, Idaho 83707•1129 
No~e: -o indicste• Unknown 
1215 
.. 
• 'idah'o Vehicle Collision Report Page4 
Narrative I Additional Information I Additional Pa~sengers: Case No. TR01-0675 
001 Vebicla 1 wa• traveli~g North on Wam.st~d Road vhE.n operator of v~h!cle one 
002 st:ruck a dead cow in the rcaew~y. Operetor of vehicle 1 steted be did not see 
003 the dead cow in tbe rotdway until it Yas too late. ~na vas unable to a~oid it. 
004 Furtbar investigation revealed that the cows were struck by another driver , 
OOS ju;;t trdnute• l:>efcre1 that bad gc:ne to notify L;.w Enforcement. 
006 (Sea T~01-0676) 




01216 HCIC 00027 SCHU 10/0£/01 02:51:48 
Messi\~e ·received from NCIC 
1L01SCN5 000024DQ 
ID0140005 
HO NCIC WANT 
NO NCIC WAHT NAM/ALLEH,D0H G D0B.~Q .... iiiilllilitzi .. l_j_!IJ•llt .... I4 
00979 NLEi 00028 SCHU 10/0£/01 02:51:~0 
Message Teceived fTom NLET 
DR .. ..._.. 
01:53 10/061.01 00bb0 
01:53 l0/0G/01 00752 ID0140005 
*SCN500002'4 
TXT 
ALLEN, DOH GARRY 
348 GROVE RJ> 
ONTARIO OR ~791~-0000 
H0:21908'39 TYPE:C END: 
EXP:09-11-04 lSS:08-31-00 
STOPSt00 RES:B 
*•~*STATUS OH 10/06/01**** 
CDL:HONE 
DL:VALil> OPEf~ATORS LICENSE 
1217 
LIC:00-00-00 
0122& NCIC 00031 SCNU 10/06/01 02:53:13 
Message Teceived from HCIC 
1L01SCN5 000027RQ 
ID0140005 
NO RECORD LIC/RAB978 LIS/BR 
00985 HLET 00032 SCHU 10/06/01 02:53:15 
Message Tcceived f·rom NLET 
RR .. OR0DMVR00 
01:54 10/0~/01 00b65 




MA:CHRY /NFA S:4D Y:1991 L: SP:0 
ID:1C3XY6~R3MD199563 Tl:003002b338 
CD:C EXP:061802 P/DT:102G00 FL: 
OS:ALLEH, DOH GAF..'RY 091144 X 
OS:ALLEH, HANCY WADE 051148 
R:348 GROVE RD 
ONTARIO OR 97914 0000 23 
INSURANCE INFORMATION 
COl'lf.•ANY : l'IUTUAL OF ENUMCLAW 
-- .. _ .. _____ ---· ---
POLICY NO: PA60545239 <POLICY> TYPE: VEHICLE 
EFFECTIVE: 01-05- 01 TERMIHATION: 00- 00- 00 
DISPLAY COl'IPLETE R:;:Y C==N S =N 





VEH. MISC. SUSP. SUBJ. 
'Z 
0 > ::D :D 0 ;:: > > ,.. m 0 0 0 rn m ;:o 
. Cl) O> 
< ~ ~ m 
~ 



















Ill m ~ ... < 
m m (I) 
BM, _____ TIME. ____ _ 
EM. _____ TlME. ____ _ 
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Rodney R. Saetrum, ISB: 2921 
Ryan B. Peck, ISB: 7022 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
101 S. Capitol Blvd 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Telephone: (208) 336-0484 
Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE.THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON. 
ERIKA L. RIVERA by and through LOREE 
RIVERA her mother and natural guardian AND 
LUIS J. GUZMAN by and through 




DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER 
SUTTON, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVOS-4848 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF 
DALE PIERCY 
I, Dale Piercy, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
1. Affiant is a Co-Defendant in this case and has been a farmer and rancher in the 
Parma\Wilder area for over 30 years and bases this Affidavit on his own personal 
knowledge and belief. 
2. Affiant attests that it was his belief that the bull involved in the subject accident 
was being pastured in an area that was open range. Affiant has never believed that 
this pasture area was in a herd district. 
3. Affiant attests that in 2001 he had a different insurance company than at the 
present time. Affiant further attests that he was not part of the decision to pay for 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DALE PIERCY - 1 
1221 
the claims made on his insurance company in 2001 regarding the accidents 
involving his calves. Affiant was never informed why his insurance company in 
2001 paid the claims of those involved in the accidents. Affiant was not told at 
that time that his pasture land was within a herd district. 
4. Affiant attests that ranchers and farmers in Canyon County, whether in open range 
or herd districts, have used fences to separate their land and livestock from other 
peoples' land and livestock. 
Further your Affiant sayeth naught. 
DA TED this 3'f~ay of July 2007. 
Dale P52~ j,;) 4 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Canyon ) 
On thi~ ... ~y of July 2007, before me, a Notary Public, personally appeared DALE 
PIERCY, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the within 
instrument, and_ acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
JN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate last above written. 
__ ----...... ,,.~-- ··-·-· . . 
,,,------ ' ( 
<-cl-~~(y(____ 
Notary Public, State of Idaho 
Residing at:~)fs:;:__z_ , Id~o 
My Commission Expires: 5/28/12-
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DALE PIERCY - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJffuy of July 2007, I caused .a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below and addressed to: 
Timothy C. Walton 
CHASAN & WALTON LLC 
1459 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 1069 
Boise, ID 83701-1069 
Stephen E. Blackburn 
BLACKBURN LAW PC 
660 E. Franklin Road 
Suite 255 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Joshua S. Evett 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P,0. Box 1539 
Boise, ·ID 83701 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF DALE PIERCY - 3 
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___ U.S. Mail 
X Hand Delivery 
___ Overnight Mail 
--- Facsimile 
X U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivery 
___ Overnight Mail 
___ Facsimile 
-~-U.S. Mail 
X Hand Delivery 
___ Overnight Mail 
___ Facsimile 
J 
1::11/lC:/ltH'.l/ 15: 10 
, ' .. "137/18.12EK~7 E!9:3fJ 
JDHNSot'i RESE~R I 
SAEIRUM LAW CF 
PAGE 02/08 
PAGE r.:iEJ;!.3 
Rodney B.- S~tr.im, ISBN: ::4921 
Roberr ::R, Gatesr -ISBN: 2045 
SAETRUM LA W1 OFFICES 
Post Office Box. 7425-
pi·LED 
===,_..-_A.M.---.,----EM. 
. Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 336 .. 0484 . 
· Atto:rneys for. bcfe11dfilit 
JUL. i-.r2007 
CANYON-COl,JNTY CLERK 
. T. CRAWFORD, DEPUTY 
IN THE DIS'F.ttlCT COURT OF nm TfffRf) JIJDICV\.L DISTRICT OF IB:E 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al{D FOR TB:E COtJNTY OF CANYON 
rRAVIS D. GAZZAWAY; 
Ph.tin.tiff, 
. \I', 
E. G. JOHNSON f ARMS, fNC., an Idaho 
corporation., 
Dc::fCX1dant. 
Case No. CT 07-2141 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
E, G. JOHNSON 
COMBS NOW, E.G. 1ohTison, who first bc:ing duly sworn upon his f..~th and deposes (lld 
si:ry'3 as follows: 
1. That! am E.G. Johns911: President of E.G. Johnson. F?.rms, Inc. focateci at 2.40Cr7 
ffi~wa.y 1Q...26, Parma, Idaho 83660. I make this _affJ.davl't of my own personal .l;:;n\)Wl.edge. 
2. I b.ave lived in western Canyon Cou.r:rty since I.941, My :family has owno::I the 
1.ai:ld descr:ibcd m the attached Exhibit 1.. which conta.Lus a legal de:scription of tb.e land~ sin;cc it 
was putehased by w.y grandfa.tbei_-·j:o, the early 1900s prior to 1920. I am f.mxiliar -.vit.h ilii= roa.ds 
in wc::sta:n Canyo~ Coiinty: · 
AFFIDAVIT OF E.G, JOHNSON - .1 
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07/18/2007 15:10 
' . '·orn.&12%7 03: 313 
. JIJHt..JSCIH RESEAW' 
SAE"TRUI~ LAG CF 
PAGE 03/08 
f-'t-4:.;Jf::;.. () t I !. ~· 
3. I frved &.t the above location from 1969 to 2006 w:PJcb is i:u sect).01l 25. To,nsi:1ip 
5 Not'Jl, Range 5 West, BCJi~.e Mcridiau, Canyon·Couo.ty, Id::il.'lO. ··A m~p of this pro~n:y is 
inc1ud~ in &blbit 1. I cUJ.-rently live ~t 28335 _Silo Way, Wilder. XdahO SJ'767, 
4. wnen I n.:r.ov·ed m me property on which E.G. Johnson Fa.r:tns, lnc.. is located, I 
undt.(ijrood the property to .be iu opon :range. This propcity has been gr.a.zed by IJyestoc:k as long 
5. Sometime in either fare 19S2 or. early 1983; I dis;;.yver~d 11tat tbe above prope:tty 
had bean placed imo tb,.;. herd aisttict (;reated by the Cai:iyon County Commi&s:i.orte:rs in 
Decer:u.'be:r 19S2. 
6. I camiOt remember see.ing either a Mtice of the hearing f,n the .(\erd. district or a 
petition from the laildowncrs in this ar011 reClu.esting that the arei.1 be made into a herd district 
7. I would nm: have i;igned such a petition if it had been. presented to me. 
8 A,s a mem,~ of tho Cattlemen's A:;socia:tion !:l~d tiJi<: Cs.ltk rccden As~ic:i.;1.tion 
in that time, I \Vou.td have receive:d :information about the proposed he-..rd diflrtt.cr. prior ~<' the 
hca:dng il' S't+ch :informa6.on had been available as this information wo:uld have been· irnporr..m.t 
. . 
to th.~ cattle ope.ration at E.G. Johnson :Farms, Inc .. 
' . 
Further this affiant sayeth n.~mght. 
t? 
DAIED this..%!!:._ day of JtJJ.y 2007. 
~. 
Br--:~tfi..-~~--:-~~--~~~ 
· E.@. Johnson. 
·- ~ .. : . 




SiA'.J'E OF IDA-B'.0, ) 
; s.s. 
County of Canyon } 
.JCHiSl~Jri RESEAF.:1-· 
~AEiRUM LAliJ CFF 
On- this ___LB_ day of July 2007 before me1 Notary P\1blic, pert.<onally :.tppcEJ.red E.G . 
.JOHNSON> knO'?.l'll or idcmified to ms to be th.¢ ptrson wb,ose namc; is subscribed to the wittJ.fo 
insn:um.ent1 md acknowl::xl:gcd to me that 11e ex;ecuted tbe same .. 
IN WITNESS. \VREREOF, !-bve hereunto aet my hand and affucd my official Se<il th.<:: 
day and year in this certificate ~t abO\'¢ written. 
C£.~a l:J- u ~ 
Notary Public, Sts_te0f Idaho 
. JZ.esidmg at ~.:i •• f, : .. ;...!,. fl.; 
My Co:r:w:irission Expucs' J 6 tf SJ,~_,., 
p~ #- 3·3 I 'S s F 
AFFIDAVIT OF E.G. JOHNSON ~ 3 
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\.:. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on tills 19th day of· July 2007, ·r (::aused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document to be served by .the method indicated below and addressed to: 
J. Brent Gil.Ilil.ell 
GOICOECHEA LAW OFFICES 
1226 E. Karcher Road 
Nampa, ID 83687 
U.S. Mail ---
Y"<:' Hand Delivery 
--- Overnight Mail 
Facsimile ---
Robert R. Gates · 
.A...FFIDA VlT OF E.G. JOHNSON - 4 
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~t/18/2007 15:10 .JOH~.JSCll'1 PAGE B4/0E: 
·57/18/2007 OS:~B 
F'Ai3C: J 8} 1 ~ 
..... _,· 
·.•· 
. ' .... . ;'.' -~ 
. .. :.· ;' 
•, .:i, 







SAETRL.IM LAt1J O, 
F'AtSE 05/ Bil 










The complete. 1.ega.l description- tor f&rceJ. ~l. wa.5 p:i;-ovided t:ci 
the e.ppr~i..se:r:- by M:r. Robe.:i;-t. s. Y~rr.a:;;;h;Lta of We.st One B9.nX, .Jda!'lc, 
corpQ.tat.e Banking Depi:"-rt:ine.rrt, :erom a title policy or th;?, p.l::"opetty •. 
'J'he lege!.J. descript.io.n · o;E Parce.l f.'2 \l>·as providt:::d ~Y .M::- - Ed John;;;ot·1 
from a :r:~al px-operty purch<".'tse agre~rr.ent . 
. The subject property co:n8ist~ of .::;so.20. acres, 11\0t'e. o~ le.ss, 
togeth;;=.r with '!lfater rights anQ. a:;; p?-r the C'ariyo.n Co\mty Assess.-r.>r 
sitl.l.e:ted in: Canyon county,. Ida.ho, Th«1 :r:'ea.l pr;ope.rt.y is mo'te 
,tia:i.:-ticula:i:<ly desc:i:ibed a;$ follOv•s; 
}\,_ll of t:i:ie Northe:ast Qu.arte:c; all c.1f I.,J;Jts 1, 2, 3 ,4, 5, and 6 ~ 
<:tll of the Northeast Quarter of t.t:1e · No:r:thw~st Qu..:;.rter and all o:f 
the ;'Jort.hwest Quarter · o:f the southeast Qul!l'.r.tel:", all oe,i.ng in 
Section 25 1 Tow.nship 5 North 1 .Range 5 Wefi!t / Boise .l'!eridi;;i:n, Canyon 
count:{, Idaho; · 
l 
E:XCEPTING .PR01"1 'J:'HE FOREGOING that pb,;r-t. of H1€: Nctt.l'J«;l~t:>t Qi.J<".J:-t"1>.l'.:: oi 
the Northea.~t Qua.rte:c J.ying Northeast of the r igtit o'f:· v/t::..f of the 
G;r::-t:::gon short Line R<:1.ilroad c;ol'()pany; 
ALSO EY.CE.:PTING- :fROM said Norti;e;;i&t Qua.rte:r of t.h~ N'o:rtteast .Qu.:;;;rtEsr 
the right ct 'W2!J.Y or ·the ore.t;1on sno:i:;t Line Railr:·~;etd Carr:pany; 
ALSO EXCEPT~NG T~EREFROM 
Fro:m a POXN1' OF BEG.INNING loca.t~C! So\tth 5Z9, 9 f~et from ti1G 
Ncr~h;;;>ast corn~r. of Sectio:i 25, 'Township 5 Nq.::-th., R'<oi.nge 5 West, and 
wher'e ttre Ea:st section line interse,ct:s tl1Q So1..ltb r:ight of wciy 
boundary of' the Gnion PZ!.c:ir ic Railroad; runni.ng r.t1ence 
North 66 • 21 1 West 84. 8 faet .along said. Sm.1th d9ht t<J': way 
boundary i. tu:rhing 'the.nee ~nd running 
south 23 • 4 7' Wi.;st 159. o feet; tu.DLing ahd running thenc:::e 
South 4~ '.06' East 2.11. 5 feet to tne po1.nt oE iP-tersec:tion wi tb 
the East boundary of Secticn 2:5 i thence ar,d ):-~nn_ing 
I'l'drth along ~aid East bou.udary line Z6CJ.; :feet; n:;;:i:i:-e. or J,e.ss, 
to tha POINT OF .B:R:GINN!NG, s.aid, pa.re~]. lies w:lthir.i th"" 'No:rtbe:ast 
Quarter o'f' tbe HtJrt:Oea.st Qua.rter of Section 25, ':'ownsnip" ~, North, 
P.i!:.qg~ 5 we.st 1 Boise .Me:i;idia.11, Canyon County, ·rdaho. 
1229 
.;"• .. 
67.,;18/20£17 15: 10 
~111a120e? 0s:3e 
9 
48 SAETRUM LAl•,I 
Rg.x~eJ- £~ 
GOVERm>iENT Lat 9 (located within the; SW~SW-~) 1 in Sectioµ 2.5 1 
T5N r R5\'7, B.M, canyon County, Idaho . 
. EXCEPTJ;NG T.bere.from: A parcel of land: 1 ocat'<d wi tbin l.ot ~, 
section 25, T5N 1 R5W,- EH, further descrlbed d.s £o1low.s; A 2s~ 
.toot·roa.d. right Of way, being the West 25 reet of :said t.ot 9. 
ALSO Excepting the:r,'efroi'nt A pa:i::-cel of 1 i'.ind desc:i:i.b~d as 
_f~llows: Beginninq at a paint 25 fe~t East. of t..~e SW Corne~ 
of section 25, T.5N 1 R5W, B.M; ttrnnce North i:llong t."f)e Ea.st :right 
· of way line of. $aid road a. di.stancQ of 200 · fe-at to· 1f! pc int; . 
thence East .a dis.ta.nee of :J.. 75 ftaet to a poi:n.tt t:he.nca Sopth 
a di~t~nce of 200 feet to a poirit: thence .We5t a distance of 
i75 feet to the point or heginnihg. 
TOGETHER With all tene-i:r,ents; hereditaments and appurtenance$ 
·.there.to· J;;>~l6ngi:ng or used in connection therawi.th. 
TOGETHE~ with all water, wat~t right~, ditchQ~ 1 and rights of 
way for ditcht<!G appurtGna:nt tht:;.t'eto including Water Right 
LioenS>~ No. 3 348 of· thG\ Department of Wate.r :Resoarces:. 1 State 
of Idaho~ 
The p~operty 1 s·purported add~sss is: 
24007 Highi.vay 20-26 
Parma, Id.<=<ha . 83 660 
Assess:or 1 s 







4.83904/~ooo~o Sec 2S~$N:..,..5W 521.00 
4R390$l-OOO-O Sec 25-5N-5W 39,2..f. 
2 Accounts 560,20 
Note: The property taxes on Parcel #i incl~de 
the Assessi;::ir 1 s valuation of the feed.le::. <ind 
su.pport improvgme.nts. Thess were not v"'-lLl"'d 
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·, 
Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170 
CHASAN & WAL TON ll..G 
Palk Center Pointe 
1459 Tyrell Lane 
Post Office Box 1 069 
Boise, !daho 83701-1069 
T alephone: (208) 345 .. 3750 
Facsimile: (208\ 345·0288 
Stephen E. Blackburn !SB #6717 
BLACKBURN LAW. P.C. 
660 E. Franklin Rd .. Suite 255 
Meridian, tdaho 83642 
Telephone: (208) 698-3442 
Facsimiie: ~208) 698..9443 
L E D 
A.M. ___ P.M. 
JUL 2 J 2007 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Erika L Rivera and Luis J. Guzman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 1HlRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IOAHO. IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ERIKA L RlvERA by and through ) 
LOREE RIVERA her mother and j 
natural guardian, AND LUIS J_ GUZMAN) 
by and through BALLARDO GUZMAN ) 
his father and naiurai guardian, } 
Plaintiff~. 
vs. 
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and 











STATE OF IDAHO 
) SS 
COUNTY OF CANYON ) 
1232 
Case No; CVOS-4848 
Judge: Gotdon W. Petrie 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIKA 
RIVf;kA IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT PIERCY'S 
MOTION f=OR $UMMARY 
JUDGMENT' -
June 6, 2007 
I I f..t.L-L-..Ll "-''-""' ...... rr 
-.f-M•Y•&.~• ..,. n.~.1-.a.v ... 
COMES NOW Erika Rivera, being first befog duly sworn upon oath, and 
~~~~~~~-fl~ses-and-says--as-kHJa·~"'---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1. My name is Erika Rivera and I am a plaintiff in the above matter. 
The statements contained herein are made from my own personal knowledge. 
2. it was my belief and understanding that it was iJ!egal for cattle to be 
on the roads of Canyon County, and ! relied upon that belief for my protection 
and safety when traveling the roads of Canyon County 
Further ~our Affiant saith not. 
DATED this <{)_day of 5~--' 2007. 
By r~ 
Enka Rivera 
S UB$CR!BED ANtlSW0RN TO before me: n Notary Publie; thi!i -~-....::. 
day oU~ 2007. 
1233 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J Dlkfay of July, 2007, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by: 
Joshua S. Evett 
Elam, Burke 
251 E. Front St., No. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701-1539 
Attorney for Jennifer Sutton 
Ryan Peck 
Rodney R. Saetrum 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 













Facsimile to 336-0448 
Affidavit of Erika Rivera in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (6/6/07) - Page 3 
1234 
Timothy C. Walton ISB #2170 
CHASAN & WAL TON LLC 
Park Center Pointe 
1459 Tyrell Lane 
Post Office Box 1069 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1069 
Telephone: (208) 345-3760 
Facsimile: (208) 345-0288 
Stephen E. Blackburn ISB #6717 
BLACKBURN LAW, P.C. 
660 E. Franklin Rd., Suite 255 
Meridian, Idaho 83642 
--- Telephone: (208) 898-3442 
Facsimile: (208) 898-9443 
L E D 
A.M.---P,.M. 
JUL 2 u 2fJG7 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
. T. CRAWFORD. DEPUTY 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Erika L. Rivera and Luis J. Guzman 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ERIKA L. RIVERA by and through ) 
LOREE RIVERA her mother and · ) 
natural guardian, AND LUIS J. GUZMAN) 
by and through BALLARDO GUZMAN ) 
his father and natural guardian, ) 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DALE W. PIERCY, individually and 
JENNIFER SUTTON individually, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 












Case No: CV05-4848 
Judge: Gordon W. Petrie 
AFFIDAVIT OF LUIS GUZMAN 
IN OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT PIERCY'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
June 6, 2007 
Affidavit of Luis Guzman in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (6/6/07) - Page 1 
1235 
r 
COMES NOW Luis Guzman, being first being duly sworn upon oath, and 
deposes and says as follows: 
1. My name is Luis Guzman and I am a plaintiff in the above matter. 
The statements contained herein are made from my own personal knowledge. 
2. It was my belief and understanding that it was illegal for cattle to be 
on the roads of Canyon County, and I relied upon that belief for my protection 
and safety when traveling the roads of Canyon County. 
Further your Affiant saith not. 
DATED this i-1-f.b day of ~ , 2007. 
Byc¥~13m~~ 
ts Guzma 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, this i '~ 
day of~· 2007. 
...,,_ 
li~~daho 
Residing at: _P_f'../_""-_"-_:.•_• __ d._<-.-t--'-";):___ _ _ 
Commission Expires: _ _,_i_0 _._) _?_,_l_..;.z._<>_·.:i "i-'---
Affidavit of Luis Guzman in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (6/6107) - Page 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~cl--lctay of July, 2007, a true and 
correct copy of the above and foregoing document was served upon by: 
Joshua S. Evett 
Elam, Burke 
251 E. Front St., No. 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701-1539 
Attorney for Jennifer Sutton 
Ryan Peck 
Rodney R. Saetrum 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., Suite 1800 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 














Facsimile to 336-0448 
CHASAN & WAL TON, LLC 
I 
Andr M. ~';:#ie firm, 
?"e/()y~~ 
l_ ,,..-
Affidavit of Luis Guzman in Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment (6/6/07) - Page 3 
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OF THE ST.ATE pF TDf\HO, ·· IN AND '· FOR THE coUN±Y' OF . CAJ:f~ON -:' . 
. . . · 
• i . • · • . -·: ,. . . 
• •. · · ERIKA L. · RIVERA, .· by and . through · 
,_ . · .. . · . .. ' 
. ,· 
LOREE RIVER.fl., . her mother arid . . 
riatlird.l guardiap; ·and turs J. 
i .· .· · cc~w 
. -
GUZMAN, by and through B]\.LLARDO .. ) 
GUZMAN, his fathe;r andnatural ) Case· No: CVOS-4848 ~ 
· guar.d'iap~ · . 
. Plaintiffs, 
VS. · .. 
DALE PIERCY; individually and · .. 
N ' • 




. ) .· 
·.) 
DEPOSITION OF DEPUTY ERON SLOAN . 
August 10, ~006 
REPORTED BY: 
BEVERLY A . . BENJAMIN, CSR No• . 710, RPR 
Notary .Public 
.:Court ·, __ ,_ ·_ , SOUTHERN 1 ·SQ0-23.i;.9611 · . NORTHERN 1 ~aoo~1s-1100 . 
Repo.rting .. 
. ·service, Inc. 
iii BOISE, ID. 
208-345-961.1 . 
• POCATELLO, ID · 
. 208-232-5581 
• TWIN FALLS, ID • Ol\4TARIO, QR 
• COEUR D' ALENf:, ID . . 
20a.:755.1·100 . 
• SPOKANE, WA 
. since i97.0 . 
. 208· 734-1700 541 ~881-1 ?0Q 509-455-4515 . ..• . . \_ 
Registered ProfessiOnaiReportefs 
. ·-\,·\""' 



























A. We ID them, we talk to them, get their 
side of the story, what happened, and just 
collect evidence that way, either verbal 
statements or just looking at the scene itself. 
Q. What is the purpose of talking to them? 
A. We weren't there when it happened, so 
you need to get everybody's side of the story. 
If there is just one vehicle involved, you are 
just talking to the driver, you try to get as 
much information as you can. If there's other 
witnesses, you just try to take it all in and you 
develop your own opinion with evidence that way. 
Q. Counsel asked you about the 
determinations you made at the scene. You said 
that there was a bull in the road and a car hit 
the bull. Why didn't you investigate the driver? 
A. When you are asking "investigate," what 
are you asking? 
Q. In terms of the driver, any causation 
by the driver? 
A. Because it's pretty self-explanatory 
what happened. We know what happened. Because 
it's obvious, because there was a bull in the 
road. It's not the driver's fault. 
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I Rodney R. Saetrum 
ISB: 2921 
Ryan B. Peck 
ISB: 7022 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
300 E. Mallard Drive, Suite 370 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
Telephone: (208) 336-0484 
Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy 
jLJN 2 8 2007 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND-FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
' 
ERIKA L. RIVERA by and through LOREE 
RIVERA her mother and natural guardian AND 
LUIS J. GUZMAN by and through 




DALE PIERCY, individually and JENNIFER 
SUTTON, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV05-4848 
DEFENDANT PIERCY'S 
RESPONSES AND ANSWERS 
TO PLAINTIFFS' FIFTH 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS 
(NOS. 9 & 10) AND SIXTH SET 
OF INTERROGATORIES 
(NOS. 21 & 22) 
Defendant Piercy's Responses and Answers to Plaintiffs' Fifth Request for Admissions 
and Sixth Set of Interrogatories are as follows: 
DEFENDANT PIERCY'S RESPONSES AND ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFFS' FIFTH 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS AND SIXTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES - 1 } 
• \p"r 
.~, ~- ~t, i ,, .rr~,. J)' ·' 
~ ; ~=r; i : .. .. t ... i /),,{'[ 
\:,,._ i. ~ ~ ~-~-:· t• ~ I i ~ ... • 1241 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Attached hereto as Exhibit 0 A" is a copy of a 
police report pertaining to an October 5, 2001 incident involving livestock owned by you and 
a motor vehicle driven by Tracy Hansen. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a copy of a po.lice 
report pertaining to an incident that occurred on October 5, 2001 involving livestock owned by 
you and a motor vehicle driven by Don AHen. Please admit that the accidents referred to in 
Exhibits "A" and "B" occurred in that area of land "outlined in red and stripped in green that 
prior to 1982 was not contained within an area designated by the Canyon County Commissioners 
as a herd district" per your Memorandum in Support of Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, page 2, as depicted on the map which is Exhibit "A" to said memorandum. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Admit 
INTERROGATORY 21: If you deny or otherwise fail to admit the above Request for 
Request for Admission, please identify which herd district or other land area said accidents 
occurred in. Please utilize the map you created and attached as Exhibit "A" to your 
Memorandum in Support of your Motion for Summary Judgment to describe which herd district 
or land area said accidents occurred in. 
ANS\VER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 21: See Answer to Request for Admission 
No. 9. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Please admit that you, or your insurer, paid for 
the damages to the vehicles that resulted from the collisions between the motor vehicles and the 
livestock in the accidents described in Exhibits "A" and "B", attached. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADlVIISSION NO. 10: Deny. 
DEFEI\1DANT PIERCY'S RESPONSES AND ANSvVERS TO PLAINTIFFS' FIFTH 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS Al\"D SIXTH SET OF INTERROGATORIES - 2 
1242 
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Rodney R. Saetrum 
ISB: 2921 
Ryan B. Peck 
ISB: 7022 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
P.O. Box 7425 
Boise, Idaho 83707 
Telephone: (208) 336-0484 
Attorneys for Defendant Dale Piercy 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
ERIKA L. RIVERA by and through LOREE 
RIVERA her mother and natural guardian AND 
LUIS J. GUZMAN by and through 




DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER 
SUTTON, individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVOS-4848 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A. 
POPE 
COMES NOW, Michael A. Pope, who first being duly sworn upon his oath and deposes 
and says as follows: 
1. That I am a Law Clerk for Saetrum Law Offices, who represents Defendant Dale 
Piercy, and I make this affidavit of my own personal knowledge. 
2. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a map showing 
the established Herd Districts within Canyon County. This map is a public record and which was 
obtained from the Canyon County Recorder's Office. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A. POPE - 1 
1244 
3. Affiant found the same map at the Canyon County Commissioners' Office. 
4. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the minutes 
of the Canyon County Commissioners' hearing for December 10, 1982, which was obtained from 
the Canyon County Recorder's Office, off a microfiche copy of Book 27, page 207. 
5. Attached to this Affidavit as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the Order of 
December 10, 1982, by the Canyon County Commissioners. This Order was found in the offices 
of both the Canyon County Commissioners and Canyon County Recorder. 
6. Affiant attests that there was no map attached to the minutes for the December 10, 
1982, hearing of the Canyon County Commissioners. Neither was there a map attached to the 
December 10, 1982, Order. 
7. Affiant attests that it was represented to him by the Canyon County Recorder's 
Office and the Canyon- County Commissioners' Office that Exhibit 1 is the only known map 
showing the established Herd Districts in Canyon County. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 are true and correct copies of the minutes of the 
Canyon County Commissioners creating the Herd Districts within Canyon County which are 
defined on the map found at Exhibit I. These minutes were obtained from the Canyon County 
Recorder's Office off of microfiche copies of the Books and pages identified for each Herd 
District identified in Exhibit 1. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A. POPE - 2 
1245 
Further this affiant sayeth naught. 
DA TED this _(_· _ day of May 2007. 
By 
Michael A. Pope 
STA TE OF IDAHO ) 
: SS. 
County of Ada ) 
On this illctay of May 2007 before me, Notary Public, personally appeared 
MICHAEL A. POPE, known or identified to me to be the person whose name is subscribed. to 
the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year in this certificate last above written . 
...... ;~·; BR';;'•-.,, No~te ~ 
, .. .(j_<v. •••••••• ~ ~ : 6.... ••• •• 4- '-' Residing at Boise, Idaho ~ ~ .. •. ~ 
(SEAL) I I ~OT Al( r •\ 'i. My Commission Expires 6/24/09 = : • : : *. -·- : *: ~ : c : = 
; • •• Pusi..\ •• i 
':. J· •• ..0 ~ ;, ' .. . ... '\.."" ~ 
.. ,,.... '· •••••••• t--'~ .... ~ !;'OF\~,, .. . 
"'""''''' 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A. POPE - 3 
1246 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this _j__ day of~ 2007, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document to be served by the method indicated below and 
addressed to: 
Timothy C. Walton 
CHASAN & WALTON LLC 
1459 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 1069 
Boise, ID 83701-1069 
Stephen E. Blackburn 
BLACKBURN LAW PC 
660 E. Franklin Road 
Suite 220 
Meridian, ID 83642 
Joshua S. Evett 
ELAM & BURKE, P.A. 
251 East Front Street, Suite 300 
P.O. Box 1539 
Boise, ID 83701 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL A. POPE - 4 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Deli very 
___ Overnight Mail 
___ Facsimile 
U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivery 
___ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile ---
___ U.S. Mail 
_..._?<_Hand Delivery 
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Tt'l!l ff TllIRD OH Iii" liOVhHll~h 'ft.1J:.l, A.ii,, 1982 
CALDllE'LL, IDAHO PECEMB£B 10, 1992 
PR£S6UT: C1rlna £, HledanP, Ch1ir..n, ~•l Hob:1, Gl•nn o. kocn, 
Jeanie lrvlo•, DPputy Cl•rk • 
.k.Q."IHISSICJ!ll'il!S BEt'BR COPX or Sl!H1i9!lS Fl!Otl &TTO!!tlEX me !i&RX 
coc •!lNOUO IO Tilt: Pl!OS!!!CUTIHG auopui;;x 
The Board or Co••i~•iDcars acknovl•~E d rec•lpt or • Sumi:ol\$ 
rro• ll•rb.,rt II. A"ttl&, 11tt.orne1 tor Gat'J On~hrnour, and 
rrt•rrAd 2u•aona t.o th• Ortlcn nr th" Prosecuttni Attornf'~ 
tor ad•1c• os to rurtb•r prnca .. dlngs. 
ORDEll KSU!ILJSHill!I HEHU DlST!fICT 
Th" Board h•2 ogo1n ravl"" d the oa.:iµ1• itY nr th• R•MI 
Uiatrict Boundariea throughout lh• Count, and nas dete1'11lnea, 
b)' ra:iolutinn, that th tl•• II 2 en:><' tn d pllr1 and 1mH1 
the ata~u~ ur llrrd Ulatrlct' in Canron Countr. In uk1ns 
this d .. tant1nat1nn th" Boord has round :h• rolloulng: 
1. A aurve1 aap, att11ch•d to th" Order on rtl• in th .. 
R•cdrdrr•a orric•, pr,.pQr•J by th• tl~nnina and 
Zoning Ad•iniatrator drolgnat•a the three aaall 
arraa within the County uhich rpaaln op110 ranao. 
~. Th3t map chows that over 95j or th• land within th• 
County i:s now in ll11rd Dl:itrict otatuo, 
~. Through tll• Y"ilre conrua1on ha:o •dated bacauo" •l!' 
ov11rl pplnc boundary iinAo and 1noar1nitA D1atr1ct 
~llundllry dascrlptloos. 
~. canyon County " u rfl;ioh•d th,. uu11 .. .. r urll:an 
dfv lnp&Pnt which dPutrnya thP nrls1no1 purpo ~ un3 
USIP(Uln,.:111 or thf' llOtlCept ut OpAn r 1\1:11 • 
5 . Tbl' 1111bll1ty or nur alt1::ena nu increuad tu thf' 
paint at which it b•coal':t nf'CflllHry that Hrrii 
Ulatrlct status «•i't Lhroughout th• Cnunty. 
T1181"A for A 1 
!T IS lll::kBUY ORDllHl::ll by the Uuarll .1r Canyou Couo ty 
Cnmalao.lon11r• on tnio 10th day of U..cr•bPr, 1982, tlllt " ll•ra 
111otrict b• .,tab11•h~d in th" thr•• ro•3lning np"n rani;e 
arAQ:S ln C~n1on county GI ohuwn on th .. aur.,.·t HP rilrd wlth 
t hlo Ordftr ln ~hA Recorder•~ Ofricfl (HcrW~d in black), Lii th~ 
"nd thot th t1nUr" land ar"'" nr Canyon County bf' plac.,o in 
l~rd Oi~trlot 11tatus. 
Urdar 11nPll by th" board ul' l.~nynn Cn11nt1 Coe laainnrra n~ 
ntt,.nl'd DJ thr D•puty Clf•r!! to tll"' bo.ard or Cna•hsloner'. 
R!!SO!.UflUU PA$Skill l!EQAR!l[RQ Sl!EHIPt' ':! IOIO!!t' ST 'Ill RESCIND PR"YI!l'!S 
HHSOLUTION IH QkDKW IQ IJA!NTA! N A tll!.I :;tftt:NOI!I :SU.ft' IR fK!l 
C"1 P Dt:P AHtHt:NT 
Th" rol1ow1n' fteanlution ~s consill.,reJ and odnpt11d by th• 
CQnton C·nuntt lln rd or C""•h:)lnn r:1 on th" lOth d117 or 
D cnmDflr, 191Z: Upon 1111tion or CoaaJ.=slnn•r Dl•d•n" and tniP 
••cond b1 Coa•i11aloner li:.och the Oo~rd roaolYes a• rnllous: 
Thf' hsulutioo uf Septe.bt1r i!O, 1982 , appolnt1aa l'3Y&tt 
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. ---- ORDER. ESTASLISHING HERD DISTRICT 
The Boar-d has again reviewed •he coMplexity o~ the Herd 
District Boundaries throughout ~he County and ha$ deterMined, 
by resolvtion, ~hat the tiMe has coMe 1Q siMPlify and unify 
tiu::• s'tatus of Herd Distr-icts in Canyon County, In Making this 
deterMination the Board has ¥ound thE followi~g: 
1. A suruey Map attached her.eto, prepared by 'the Planning and 
ZPning AdMinistr~tor designates the three SMall areas within the 
Covn1y ~Mi~h rehain open range. 
2. That Map ~hows that ouer 957. oT the land within the County is 
now in Herd Dis~rict S\atus. 
3. Th~ough the years confusion has existed becaus~ of overlapping 
boundary lines and indef~nite District boundary descriptions. 
Canyon CounTy has reached the stage oT urban develo~Ment which 
destroys the original purpose and useTUlness o~ the concept of 
open r-a nge, 
~. The Mobility OT our citizens has i~creased to the point at µhich 
it becoMes nec~s~ary that Herd District st~tus exist throu9hout 
the County. Therefo~e, 
\IT l~ HEREBY ORDERED by the Board of Canyon County CoMMissione~s 
on this _JJ2 day o~ D~ceMber, 1982> th~t ~ H$rd District be estab-
lished in the ~hree reMaining open range areas in Canyon C.ounty a> 
shown On the att~ched survey ~~p (Marked in black)~ to the end 




---~--~~~------- - ~~---Del Hob za 
MeMber 
~--~---t2-~-----. Glenn·O. Koch . 
~ · M , MeMber-
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IN '!'H:~ :i.A'?Tr.'-' 0;· "H:•. Pt-.'i'Ff'•o' ,J.". l' .McCORKl.F. et. f\.l, tJ8t.1t.i.oning .~"l. · 
tl"-'n o!" f.. F~r:'i :""Jl.nt!"lct, t~ih i··~irs t:-l~ !·~ ·· nri ""'t;t= ~~.) · tr ~'le'! ~->·1· ~~1-1 h4:~~.Lns .' r.n<l-"::i 
:1.nz t1'1A! ~f: l o.: 'n !":ri.'~ 1'1€bn C~ n.p t i&i '>'!i tlo :" 1'!11'~.l 6 ~J (> : 1'tli~~~i no)"!",icr;i!\ or . ~~1'1 hO~ ·:, ·· .. 
itot1on t;16 . petiti:r.i fr :: •.·,.nt.e. l :.r. ·• "e~ I ,. ~"' i·1Lt " 1-l l"' l'!&rch;;> .;lrt.:;htished nn1f 41l':!' 
1'ollmrs: Irn:: 'lu-iir..:7 !e;;t'! .:>rrn 1, : ,,.:.,-17 :;. 7 -s,:,:,1:=,:l,1i' ·~n~ 1.S, Twp.~ !i . ,'{ .:? ~.B.U. Ill;• "" 
v·. ;2,;:;;, c,r.'1 ;4., f,Y.?. ;, '~ .. =-: .;. -'., '. • . ... .. :: 
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Cal(b-/e;1, Idllilo, ?eb. 24~ 1913 · 
.· I1"Tl.illl1Tl! Dey of"' tl~c Ji;r;uc.ry • 191 :;, Tcn:'ljl. 
The Board o!' sount~· Cor::.m1ss1o:n.crs !!':et t,2\1n dcy pul'.- : u~t to ·~ - ~~·()>;' 
· Jan. 31, 1913, All memhsrs of tlie Doard being present the follom.n$ <prooee· ···· 
: to-\'11 t: · · <. ·: · -. · ·,~;:\t' 
/ . .::: :~:\t· ,: :~_' ,'-
/ nr ~ITS !it\T'Jim Oi1 TITE ?ETITIOlI OI•' J.D.P..ARGR!~VE 'et;_ -~l·:~'J?~!i,~,YiJ\i:_ 
, ~at ion ' of a herd Diutdct, thiG bei'Ilb the t!c;.y ant~ the llour ::!et ·;,r,ol'2f3'.~1d Ji~U:~ ' 
; o.ppc~r1~ >thnt. t :1e . lcw- had . . been c a:1!:}lied wi tl1 rel ~Ive to · p\iq°l.j.'.Shi.1:.®~.#tjti;?e~ll ·:· 
1.1t also: ap~ar1:;e thllt,, t.< . Iirotest l1ns b<:·e:n :!.'1led. ~l'o:testd.nt .aga'iris'ti.'. ~~#:rtti.i.+·~· 
:011lda·d·':1n.·: t1-~ . · proposed di::: ti'ict • on t.:ot 1on ttl1~ pei:!Jidh !Si ~ gr&:ntel!i'.ftnd 'lie":'· · ~ 
~ is . he.re'by . 'c·s~~.blished by c'ha:nging the bou...,,dc.rios ·oo 'rollow;s: z::;~i;~iFJf· ',, \t?'.fi: · 
. ~ . '· : -. : . Bee1nn1r~; at the s. :v. corner or Sec·. · 351 ·. T"YI' .. _;3:i-~l~R~ ~~~lit~ 
~ ··~ mile'~· .then,ee En~t l m1ltf. thence . :r1ort11 l* l:'.iles . to· the 1wi:.Gcr1:ne: · · O'.:.'~ 
r2 · w~i~thenc~ :~ st 3 ri1les to ti.1e ·Comity . 1 :ine; ;tJ1enee $out}¥~ , · ' ;le. · ~;:t ')s 
.·· tt!ie#~~k:~1,~~\ng:m.11'eis f .t~~e~ce S_outh 6 riile's thene,J :: ~ei;t' 4\friif.~, , . -~,.,~. ,"" . 
· f WeB:t ,,-~o~~.:·~fi Jliiles to -- where . sa1d line cross~s :tl).:e;· $neke.,;· Ver- ':ti~ ~~ffi 
" iiirt;·~\l'foti'~~li1o$€ t1:\e u6rth··:na.rik or snake ' 'River· 'tt1 "·~71±e+f;. ;i,t~ ''4itc!'i.lici"·· 
_.· J;·~~~g~~;~!~}~~~-~\i:~~;,h~e;;;~~i~;.e~b~· s!o~~~ri~~:,;} . ~ ~~~~~~.g·~j;~~; < 
· ·1 U,o:r~ .. C~~l.;'~t!. :ii f>out.l11!n.ate rly. course · t.o a point· \7ne~~/the:;~'ll<>.1".~~:q 
} crf "Seofi'ion'·~;_:~:tp 2 ?l .-R.2 We:Jt, ·.1:ence ;~r.s~ • . ·!io t.ne· ·s~ft~ : Cor:itt/ '·' 
i West ~'8.~e':J(ort)i 3 l"'..ile::;. thenoe ~st 1 n.tlc; . t. l.:~-r.oe :·1:1o·rth\ff'.' 
f sectt~;A:~~·~-~~.2 :-: .\{.2 we.st~ tbe:ice F-::i"'t 2 miics -to . . $;t~:.;' cot" 
i West{:f;t;h:¢.(oe .. '!f:~2 r~iles to s.g. Corne!" 5,:nt,ion ;6 ·T\1i). :3 =~~:?< 
r~~ ·;~07!J~J%f~:~~~~~~!i~ :t:'e ' ebov~ ;Escr 1oerl 1'e1·~: !Jist~iot ·i11·~":. 
·. l:~~·~s.~~Jtit~~o:'t~~1~uls t. itt01':1t!:il!lJ!: horses t r:rtle~ t ._¢attn> .. sn~eP; •;,, ·~-+< 
· · ~ proliil:IU~d 'b:'()ti ·l'l.1tm1nc c..t · 1r.rge 1n soid district .fro::i t.hc ·f!rS'.tWa 
. i !'iri:rt.'"~ci!i1~ Qf~1'~eomber in: ea.ch icid ove:i;;y yet.'i• ii . . . . . . 
F · ><:.c\ ,, . Snirf order . to .to.ke erreot !Jaro11 29th 1 91;;• 
\\~l=E!i~~1~~1~:~:!~~:~~!~~~\tilll·~Cl~~l,l·.l]"Lg)l.lll! 
: :' ~ point.· .: ~~"~b.~t·~l1c l'lnoo whe~ :t:\e "Nau t lil' t' or: seo.t·ionp_ ~.,.Pl~~J,tM'f,~ 
·_· . } Jfottlt' w:t.t1k1'l:i;e _Pa.ye tte R1v,et•, ":Jie119e ru~1~1111~ in.; n so·u.~~1.t)fill~~.~lt..i:A'l. 
>' <f 1~;: . "'·~-,.:~~~~~~~~~~:~~:.~~~~;:),~~~~~~(:; \7~~r~l\~~;,~~?t~ ~~~~glb . 
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t,t);,. rol.lcr~!inv, p ,. Or,f!&(Ur<e.6 , 1ii:~~)f,, 
.. ··,:·::J'.ir': 
II' ~H;.; ~;J>.'i'Tl·'. ;~ <W ':'!~;-: !'1·'.·:•J··,1 :: jF -'. •.· . :.:.~i-· · -: ;.,\· 'f• ht ,. 1 i'rey1rw, l' or r.h~ ,,,rtli.bif~~-:;;t~ 
mAnt cir ~ h~t-1 :"i:o:tr1et, t~·: 1~ h!!i!"1f the •l1 ·~1 "'rel t/11; bO'ltr :'let f-:ir t.he h.,1•.ring or e1;.id plit1ti~t" 
t.l;e H!\l!e cf.\T:\1'1 on re~ll1.!•r]y for r· ;-,fw.HtiV. .• It tlP).'.•Ar~rin:· to tni:- no11.rd. by doc•.im~ntiJ.ry evililinei~:i: ·~ 
l!lnrl tr.e cv1denae of \'11 tnns:;e~ t.!1tt.t s. n1•.inrH;• o~ the tdectcr:< or :'IF·id Pro[lo:<.,<i her1i ·t'iiilt;:Jic.1;.;'.,~:~ 
Bre in !'a.vor or th!'I cpf'orceir.ant or t.lifl her;" l;.w ~l".6!'ein, an•l it f\PPP.fl.r1: ·r~ h~- llff1rt.11.v1t·· oxi·:.; · ·.:·)~'.~ 
ri ·t,, herein th1,t tl'lP. r.otice:'I of het\rjn,· ·::~r•: duly [!o:.tl')(I ''~ " l i•UhU!<he(l.'-'"'_;'equ1re<:(b,t·1;..wi7W. 
Sa.fie i~ herel1y t~rRnte·i f•rporclin;: to l w •• r:,.• \ln.1.1 tl'-l ~ df'ect· · n~t;1miinc Angu~t 20tn;l.9~• .'< .. ,, • 
<l.1:stri~t 1s c~e!.le:riblHI 11P tol1om1: ''e,;in:ninr st i:. Jl<ih1t in t.~i~ 1•,jcldlfl of !,t\~ cham6l or'~.l'hi1.$.i',/,. ! 
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... 5~i:i:NA!1£ . . . . Ol·'F!CE iiUI!liiar Vote$ . H~~a:ive?~~c ~Phi; 
~ :§:.:· '{~•o-o-o--o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o- o-o- ,·.-c-<'-o- ... - ,,-o- u-o-o- o- o-o- o- o-o-e-o.-. a-o-~o-;.o-o-o..~o·;:,;c:""· o~, .. 
·::.:-: EdgM· Wi 1:.ion P••esictantia 1 r:l..,r·t.•)l' 4023 .... L>>::· . . , 
~i:.~::~~::::· ::::,:::~~::~: ~!~;~:;:,.,,.,, ·~~ . ;~!-f ,, C.'/>'i 
. ~; ·_.· vu;es H Bre.dy Governor 350 . <::J 
• Dev;111 H.Sv:eE1t.ner ;,1ii11t.enfl.nt n ovr+!'l•Ol' ·3753 · '". 
·~'. :: ~-~"crt. . 1'.nedon :-ief'l'eto.ry or f>t( .. te 3;;_18 
\ Jltephen l~.Tayl\lr t,udHcr 37~'::.· 
:)'./ Chii:rlF.>t11 /,.RFJ.!!"1#1r·v,!\ Trflnenri,r 34\1.2 
.· ~ ·: n,,.~,it>l C'o.1'!eDou11,;1.l ,\tt,rnS~' rle;,ll~~.1 3f5/2 
6.~lle Chr.m1Jerl11.1n :":11p~rir;t&nr:ent l't;: 1.ir lr~:>"Grurtion 374l 
'·~- ,, . ji'.Clt'1~1ne "l.tocr~1 In!ip,rtor or :.:in!Cln -;5818 
·;:?_::: ~"-:r11a r'.-A11~hl~ Ju~tirP. (ir !;11; .. r·n:-.e <":inrt 4219 
''.• . .". l~<'nje.01in P. Shi!.'l'fhitn :·~t1i.te i~r,r.a.tlor 3766 
~:" Jl;l.men l~.ThO!"-P;~rm ~;ta':e '(•<f-l'Cr!e!"1t1 .• t1va 4012. . 
.,.:' t.ero;>· v ,PA.t<:l~ " ;,Bl9 
r.(j . . . Cl1mr1 H,l)lv!ll ~09 
. . : :Jfrant R!'e11n1;.&r:1 Sheri rf 3572 . J 
·' ;... ., )'tlii.l~on1t; •rreB.nure r 3881.'; 
~· ·, ~·; :1 •. ."t'lll<;!>ll '.·1 l'rob11.t& ,Ja<lge 3960 
·:".:"-~rank Crovrbh~r P.sa.-,:rnor 3943 
.-;: •. : ~!''I.I'<; C,..rlnton Co11:tt,v :;1:perinten,ie:·1t e1.1blic Tn:::truc.-tion 3887 
() .M. Vr.nD1 1.yn rom•t.y At.torne~1 3706 
. Albert . !1,T,~.f. r.oronor ~910 
. · ~·t~i 11.'.i~COM&11 ~;urvGyar "40GO • .t 
:· 03ito G .Reinlia.rdt Conm:i:ir.icne1• .1!1t1 @6~i<"t 2941 
" • . " ~ ... u4 rd f"i· ""1,,t. ..1i81'2) 
· .. ··: 




Wiekershe-?n t;, h . 
We. le ot t. Pe..r r 15 
Willii:i.ma ·r.N. 
wyriitrr Ellis 
We.rd en W. c ~ 
Rra.aken ThOR 
' ·"~ :.- ':· . 
. ·:: 
, .. ~~& 
R.or•rl WcrJ<: 
~ · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. ·, .,. - . ~-~,::i!f.~~¥' 
Ul TUE MATTF.R 0.!'' TH!-: Pl';Tr'l!Ot~ t)i1 ,; .A.K!<:t}.~ Al~ !; ilt &1 inh1!.bit11.nts . of. .Jiedd .·l)i'att 
No. l, prayi~ for the sbandomrent Qf certain portion~ vf :;s.id difitri~t -6!'., follo~·;H Co~ir~~ 
a.t e. point;· in t.he mid::Ile or the P11.yet.te R:!.v&r w!1ere ttlt'I eai:;t line or. Sevtion ·10; : 'I'wp.6:;;) 
N. R. 2 w, 8.1'. eJ:1os"'es sG.id tiver, ttunnin,;,.-; then<-& south er the !"aid Urie :e.xteticiett::.t'O'rtt ' '";:'· 
&a:it.·toxmer· of ·secrtion 34, 6-~ tnenee wer.t "" tho south line or said se'eti'oii>34·tdiil1 . 
wa~t. 1to1me?o : of : s~". 3i ... 6-:>. thenf'e north o"' th:a 1'9st . lin't or SBirl set'tion ;ii~ :exten~fi~'K: ·· ·. 
whtite the said ·line 1rosi1e11 the said Payett9 ltiver; th&nli!a up· !ltr'Aa.a ·1ri t?te'··~dd.lli'>o 'r'{th,~: ' ! ·: 
cth&nilol or the ·!18.id river· to the ple.co of beginni~. rt 8-;>tieii.1'1?>,;:i; to the :boiird thit th'e{f.r• i 
quest or 11a.id "Peit1t1onere 1~ just tr.a tt'li('I petition ts: hereby graritfJd to'. take etfet:t ~':&~'' ., , _ 
. . . . .. . · .. ;~· \ 2{:~~t ;~Vi· 
In TRE MATTER o;. 'l.'HH PE'!'!'l'!ON OP AN i•~r:W JF .. l>ln·'.'4 i.ra:,ring for o; dUplioB.ttt ~~i'°:•,:r.· u<!il'~ 
in lieu or we.rront No.IS70 issued Joc,n.1.6t 190'), the aan-.e !ia.ving been loet. A dupUt-sfa• ;;;t·· ~;,, ., 
we.rre.nt ill ordered inauect ir. tr,t; a.mount. or !;2~.90. . ·· .i }};f[p~" 
IN ·!HE lU.TT!o;f! o:; THE Ri':SIG-NA'rION o:~ R.1-:.liA'(:n:s 68 Justh8 of Pe.yett&"Predn 
the ae.!M> is aecepi;ed ·and P.E,$il1oi;t in a.ppti1nteo to 1'111 tne Va.ce.ne¥. .};~}''», 
f . ;·· . 
. lN THE MATTF:tt OF THE Pr:nTio~ OP JOHN ~ROO!J;E, 1:1.sking tha.t 'th;· i>ene.i~ .. y , orl )'.~H'.~? 
aflSfH!tll!ltlnt ot filddleton lfa.ter Co. be cancs lld.d for the reason thst eanie ·W&S added '~rtr :i%: 
other taxes hM bHn paid 6-nd ·it be11\f. i!!IJ~O~sible !'or the rlbectors to pl\yc. said tn.i:'.b9.fo¥~ 
name bace.111& . il811"n'Q.uent. It ~ppeM·1r-g to tr.e Bonrri tha.t ttd~ c'la1m or. as~q)r&ter·. Co~ .i~;{J:ii 
the Clerk ot. ... the BoBrd is authorized t.:> r,otiry the A3ses:sot' to cancel the pent.ltl":addid~1:t'­
aa1d iastieirn.rnent ~a1m~t so.id company, 11.rnountiru.; to ~.4.~3. · · · o·.;·r.tA:i~;.; 
<~1~ Whereupnn thi::i Hcerd nnjourned tJ!itil U o' !" 1oC"k /• •. M. April 17, 190~~ , ·,·; ;)i>~'( 
,I~- . . /..',La/(/dl . ,._ I . . ... . 
App~-~: __ ~£4iUM~ 
Chairm.'l.n 
t 
,._.,,.r1· t~ ~-L&. ..... 





f .J r, r /<' t/ ,.r. 
.'· 
The !3;;u.rri ,)~ r..Ju:-1~~ f'..>:'.-:1i 1 ~~~:. ..it.t.':1-. :\cit f'L .. HU-ll.nt t.; A..1.}Jn.rn'M'Jnt. Pruse:nt._. _,1c.·.c:~ __ ;.~·.:'S~ 
V1J.n 1for(!e.ssoh~Clte.irl'lnr., .J .;;.~-:~rrfrl', .1.1~ .i-;t;ir;r,.-,::-r1t, c~1rt .1.\f .P11.rtle;,·, Clerk, whon the fv1i~1.r.&!~f'"; 
Pr ul'~e ding e w11re hsld, t J-wit,: 
rn THE ?,:,'\~:i;:::'( .1~ Tl':·: .<·~·~·, .. ·c:·•::·_, . .;:··
1
:::r:; ·· ;~:,,~r .'.:J'\V i;' l>1' ~e~r /~~l"H->~ :.:: .. :,, ·~~·~ 
ship 9 N..Jrth; i!f.l.l'Ul;'O! J ":e;it, J''. Fir; ··--·-'' C'r,, •• ,, <.!lu .JI"\ •. .,~nu,,, .rhL'-'• t~ 1 .• !..Twilru;et,I::.!••.:!.;>,, · ~ 
'l'w1 J~s!', H.nd Harry i~hi- .;~.r.h lr'.), l t ~' :-•r. r- :' i~r· t., thi:" 1'.:.A.r 1 i tl1'l.t ~l\irl Jbetr:1 rt i .. in ·is ma1n.te1~· 
~,ml-.ra.ry tv ls.w• It is h<:T'e · ;J ..:r•le:'.;; r..:1:i'... Jwen M.V nL:ti~tri~ Pr..,Eler1,itir:g A·t.t..irnay vf tl'd .. i)·!~tJ ~.lf '' 
nrinr~ nl:ch w~its e!the:t rivi1 JI: rrL'.;!"'.1, .Jr r.>'\;: ~r ... coetli111C~r, ~•'-ha '"•!l.;J' <ic!lm1'est.~ tri'bt1h~;lfL 
.Jf Ce.ny..Jn Cvunt.y, .i.nd thr.iu~r. thn J.,;v? .ven~!iiv:· ..Jf° ;1,,r~" l!istrirt N;.jl, Jr in .tho na..!!19 J{ ::\'·" 
. C'An;,·Jt· C:JU"'.t.;t, vr tr.is P.:itir'~, .1r .,t,r;~r:·1i~~e, :~;~ -n~· 3•.Jom best, ~;e.innt tho miid PA.rt.ten ··Ji.. ·}·1} ~: 
::itr•&r J1' thar.:.·t" l'em,,ve a.:n'l 11hr·.;e );,!~ • Jh"~:-ifrti...1r,. ':'hl:: f\_;nr•<:'I hsreh~·· rst.ifyir.t:; Fi.!"'<l l'Jnfir~'z 
i~ 11.11 thi'lt .:la~tl Att.<.>rno~· ""'i.j' rL 1n t~fl i·re:\1;<<;:J. · ":'.(';'.,;??_ 
IN >:·fl·: :::ti'~'!·:i~ _,·.- ·;,1 !'£-._:·:·JJ" J;n;,;;.r.,\7:l·U,H ct "1, J:>r•i.;;in? f'vr tl'";o e~1t1J.tll~~£'Q?: 
vf.' a hard. ctintr1r.-t ~1 .... G. ?hie ~.aim: th<; r!a~ "'·" tr;~ !t..Jtfr i.Jrevivusly sot "';r. tho hea.r:h;ig/\it.; · 
said petiti.;if'!,the iar;e '!J,l'lD .. •n re>:'.\1l1:>.r 1Y f,!' 't:e'l.rinr:. I't. '•Pt'3a!•ing t.J tne 11..>ar<i rt'J:S dti~rt"' 
t~.r;.: cv1rien\'e, ~..n~ <1-ia evir~~nce~ ..,~ "'ur:e·~·'eet th<>'-'" r.,,.;j.);:"it)' -'f t.":c elel"tul."s .Jf sa1'd,,'p_i5·~~> 
p..:mcr) h8r1 dintrir.t 11.rt. il" ~~<V.•::- :if' t~;; •JP"'.,r,.oT"f.ltit ·.;f '..hi) her"' 1n.w therein,. and it apt'fi·aJ:i· 
by a.ffide.vit. l)n. file herein thRt ·t;J:g nJti<'ei;; ..if he.-.rini::; we:-.:· ·it!l~! :.·J!lte<l B:n-:t ptfhli3.bGd;11~1$,; " 
qu!r1vJ b~1 ln.w, tt.e ucr:-:& ap:1ci:.d.r.g t .. "-'r-.rily v:lt.h th.i;, lnv1, th.a 1w.r.ia lit grnr.tea nnd tfhii..1;-:,:;:;;:, 
take e ff\) ct ~ <~th, l)J:~·. 'i'h;o: t..;und<:i.r1c~ !'..1r ~.r.i•! •iisr;rkt 1~re the r.:1.1":') ~~ thl> v.:..t!tift'"'(.: .. 
pre eir:iwt .)f N,ttul'I, Irir~r..,., f\nrl ";.hi..? f ..ill .;\'Jini: an.i :~.e-1:1 e.re Pr ..ihihit erl 1"1- ... m t·um1ing (,\t; .4~.ge':;~ 
ini.~ tr.e '(lhJla ri.nd e:~r-h ..if' '!!Vet·~· .\-'t.cr ~ H,1rnor,, :·1:... lol:, a.r..:-:(ln. C!".tt le, ,·,.,,~.ina • r.r.'iletJ a:nct: .. 's~.e:bi¥~5.c 
N' • "'' th• ,.,,;\;'\.~~: ;~~r ' ; ,;~•; ~;:; ':i ,; 1~ ~;, ~ j::,: "':;';!';~.' L:,:; • 1nh• b1t•n>O 'r ,,.: ~:: 
Vf'lj,fjreup!J!'l ~11e ?°JJ:rtrri. ,~1~.~ . .i"1rne·1 :~::t~ l l\' .;'r lJC""}: /,.;.t.. AtJ!"il ~.\i., 
/l.ttc~ t.---- -------·-------- --- -· --
, ...,,,L ./<...<~ iJ 
__,, I 
"')-- .JJ' l_ .. r / f.J? / ··-. / t.· ... 
'- ,, 
flu · J 
•• J I t-' .,c. "(,...._ \ .,, '"* • ~ ' v • 
I .J. ' , .. "'/' ... 
"t··-/' / ·./ .. ' 
_(,.• •. t' .. iJ, .. (, I Ct.· ( 
'<. i ' ., ,( 
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"• BOOK 3 
Irl.nho, ,July 27, t!)1;•1, ~ ............ ____ ~
1~he K .. )o.r rt c1 ~ t!ou'!'tt ... .: " om;::i Hio~v.; :· ~ 
'.ltt.r .· i~; rd.r:-n:.:. t~. n, ;H ~;.lrmH:-1, I~ · • J~err·t~k, \ 
~r; ;.: pr .J~~. '~tH!inj:~i~ ~'.·O rt~ hPt.d tL: ···''it.~ 
:. ·t tfl:i.~ d!J.y 
'. i'1i ~; . .r' ·i-ll1 rl t) 
p.:t· t1ut.. :-1t t.<> ••dJuu:-n<.J;r.tn. 
··!1!"1 O~ V .. f iHd1ey, -:1nrk, 
Pr :~erir.,, .J ~. 
ni"Hfn ~he r.~) 11 ow-
:i!Jr• rN '!1i!E !lA~;'rj..:.1 .. i:iP 'T'HE ~·t·~T r·11'fOti t)£i' ~:-Hb?l~ !Jl';; .... ~ON !·/ I' AL ., pt-1-tyir:e .for thi.'"! esttib 11 st\ ;11 ;rtt 
;:' •• h~l'E> rHstrl:n,, this crnim: t•1~ dfl.y Hnd l'our ; ;rev]on~ly ;;et r.or the hearlni;; of.' this µ<Jtit::.on 
nn.-J no one CJ.ppeR:r1ng b'3t'oro t·h~ RoP.Td to show wr..y · • iri t1P.rd r1iRtri::t shoulrt not be ~!'ltU'ol !ahen• 
1 t ttppaarin~: thnt ·tha pwt. it ion 1. :' I 1"f'1l 1 ·i.y rlrnvm rm •1 :,;, t. :38-id r'lis'tr ict. wi 11 be :'or tha b9!5t 
int ·arestz <Jt' the Cot.mt.y, rt.nn it B.jipewrint.! thn.t i,'1 •~ ':11.,)ori ty Or' f;h,, illectors vt' Sflicl pro ;> OS1Hi hel'.'d 
clhitriet !l.!18 in favor o~ th~ ir:torc('l .. f\nt or t"1' •wrd l p.v· ~-Y ti: em, iinct it O.P110arirn; by the 
ti.fr'idsvit or ~ !·IEr,soN on ri Vi he:t·ei~ tr•1ct . ~:, ,.1yl le;~t.i.l noti~a we.s )sivP.n ot' tt'!•! 11 ?.1·.ring ot 
neid pt:ttltion }':'Pirebetore ordorec\ by pcstin~ not·rne th;:it»ior , 1i.s r <;;:ru!.red by law,. upon ... !)tio ··. 
o~ J. J;. K~rriok 5:,&.:ond.ed by o. 1;. Fin?.hm.•.-lt, it v1;,g orr!erad that t -. e said proposed herd dilltr1 <: t 
L'.l'!~<il-~ . ~o~ be, 11.nn the r.ame ie ',1,~r·:t0y creHt~d B.ntl is nr.reby d?.scri1,.,d ~inrl boundod a.ei follow1<. 
. ~ ,.l ~ ·'i ~ ·~ · . ··• ; .. 1·;c1·t !i 
. ~ i . ! ' :~ "'.. : t !°"" t':i " . ~ \'.fl~ t ... t~ 'li ,., flt ~~ 
t~r 1r~l~ .:.i 1 f"' . .. 
( ~'· f;R.rf.'e !~ \i.~£?t, 
: · l1 oa1 :.! f~t: .. :r• 
. ,.:.:.t..~: ....... -·~ 
It i11 rurthqr ordered th!\t edl hor.:1:'!:>. n1l. ~1s, ·•sses, !!O.t.tlP-, ~vrl.:n.e, shi=!ap »tVi ;.:01•ts 
sha.ll bo proliibit•.~d rrom run:1in;.r itt hr •. ;<~ ... t •1. ny ti.!! durin,; t.hr, :r•<>J.r a.s provirh~d by 11C!'t ,,r. 
Li~•~illlfl,tur.e or t,he St1n,<:s ·f T • l,.ha,,i;;p~··._,v .-i,:: ,,r·~t: '.'.:J, l'l\0. 
!i~ Tl!r~ M.A•l:'~l~i i O .~' 'l'.~r; P 'I'l't10!i \V ~~. ;.). S1.'.I'1'il ET ,.r,., pl"e.;ying t'or the esto.,'Jli::.n"1ent 
of a pub lio higliway 1n :road district :fo. 6, \!om.:11enaing o.t the N. W. corn::ir o~ _the s. :f. :~lf..rt.er 
01" S~~tio'!:'l 7, runnin,; thl)nc<'l ~ :nile a.long t.11n Re~tion 11ri.a b ·tw.aen Sections 7 R."ld l:> tc intl?r- . 
. ;\IG ct wi t'1 the County hos~ at t~1e s. V!. '.lo:rn ·1r or thd s. W. Que.rter or Se:it1on 7, T\'\'[l • 6 ~lo rth ,/ 
_,' Hf;l.Nge · l W. B.IA. Jt, appes.ring to t ·:e "card· t.111 .. t 1°1.l property own11rs throu11;:-1 l'lho :;a le.nd tha I 
·' said· road will run havo signed tho r11~.h.t-ur-ws~y ti'•r.:>Uf!,h th-a l:<tnn, ::ixo·.lpt Snrviars, th-3 µet.ition . 
i11 "-Caa.p.'ted a.ml tno t·cMi orileren opened w·.d d(1~l1•r~d to bt~ a publia high N:'•Y·· · · t li> ~urt/HH' 
ordered ths.t. tll?. Clerk or tl1 i :i 1·,..)ft.I"1 drt1."'I' a ·::e.1• rimt on tn e ro~id ruml 1n rl':.r·Jr o t'.' r ;i.3. V<1..'1.(i ·r-
rlF1.1rnon to C·} t.·:nrlt•e::l. to ::.r. Su:r:tiP,::'S f.o!' r:L'. 11t-ot.'-wa.;; r.01· :i .. id r::>e.d. /1, (, 0 · 
I 
Ill 'l" ' il:: MATTE:~ 01<' TH:·. f',.;~·1-::w:i u? ,J. "· ~fol;Er: ::;-r AL., inhnbltants o·!" ro .d. clii;tt·i~t no. 
4}.t prr-;ring !°:'O!" th' t:11ta.1J.1.ish1r.-:;nt Oi° !• pub! ic· !1i~hWH..:V' , COJ•:mencing f!.t the intersootl.on Of Si'!l.ke 
--1dvf:'r lrltl'J th<! Quarter S"ction line, :cunnirtp, t. 1irou;;th ~;e~tlon 3, 't'wp. 3, l·:e.ng'l 5 w. B.lI., 
J 'tounning thericC! due East on said Quart?.r ~~H'.?tion lin.., 1•bout 2uo rons. It e.ppall.l"ing that the 
lo.nd own'itrl! ov':lr V\~1Cdie li::i.nd s1•in ro!;.,1 will e ;;.t.-1:n,l· !;, •• , .. !lignad riH;llt-,:,r---wa.y tc th.il County, 
.-\.h~r~ford the petition ie A.t"::>epterl r.nrl do !J.icra11 h p.ih1 ic t1ighway, ·nd the road overs~i:ir 1n-
8truotf3d to put sa.1•:e 1.n ,.,omliticn ror travel. 
IN THP. !f-A'r'J'E:R O~ 1•,,r: P ·:'I'rT:oJ~ 1ll1' :·,. ~. ·~ti:n'lE'f"r •:'l' AL., prnying for t!1e rt:1t11.0Us:rn13nt 
or " public hi~hway in hoa.d District No. 27, co '1'\Hcninµ; ••t the Quarter corn ~r on Section l1n3 
bet·n;:ien Sections 4 anrl 5, North, hr.11 '.·~ -,, w. B. i1; . n,nr! ru:mini;: thence North on sA.id 
Seotion lin:. to t,he point 315 tHet South or Se.~t.ion •>.)!'n·ir b~tw-1en Se:-?tionii 4 1tnd 5, 3~ t.nd 32, . 
th•~n<Je '~Orth 25° 51' ~V'3St 241 rt. i !,hence North 7° ?6' Lfl.~t lt10 :'t,; th\fflllS North ~~o l 7' 
1 E!3.at, 1~9 rt. ti: the point on ::er;tion lin~ 117 rt. Nor-:.11 er t.h~ 11,hov<:i ctescr:i.b?.c Sa~tion earner; / 
/ thanoe tlort.h· on Sect.ion line lr~l4 rt.; th 'moa W'3st ?~ t"t. ; thanr:e Horth 1657 rt. to the S. W. ,/ 
earner or tha ~i. w. Quart.~r. o·r the: N. w. Q.u .. rter or ~iact.ion 32, fwp. 4 North or Ra.nge , 
~ ·'i'I. 1utlh-ae')t.1on with ttv; County l<o•~d. So.id pP,Ution o.ppee.ring to be or great publi:i , / 
necll:o.~1 ty , thd p~tltion is- O.j•[Jroved crr1'1 th;3 ron·i declRrect to b<1 1~ public hio;hlmy 1>.nri the './ 
ro "d ovllr1eer instrueted to put so.mi~ in con1ition •'or tr1wel, fl.nri it is also o:r.dera~ tt".e.t t,ne 
suz or $5u.oo be a.warded to P • . 1, Csl'.'_op ~or :-'.a.mriges t'oz mi.id roe.d, and thf! Cler\\'. or this 
Rollr1 is 1nsti"'uot.od to execute 11. ws.rra.nt in l'lis ~av or ror thi; t a ;1;011nt. 
lN · HE :.'fd't'EH Oi<' 'r.,t:; P .'!' ! 'i' (ON OP .! • I. P,Qi~" -oN !·:·:• AT,., i'.~king ror ths astB.bli sh•r:ent or 
e.p1Jt1U,z h.i11,llwa.y in For;rl Diiitrict No. 31., ..::-.i r.mon0ing e.t, th.a N. \II, corn~r of Section 32 A.nd 
1n:t.cnding i:~l\st on the :-:ection line ona :ni 1 '1 to t:•e N. r·:. corn 1r or sfdci Se~tion 3~~ 1 Twp. 6 tlorr.h 
ot" •m~o S W.H. ·• It o -pris.ring to the HN•-rd th1,-c ti.il the lo.nd owners over whose premises 3aid 
ro"d will extend 11.t>.ve granted right-or-wriy rcr s>Lifi rot1d, thep·:•ti tion is h·Jr 'by O. ·~~Ofoted and 
tha r.o~-td deoln.red to be n p•ibJ:I ~ hi~hV?u.:r 11r:o ;,h ! .ro:tM ovf\rseer or ·i'.lro3d co put r.amll in oon~.ition 
f."tor tr>wel. 1264 





"' Tl<•' " •'·"' ' · ·i F ;< '' ... : ,. ",,; " , ' '. ; .... ,:;;,, .C "'· , i>' '-''in;; r o; '", '~ ,.,iil'l 
I( .. ·i_i:~tl !" ~!" : t f..'f.' P .. i i~rti ·.~i~~.r.!.:: t '.'~: - •. ] .• ';" ~:i: ~ f"i· ~ t i; ~ {t~J nrl ;i t .. t .. ho11:r pr .. t:v1ou.ely :5~t t°Ol' the .11 ;~ :: '·-s·?t ... 
. f'l~t\-r1t1~: ~r ~o.irt k~ti~l0r· '!.. h ~ ·~- n ··~ ·: n -P: ',)' '. !'•,.:uJ~.1·~-Y r-ur l-;en.rtr:g. ft t1.pJ?'!'ar.1ng. to · t:~e -;·_; .  _~,, . :'i{·j~: ~.: :?~;­
H::i11r•l from 11ocil.;-:<'!n·t·..r-;; -- \·i · •~!t<; .. , ,H d · '.-h"" r-·; i·ln·ce r · .. ·.,.!.t.n~" '"~~ th ;~t a !lll\jor:lty o·t:" t>li-<:it;O.J:i!i'·"';·. ~,;;; 
· tj!' Rt-1.i :i ~Ft' ol:ost4d h t~r i -1.!.r t t·ict .-:?'P :r1 !'" n vor or 1 ~~ .. •n:9ol·c~· 7i!fl!nt Dr' t.tl-~ h"!!:·rl lt,.7.1 t~~f.r.it). , .'~1r,,: ·;1:-~, 
'·PPf',.._rtrig l:y u.rr:111".1;it, ~, ':'"i l.a !i ~r .... t·~ lti!'!t. t:-~': PJ't.i~~so~ he:· .. r·i n~ ·q,.r~ :1:;1J pv::rt~d Rl:i..d . ·· ... :1 ·: ·~ .. >~ 
t1'.:1 : 1:. fj h~·- \ ~ .. ~ 1-~ ) · 1i l·~ - -: ~.Y 1.~:,,., t! ; ~· ~ : ·r:i~ ,. , k .1-~r-)" i~·: :} !',0 ~omµl:,- 'Nit i1 tt:" 11.1.,,, th~ ~t1~10n··~{ -~--- . ~ -~.~~ ::::~ 
g:rrvltN! 11.rvl '.'hall t,,;,,. .. [""'' 1)t ob1.j :·:9t!•, l'~J.G. l'W ~) O\ir.-d'--Iln. !'1H" '°~irl ,\bttrict ~':l.\ll --- • ; ;! :~''' 
~ .. !i:o: rol.lcrv;1 : _ " ·: _' ' _' . __ ;.?>J 
~" .Jinning o:tt t ..... ~t 1 ~. C"•!·t~ ,,, ~ ~- J\~1·~ '. +'·1" ul' ~e -!t1on 25, i.--1 tO"K'lship3'.~ norub;-. ··ot_:. re: · 
'ft Wl"flt o'." i'.oi:ir. h:e1·Lli. .. i., ~~: t'"~"m ::')t'.r:ty, J>lt1.hc, ~\'",-,!1c!' rurmi'il€: !.O\lth :o. lr.1:-i,~ tlift _''tta8~'.l, - '': · -. . . .. ... . : ::-·.)" 
Urie o!' so.in ~ecti on 25 r,o :.1-~ P. ~. 0 1. d:.'· . .. .., :it corn~r t'r: t•r11ot", tt~"!n::e "111!-!<t along the !!oUth .-Ii'ti' 
ot' !'-f'i:i ::ect,i •)n -2~ t,c t.h'.'- ~. 0·1t,t _ "'"E: .,:·1"1it;r th~rr.o!", ·~n~n.:ic> north l'.long th<'! "lie-:'lt Iin~'.;· dt':~':~ c> • 
ea.i(' r-~~tion 25 to- tnr: !lcrth .. :ii.~ t. Ji~r. ; ,r:t· tn~reor, .... r.enc ·~. ·y~~t ~·lot·~ a _ t. rtt~ .!'\orth lin,.:·ar· .... : ·/ ·:.~.~~~·-~I~ .. 
~ , '•''•· ::?' 
~ect.:l 0!\:'.1 26 ti.ml ':'7, ':,(-:-Nn~1~-\. I- ~·. r' ~·~ "~r f'i!'"!M.i :!, '...o · th,. eai1t!'!l"ly bank, ot' .Si'l!'.ke Jdv-ez'- ~:'.: · ·· • 
15ou1.h'!'r-ly " lo;:;g tt11> ,.o~te?·J,Y l>ttr.Y. o~ :'l"'..d ~:~,,~.,, !'i.v11r·to · !~ point -.r.el'e th~· -' ee.sted.y ;·. 1.' ' ''. , 
- o':' sn.,:r.'!' f{ivd:int,':lr:"euts •f!itt: t 11 .. ''' · l'tl'!1 · ~· line ot' ~ection 31, . in t()'Plllship ' :?. n-ofth:-·o'f ',::-"' ".: 
· :;,, ''11:-.t o( ':3t'i1se MHLlif.n, "~11n;1': :: :; ::·tl!'",t.t, I it>. ho, thene11 , nortl« e.lortr!. t~(;,f~st 1.lM ·,~f: .s :f-~f <"\~ 
t1or>;1 ·')1.30, !inct . 19, t ·.Y\'Ti~llip ~ui:t r . .,,ni·:" •·ro!·,.,5:,i l, t,, the north 'Rer.t 06)7h11:i.• o~ , .ntr i _i · :.: ·/\:;'4:~ 
necti<•;1 19, · +,hl':ncu l'!l\st i:llo•1q tr:e 1 ; c:r ~ •· lil'le of' :31\:!.tl ~e;:t.~ on 1.9 t~ t 'he.'north ei!':t: ·_ :'.::.~/''. 
oorr.1'1· tllereot, t'1,.r!r:e ;;1;r·t1 ~lor«;; tr.,. ·1·ei1t linl! or se::tion'll l7 ft.no"!, -.t:o·linl!tJ.p 1li\{f:r:-."'· 
e.~or~~eid, to the cent~r· '-in~ (J~ th~ KU"l?. : lit:h i}.P~ C!-. !'\P.l, tllence easter~ anci, ~itith~r~i 
!oll1;.Jing the ae"lt.er line l}r ~·\: -.~ ~hir.f-. i :l.gr1 r.h ... (11\.1111.l to f\, point •.orh~!'e 5!UrYbnn_e.l<-~i",Ci$·~· 
tbl'! :<Ol.l-t1h line ot" M~Jt.lon :-~ .-, in·~\;"',:! !':hip:?. north, or r~.nee 2, ·..-est 'o!:' Bohe'i.J.fe,~±µ,:f". 
Count~·, . Ide.ho, tl1enct- er.!lt .. 10:11~ t r e ~· :11th lb,. - er secti:m~ "$2 e.~,11 -~-3, to.,,r.~b.1-~'·ii'.nc'f;'r ii'.'zi·ll!·:ii.~~~ 
e>-t'ore~.e.icl t.o the ~outh l!al"t :: .:rn~r o-~ :;i:t ,1 tie:!tLm 33, th1•ncie not;th f'.long t.t~--l'!e.si:';;:1'in~~,,,. 
se:!t1or:s 33, 2~ 1 21, r .n<I 16, or :dr1 LJ •:•::'l~ir· ,,nd re..'"'lg"l, to the :!e!1ter- Ur,e ot , Ms.'2n::_ ::e.ti· -. 
the!'lo'1 ins north'lTt':St!"rly c!i!.•!ctio"l ,.1or: ,~ th!" ~enter J.ine ot lie-1d ·. ~anil.::." to a ___ point:>~n:,;' . · 
thl" r11.me interoect:! tr,!" .:: ".'.n~o11.r li r<!" ot" ~r ... weer !"1·1-t- -he~,Hvoir, - t.r.e::i.ci.: ;,..est~rcy;ro'llo:..d: 
ti•e ;~ou'.,li~rly :~ontout li:v· or.' !' !c!;d '!'l!"·llr r'l ... t : ... eel"t""Cir ~O I!. point '1!'t1ere ~;o~j! inte:'~fect;s ~··.. _ 
r. ,:-rt.h line •)!" eectirm 50, ir, ~ ... 1rn-0 :J '. J' 3 nurt !· , c,r t'!'~nge 5, .,, .. st G" D•)ise Meridb.11;· -~&~~#!;(,ft ·'' 
C'JIJJlt~i, I;:'1;!10, tf,!'ll1.Cf'; ·11r,<L>:J' ly '.1- 1.on :'. C• . !' r.ortt:<'!r~y lirtl" oi." ~"'i ·~ ;:ie~t.Jon 30 to tb,; _ pl(,r:C,~,?(' 
11'tlg1nning. All !1cr~en, m11let>, 11.r.11,.e, ~t.tt lf'l, :!!Wi!'le, isheep 11nd roe. t:s ehl\11 bl\ : -pr_ ofii~ 
~ . . - .~~ 
rrom rU-1.."11nr: c.t l~rF;I' 1\:Jring t':~ 1'1-hole L' ~ e•tch e.n<~ evf':ry yee.r. · _:;; · 
r; THE MA'!'l'r:~ CJ!~ 'l'i[~: ;\ PrJ:,ICA''." ru~~ CF r .. A • TF.(.'f.VBRIDGE e.11k1nr.i !or tr:e 
/or tr<JCf';:S J.n ttle !!.'lll.'1:'1.t or $,:26,73 "c1· :!-!" .\-'-'fir 1~'1(!fj be r . (J;JI'OVed, f.n~ the ·f.tt:!!e:5_SO?" 
v' to in"ltfll such derlu.i;:tione. 
i,./'' 
1 :· THI:! MA'M'F.R Oi' 'l' ' ii·: PE'l' I'l'!ON O? c.W~·' ROSS et 
.,../ m"nt or ne°ll' school Di'.' tr.lct. No.63, ··11k!rw; !n ttll" - "cll0"1'i11g 
-12 and th~ !i:. 3~ or s~~.l6, r;11st '"lr t · ii~ ~) ~l :ntr RFH1f;~ 4 ·'f.t, .'/. 
aco.,pted. enrl the scl'lool •iL1trLat. or.r11:rl"ll cre'l.tert. 
Tile 
,/ 
T"! T!U:~ t~!ATrEh CiF' ·v~~~ p~~:'I'!?fUN LlF' T.H.M cD~:hMOTT et e.l, . ct.rKih g 
v _: 1H.iOl", o~ s jr)int :; . ~'hool ·ii.,trict, t""."- ~11me l~ r\eni~,i. 
;:•1 TH:S ~f1\'!''J"·: R t;-< · :· 1~·~ OH.A!lT.".A".'! UN u:.· M'l'.VI.SW :p'.JDF:?.·:1ID.:'NT. SC(100L D!STR±C~ -
_/<_. It ""'!!l~11.rL1 .g by '10:::;.1!·•~Dt1.u'Y evi• l.-.'"1 ~.._ ~r.d u: \:.l'!r · 1wl ,1t:nct1: chat-- sr~id pet1_t1cinr:rs hr-..•r~ . "c.~-~ 
v with thl': la.w, 'hl'"lhfo. iA,bli~l'\~rl ~· nrl .~0:1t~<1 fli p!!titloned ror, it 1:\ l'lei'.e!';r Ot'derl'td : :t'li.~~4'1" ­
D1"'t.t'ict b e d -•cla:red ';n I·L!~ p1mdl'!nt S..:!._,,,-,1 :iistri ct No.40 &.n<t tht/,:rtllo'lilng: iu;.iii~·~' .. 
ar"' herf!by A.pf!<lir.ted n, tru:;t~!'r.: W.h.8t. oi:e~ i<n1 w.2.A:tru~:'i uriti-i -"s~·pt~ e·1e-o·t~iori, :-Jorm._, 
r.nti Ell!!. Steph'M nnct 1 ~ .. pt .. 1'/.11 .!l.n<1 ::>.R11cker l'.!1:1 Bnth!'I. ~.forri~ until S"pt~ 1912~:"':;/ . 
; ,,,/"- . . .. - - - " ';' '://'°~~;{q, 
I'1 T~!E Y.'.'l":'t::R OP '1'!!!-:'. ffi'!'P' TO:J 0 -' ilAF;Y _D.ROCKWOO:"' et al, petitioning>,.;f\:it;','.~ 
/ t'"..•r&tion of Rtll'!l Hir:h School Pi~t':'ict. ,..t R .~!r'1eJ1, the y!"titl.on . 1~_ npprovt:i.\ &n:tth~~\t'f:~j,~ 
ho.1·111"!~ t~'!! .. 1,.~tl1w1--Por ~'1~ '·~"' i -!'!-f'ixi;ci f'rir ,Jn!'l., ll!t. 19lL\ t>nd t~" ple.c" t.i>-be thei ·Rti ': "· 
v 




!"Tm: MA.'l''i'En \)P 'l'HE APPi.ICA'T'£LiN Oi" r,.W.CAilY<VELf, ot ~'e.lkl'! '- itori,' askit-.s/ 
:;:2 .. 50 on -;:ertt -Pi~~ t~ ~"· 1·:;>0", th,. .... ,:r, .. hB.Vlr.;; r. .. •n ~hO'!<"n ":in. l'lice,npt.icn·; · :t:h&: '~ - . . _ 
bnd the C!er!t 0r ,il'lrr~ t;:i d.r :., .,, "· ·n,,.c:·Mt on t •"!'i ~ ~:r1·~~~ "Xpense .- ft1t11r !or· tne;J~!S 
· , ·_·: · :{~i. .. 
c~nct'lltt. ·i.tor. ot' ~"!rti-!:'ic~tes !-l ->"'• '_'> ''::J-tl~"~ "'yl liv-0'.1, t:-ie >Hll!!l.!\ 1.J-'ing° ttn r.rroneOU:!! 
ti1'! !\1'.1.lnl" '1r" or i~!'!red Ct'l-r.~~J.l'>·"l. - l•Y t:-ir. Glerlt ri.n<l th~ A~aessor. 
.t 
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...;.,. .. , · 
Cul .l<tel l, !drt.~O 
AprU l3th;·i9:i'do ,:. i·. 
:_, :~ 
.. · ... 
recess take~ on the 12th inst. All members of the ::~;":.::':,:::::7~tv~~" 
folJ owing vr ocecdings we1·e hE>.:i, to-wit:-
!';'an~f:., • .!~e~.. lRt ((.uarte1 , l ~ilG • 
.. i'.·~ - · 9~·...:;.Jt!i.~l~_Clerf:, ro:>ra,rt c,f Fees r.,cf!ivt:d fo:: lGt qUl;l;rt ·~r,1916 
~~--"--~~:£, re1,ort .:'•H l st qt.art ,.r, 1916. 
J~C. iS,n.£.WlJ..!JE .• Auuito~, •UJ11Ut•l Financicd St ·t<Jment year ending 
·.2:•.;:.f~a.r.~_on.._ re:-or.t fo:- :~ u<.. rt·~r, l'Jln, on Pt:or Farm 
liarall J •• Handy.J Treasurer, repo::-t o!" 1st quar ·~ , r,1916. 
J~·~!l.!':J.1,.0fo . !:i>ctitcr, rer.ort of Cur. Ex warrs.nta ia&ued ·for 
for lst' qi.:arter 1 1916, 
report o! Cur. l".:r. 'r." ... r:rnrit11 
cert;fi::ii.t':!B Of th"" ~ietdct 
tor let quarter, 1915~ 
·!-· · 0, !)):\ristr.fhe.r.1 report uf' 1st qv.a.rt1~ r, l0l6. ,. 
·.·,· 
. i . ' . . . '· . (~]~'.~~:~.~ • 
. l~E.L_ofJ~~g~!_e.~_1. Juati ce Of t!le Pea-:e, !s r ~cdnd and . filed 't'or"~fea' 
·.• . : " ·.:.~ "~:~?~J~ 
· ~'°'OF "11'J>J: l .<l,<,;;Pn,:~~:~~· Ho=•od ,. ~'"'"'" ;: ,..,,,, ·~:~t 
is ·fil 0:<! anc accept"!•i. · " 
. , ....... . _, . I 
' 1 . 
. ~ 
v '. 
Eist~ict 1 bounded 11u foll cwa: - Beginnine i:.t the eouthea11t .corner 
T_wp 5 !iO!'th of Range 
.'. Jitile: thence east or: 
·· .. . 
· 2 e1iles: to the Sna.ke River, thence follo,.,1np; the 
)i~ · the Bois.- F:ive1·, t~,er. t'olJ c\\int:; the Eoist1 'i>iver 
. . 
· Towrush1P9 5 NorU1 nntl Towriahip Cl North: thence 
''_; t~ence southeaat along the o. s.1 •• right-o:!~way' 
\ 5 . Twp 5 11. R, !i w. B. l:. 7 th enc •1 va.s t on Sec ti on 
·aaid petition it rdli and lr!l.y 2nd 1916 at 10::.7,0 A.?!., is 
. ~ · . 
BOOK 5 iOl 
1!ay ~nd, l~ ld. 
·-· ___ J.l '_'t_~:~: ~: . ~.:·~i . 2 U.:;.:...2 _ ~_:'...t _. -
r.i<:esa 11nt1l the 3rd inet, . at. 
10 o'clo;:k A.ll •• 
Approved, 
.AtteBt 1 
May 3rd~ 1916. 
The Board or Count~· Comml.ssi oners met this d:i t,, 1 
receeo taken on the 2nd inst. PreBent, 
1e grnntttd. 
C. Q • .Adams. 




L. C. ltnowl ton, 




Aleo J. G, M11!er ia appointed as Road Supeni_sor o_r Road 
./ 
The iiO~J !';!l for each 1 having b~en approved, this date. 
/ 
(", (·~; ";", o:;o u. . ,/ an Ju' s·t~i .. .. . ·. r. Y.?'J,~,r, "6U .... ~ 
Yild.er Precinct, is approved • 




or ImP.D m ""';· 1.~?' having be1>n set' ao the 2nd .· or 
District 1s organized, with boundaries as follows:-
running thence north on the Section line on·e m1ie: 




'/{) L ·1 I J f~:; 
#247 
,• •.••. ,., ......... ..,,.. .. . ..,. .,.,., ••• - .. 1 .. . . . .. . . .. ~ ..... ~ .. 
.. __ ,






, .. _ . . . ! 
. l 
·~ ·~ /'J,: 
;F~= 
l~ay 3rd, 1SlG. 
__ _JJ~Y,,. 1~::1:_ .. ~ or~ pl\!i!j, I':;"G'M 
ihance t'ollowing thP. ao .1tm1rly di:- .,;:tio;l to the muuth ot' the Boiqe 
t'vllow1ns the Boiae Hiv ,!r to theline between Townahip :; North and 
North: theno~ enat to the o.s.L., right-or-way: then.co southeaot 
B.M •• : thence east on the Section line to t re plac~r beginning: 
~~ .... P· '~-H~i,., r~ad O"f'era·eer .of 
Hl 'T':'!: JJt;S'" '"~ '" ~,.,, ''""!'T':"In! 1:·1• "I:: E:. Cl>, ~.~;; o:t#l~:ff ·,f·~~~· : . 
. ' .. ~ ·.'{ ., ._; ~,. ~ .· :, ~ ·:;: ~I 
Boiae, tor the OW'l~ella ticn o! 'tux Slile ,f333 ro r 1912 -( ta'ltec of .19llr'io:t ';ti\i 
r ·• • ! · . ." , . • t ~1-:;:-- ;·. :· 
re«non that p'etitioner riled on the land in July 1913, and the tax · cin',ti1e :'1ari(i; 
:~:'.:~.:~'.~:'.~:~ ;;~:;:;;::,.;~;;· ;;~',;::;·:~~~~~:~~,;;:;~=~~;j 
. :;:.~::::,.::::::;~::::::::::~:· '::::"~.:·:: :.:::. th::,::·~::~:1~ 
TN 'r!:r; 1ZA'"1'~·:": C'!-' ';'::f f' ··:·1'i'I!)~l Ci' 'flfl" ,?~: fl.?'!''" A'.!!'.!TOP. fo:- .. !~j:~~~; 
be dra'll'll c~ AUditcr' s Fund, in !'uvor of J. 11'. Kennedy of La Grande, O£ego:i;, ~f 
:::::~:~::. ~,::::~:~.::· ~:::::::::::-::::::~·:·It~ti~t~ 
u~ion, Oregon/' .Da:ung this oth'!r aneeeament a .double• The B~a~d ·.6·~1~iifii~'¥f· 
oider ~ii'd·f~ Yarrant drawn. in ravor or J. w. Ken~·edy tor. ti;:{~~:·~ ~~~'«{rf,· ._, 
~tint p:tld··~ii Sale Cel"t. J9i4 for .1914 Sale., the :iistrict~ ioT·~~·l'~ '.:i~W}~;i.~H~(f. 
...... ., ... ·~· th•" '"""'"" ~""'.. . / · .,,,::L~8~~'.· .. 
lJ; TH( ~.~,:\7 ' i1 ~i'R OP 1·:~::· P?.'! !'1,JtJN CH' T.-t: T-i.~1.!\ ,!f;!IT~\ or, Nampt)._·:R •. T .. "»" 
for allo-wance of Widows ,,xemption or $1000.00 in Uluation on ')t:;;? :iti'~1;:i.~~ 
: i~t1t1oner .haY1ng paid her ~ait~a !or t!1is year, ~k~ !or a refi.i~ii°:''6·~ '~i~;~~'tift 
. ·:.·.<·:. : ~ < .. ··: .. :.:r· .. _~~:~ ~l.i·r-; ·;~ 
" 9ti1d '-~~ti.a~;. The Board bei,ng advised in this matter, : order .ref'.und:.aa ... tol 
:' Tot&1 ,vaiuatian ~! pr~p~rty, $301s.o~. leas $1000~00 ~ie~pti'.~n fa~~:i~i·~?~i~ ... 
; ::~/ ;::~·) ?tf?t.;~4~':'.~~ or-ti07s ~n ·.hic!l petition ia entitled to pay on. LeTy $1."•.i, .:rn V,alu&.ti:cili"t0•~: 
·''.;:;.::Jf ~;;r;::?t;-~r; :t29 ~3¢ , tax w11ich should be p!lid on. · Amount paid .$4'3.4o 
'Allloupt wh~ch should nave been . paid ·~~ 




... ' ...... .... ~ .,·~ · ..J.I. ..,. 
Lote seven, eJ..:,;ht, ;ir,(l nine, block 1.:l, Arlin.\:to!i.Addt~i~n ·;.;·._th{~·i,ti:: ~))'.~i;-
. · Cald>Toll. · . · - 'r·· · 
I,iots l to six, incl-u:ihe, i n \:-1:.•ck 11, and l?te l -: :i lO, 1nciu~·1;;. i · .ti/;' 
blocl~ 1), Arl1n::;11on i • .idl't1o:~ to the City ot Cald,.,.ell. · , ., . . :-_; :_, ... ,. · • ;<~· ~ :\ ' 
Tax l., in sec. Zo; T!'rp. 4 N., ~e. 5 \T.:a.·u., further decor1!;i·ed''as / !.ol:" 
. :. . Beginnin~ tit the str corner of the SE¢ · ol' the . lit¢: .. o:!.' · said,. Efl!c~";· · 
thence i·un."11ng enst 7':1J feoti . thenc:.e nortri JSO ·. :feet >t.o'"tl:ie ;.'Vaii~. ti 
lateral; th enc;e no!'t h~esteriy :ilon& s·a1d lat.era1:· to- l,tt~ ·1"'iit'ei'il~"cit 
w1 tll th!! trent 11nc of Gn.icl soUthAaet ·quarter ot ·· the :.northeaat;: .. ·· 
thericc so;.ith lli5 feet . -vo · the pl11ce of beIT1im1ilg. < < ' ·<'}\d.· . 
· \'/HEID:UPOll che Bnnrd :'P.CP.ss ed u::til October 12, i925. . ·;·'.<i:Jf~·;: 
. . / 
APPROVED Y · / -. 
. ,' . 
Clerk 
FifM DAY ct: OCTOBER T~'.!:' :7.• /9¥~~ 
C:ildwell, I!!ihtJ, October' ·l::? , . -19~5• ·\~~:,;, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Plaintiff Luis J. Guzman ("Guzman") has thoroughly covered the defenses this Court will 
now consider in light of its granting of Guzman's and Jennifer Sutton's ("Sutton") motion for 
reconsideration. Accordingly, Sutton joins in the Introduction of Guzman's Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiff/Defendant, Luis J. Guzman's Motions for Reconsideration and Motion to 
Dismiss. 
II. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
All of the defenses now asserted by Sutton and Guzman relate to the age of the 1982 herd 
district challenged by Piercy. All are based on the idea that at some point in time, the law no 
longer permits legal challenges to long standing ordinances and statutes based on procedural 
grounds. Perhaps recognizing the dangers inherent in permitting individuals like Piercy to 
challenge 25 year old herd districts (such as the 1982 herd district) or even older herd districts 
(such as the 1908 herd district Piercy has argued is also invalid), the Idaho Legislature amended 
Idaho Code§ 31-857 to expressly (and retroactively) provide that herd districts cannot be 
challenged after seven years has elapsed from the date of the order creating the district. 
Too many years have passed since Canyon County created the 1982 herd district to permit 
a procedural challenge to the district's establishment. Idaho Code § 31-857 settles the issue for 
good. 
A. IDAHO CODE§ 31-857 PRESERVES THE 1982 HERD DISTRICT 
The plain, unambiguous language of§ 31-857 preserves the 1982 herd district. Sutton 
joins in the arguments of Guzman with respect to this statute in all respects. 
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The scope of the statute reaches far beyond herd districts, as it applies as well to school 
districts, road districts, or "other district[ s ]" declared to be "created, established, disestablished, 
dissolved, or modified, by an order of the board of county commissioners in any county of the 
state ofldaho ... " From time to time, citizens on the losing end of a municipality's decision to 
expand the boundaries of a city have mounted procedural rather than substantive challenges long 
after enactment of a challenged law. See, e.g., Alexander v. Trustees of Village of Middleton, 92 
Idaho 823, 452 P.2d 50 (1969). 
While under a time based defense, such as the doctrine of estoppel by laches, the passage 
of time is not determinative of when an aggrieved citizen can challenge the enactment of a city or 
county ordinance (see, e.g., Finucane v. Village of Hayden, 86 Idaho 199, 206, 284 P.2d 236, 240 
(1963)), 1 § 31-857 now establishes a bright line rule that school, road, herd and other districts 
cannot be challenged seven years beyond the date of an order establishing such a district. 
B. SUTTON JOINS IN PAGES 9-21 OF GUZMAN'S BRIEF 
Sutton joins in the following sections of Guzmans brief, pages 9-21: Paul Axness 
Testimony (beginning at p. 9), Additional Pertinent Evidence (beginning at p. 12), and The 
Doctrine of Quasi Estoppel Precludes Piercy from Challenging the Validity of the Herd Districts 
at Issue (beginning at p. 15). 
C. DEFENDANT PIERCY'S CLAIM IS BARRED BY THE STATUTE OF 
LIMITATIONS PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 5-224. 
Idaho Code§ 5-224 bars Piercy from challenging the validity of the 1982 herd district 
ordinance. Thus, the 1982 herd district ordinance should be upheld. 
1Estoppel by laches is an equitable doctrine under which the Court has the discretion to 
consider and weigh various facts supporting application of the defense. 
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The limitations of action statutes apply to all actions and special proceedings. The 
declaratory judgment action constitutes a type of "action" limited by Idaho Code § 5-224. 
Idaho Code § 5-201 sets forth the general statute oflimitations provision: 
Civil actions can only be commenced within the periods prescribed 
in this chapter after the cause of action shall have accrued, except 
when, in special cases, a different limitation is prescribed by statute. 
Because there is no specific statute of limitations that applies to either a declaratory 
judgment action, or to the underlying claim, the catchall provision applies. 
Idaho Code § 5-224 is the catchall statute of limitations provision, which provides: 
J.C. § 5-224. 
An action for relief not hereinbefore provided for must be 
commenced within four ( 4) years after the cause of action shall have 
accrued. 
There is only one form of action in Idaho's civil courts: the "civil action." See I.R.C.P. 
2. An "action" is further defined in Title 5, Chapter 2 to mean: 
LC. § 5-240. 
The word "action" as used in this chapter is to be construed, 
whenever it is necessary so to do, as including a special proceeding 
of a civil nature. 
An action seeking declaratory judgment is authorized pursuant to Rule 57 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure and Title 10, Chapter 12, Idaho Code, and constitutes "[a]n action for 
relief. .. "under Idaho Code§ 5-224. Rule 57 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states that 
the Rules of Civil Procedure apply to declaratory judgment actions. A declaratory relief claim is 
an "action;" the Supreme Court ofldaho has recognized this in writing "[t]his is a civil action, 
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albeit for a declaratory judgment." Smith v. State Board of Medicine of Idaho, 74 Idaho 191, 
194, 259 P.2d 1033, 1034 (1953). 
Furthermore, the Supreme Court of Idaho awarded attorney's fees in favor of a plaintiff in 
a declaratory judgment action under Idaho Code§ 12-120(3), which statute allows for the 
recovery of attorney fees in "any civil action."2 Freiburger v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 141 Idaho 
415, 423-424, 111 P.3d 100, 108-109 (2005). 
Based on the above, the declaratory judgment action is a "civil action" under Idaho Code 
§ 5-201 and "an action for relief..." subject to the limitations set forth under Idaho Code§ 5-224. 
Where there is no fraud shown, neither the ignorance of a person of his rights to bring an 
action, nor the mere silence of a person liable to the action, prevents the running of the statute of 
limitations. Coe v. Sloan, 16 Idaho 49, 100 P. 354, 355 (1909). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has set forth the policy underlying statutes of limitation: 
"The policy behind statutes of limitations is protection of 
defendants against stale claims, and protection of the courts against 
needless expenditures of resources." Johnson v. Pischke, 108 Idaho 
397, 402, 700 P.2d 19, 25 (1985). Statutes oflimitation are 
designed to promote stability and avoid uncertainty with regards to 
future litigation. 
Wadsworth v. Department ofTransp., 128 Idaho 439, 442, 915 P.2d 1, 4 (1996). Additional 
policy reasons for the imposition of statutory time limits for filing actions are set forth in Renner 
v. Edwards: 
2Idaho Code § 12-120(3) states, in pertinent part: 
In any civil action to recover on ... any commercial transaction unless otherwise 
provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable attorney's fee 
to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs ... ( emphasis added.) 
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It is eminently clear that statutes of limitations were intended to 
prevent the unexpected enforcement of stale claims concerning 
which persons interested have been thrown off their guard for want 
of seasonable prosecution. They are, to be sure, a bane to those 
who are neglectful or dilatory in the prosecution of their legal 
rights. 1 Wood, Limitation of Actions,§ 4, p. 8. As a statute of 
repose, they afford parties needed protection against the necessity 
of defending claims which, because of their antiquity, would place 
the defendant at a grave disadvantage. In such cases how resolutely 
unfair it would be to award one who has willfully or carelessly 
slept on his legal rights an opportunity to enforce an unfresh claim 
against a party who is left to shield himself from liability with 
nothing more than tattered or faded memories, misplaced or 
discarded records, and missing or deceased witnesses. Indeed, in 
such circumstances, the quest for truth might elude even the wisest 
court. The statutes are predicated on the reasonable and fair 
presumption that valid claims which are of value are not usually 
left to gather dust or remain dormant for long periods of time. 
Riddlesbarger v. Hartford Ins. Co., 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 386, 19 L.Ed. 
257; 1 Wood, Limitation of Actions, supra, § 4; Spath v. Morrow, 
supra (174 Neb. 38, 115 N.W.2d 581). To those who are unduly 
tardy in enforcing their known rights, the statute of limitations 
operates to extinguish the remedies; in effect, their right ceases to 
create a legal obligation and in lieu thereof a moral obligation may 
arise in the aid of which courts will not lend their assistance. Cf. 34 
Am.Jur., 'Limitation of Actions,' § 11, p. 20. 
Renner v. Edwards, 93 Idaho 836, 838-839, 475 P.2d 530, 532 - 533 (1969), citing Wood v. 
Carpenter, 101U.S.135, 25 L.Ed. 807 (1879). 
No matter how one views the application ofldaho Code § 5-224, whether it applies to the 
declaratory judgment action itself, or to the underlying claim, there is no statute of limitations 
that would extend Piercy's right to bring the declaratory judgment action, or the underlying 
claim, nearly 25 years after the 1982 herd district became effective. 
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Under Idaho Code§ 5-224, an action "must be commenced within four (4) years after the 
cause of action shall have accrued." In this case, the cause of action accrued the date the herd 
district ordinance went into effect. 
The Idaho Supreme Court holds that the statute of limitations in a case where the validity 
of an ordinance is challenged begins to accrue the date of the ordinance's passage. Canady v. 
Coeur d'Alene Lumber Co., 21Idaho77, 120 P. 830, 831 (1911). In Canady the Supreme Court 
held that the statute of limitations barred an action to declare an ordinance null and void filed 
nine years after the ordinance's enactment. Id. In Canady, the city of Coeur d'Alene enacted 
two ordinances in 1900, and another ordinance in 19053, generally for the purpose of vacating 
certain streets and alleys in the city, with the understanding that the Coeur d'Alene Lumber 
Company would establish and maintain a sawmill, planing mill and lumber yard on the vacated 
streets. Id. Thereafter, the Coeur d'Alene Lumber Company expended funds to build the lumber 
manufacturing establishment. Id. at 830. Plaintiff had notice of the enactment of the ordinances 
and the expenditure of money in the construction of the plant and did not object at that time. Id. 
Plaintiffs husband owned certain lands bordering on or near the streets vacated by the 
ordinances. Id. at 832. At some point, plaintiff succeeded to the interest of her husband and 
brought action on June 15, 1909, to have the ordinances vacating the streets and alleys declared 
null and void, to compel the defendants to remove obstructions from the streets vacated by the 
ordinances, to enjoin the defendants from obstructing the streets in the future, and for damages. 
Id. at 831. Defendants answered the complaint and denied that plaintiff was damaged by the 
30rdinance No. 71 was approved March 10, 1900; No. 75 was approved November 6, 
1900; and No. 115 was approved March 29, 1905. 
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street vacation, denied that plaintiffs land was within the city limits, and asserted the statute of 
limitations and estoppel. Id. at 832. 
At the close of plaintiffs evidence, defendants moved for a nonsuit, which was granted 
by the court. Id. at 832. The Supreme Court affirmed the decision of the district court and held, 
in part, that plaintiffs action was barred by the statute oflimitations. Id. at 830. In support of its 
decision, the Court concluded: 
We think, under the facts of this case, that this action is barred by the 
statute of limitations: and that this action should have been brought 
at least within five years from the date such cause of action arose. We 
think it sufficiently appears that appellant sat by when Ordinances 
Nos. 71 and 75 were passed in 1900, and more than nine years before 
this action was commenced, and made no complaint of any damages 
having been sustained to her property by reason of said ordinances 
and the vacation of the streets. And, again, in 1905, when Ordinance 
No. 115 was passed, she made no protest or objection of any kind. 
She knew that the Coeur d'Alene Lumber Company was expending 
a great deal of money in establishing its lumber plant upon said 
blocks and a portion of one of the streets, and made no protest of any 
kind whatever to the city, and made no claim for damages to her 
property as resulting from the passage of said ordinances. The first 
time she complained of damage to her property, so far as the record 
shows, was when she commenced this action, June 15, 1909. 
Howard Co. v. Chicago&A. R. Co., 130Mo. 652. 32 S. W. 651; City 
ofLogansportv. Uhl, 99 Ind. 531, 49 Am. Rep. 109. 
Id. at 835 (emphasis added). 
Under Canady, Piercy's challenge to the 1982 herd district ordinance is barred by the 
statute of limitations. The Order Establishing Herd District was enacted December 10, 1982, 
nearly 23 years before this action was commenced. Piercy did not raise this issue until after 
Guzman filed a Complaint against Piercy for damages arising from the collision between 
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Sutton's vehicle and Piercy's black bull. Prior to the subject accident, Piercy never complained 
of any damages sustained by reason of the herd district ordinance. 
Piercy knew or had reason to know that the field where his bull was pastured was 
included in a herd district by virtue of the notice posted in the Idaho Press Tribune on December 
20, 1982, indicating that the resolution regarding herd district had been passed by the Canyon 
County Commissioners. 
The testimony of Paul Axness, as discussed in Guzman's briefing, also establishes that 
Mr. Piercy at the latest knew of the 1982 herd district in 2001, when he told Mr. Axness that 
another collision involving his livestock and two cars occurred in a herd district. (See Guzman 
Brief, pp. 9-12.) 
Moreover, E.G. Johnson, a rancher in the area where the accident occurred and an owner 
of land that is within the description of the 1982 herd district ordinance, knew that the area in 
question was in a herd district. On or about July 18, ~007, Mr. Johnson executed an affidavit for 
another case that was subsequently made part of the record in this lawsuit. (See Second Affidavit 
of Ryan B. Peck, dated on or about July 30, 2007,, 2, Ex. A.) Therein, Mr. Johnson stated 
"[ s ]ometime in either late 1982 or early 1983, I discovered that the above property had been 
placed into the herd district created by the Canyon County Commissioners in December 1982." 
(Id.,, 2, Ex. A at ,5.) Mr. Johnson testified at his deposition in this case, that he does not 
believe that he became aware of the herd district status in 1982 or early 1983; rather Mr. Johnson 
testified that he had been aware that the property was a herd district "for at least the last 12-15 
years." (Evett Aff.,, 8.) Piercy by his own admission has been a cattle rancher in the area where 
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the accident occurred for 50 years. (Evett Aff., if 9.)4 It seems unlikely that Mr. Johnson would 
know that his land was in a herd district, but that Piercy would not know that same information, a 
conclusion born out by Mr. Piercy's apparent statement to Mr. Axness in 2001 that his pasture 
was located in a herd district. 
Furthermore, based on Piercy' s presumed familiarity with the roadway where the accident 
occurred, he was aware that there were no open range or cattle warning signs along that section 
of roadway. To Piercy's knowledge all livestock in Canyon County are not allowed to roam free 
and are contained by fences and/or natural geographic barriers, such as rivers. (Evett Aff., if 9.) 
The status and location of herd districts within Canyon County were of record. (Evett 
Aff., if 10.) The herd district map could be found in the Canyon County recorder's office and the 
Canyon County Commissioner's office. Court employees were instructed that if asked, all of the 
land in Canyon County was included in a herd district. (Evett Aff., if 11.) At the very least, 
Piercy had constructive knowledge that the field where his bull was pastured was included in a 
herd district. 
The Idaho Supreme Court holds that failure to acquire knowledge within reach does not 
toll the statute of limitation: 
While it is stipulated that the appellants did not know of their interest 
in those lots until about a year before this suit was brought, that 
makes no difference, for they had the means of acquiring that 
knowledge, as the deed conveying the title to said lots to their father 
was ofrecord during all that time in the office of the county recorder 
of Ada county, where said lots were situated. The means of acquiring 
this knowledge was open to them, and, under the facts of this case, 
4At the Bench Trial, Piercy testified that he had been a rancher in Canyon County for over 
30 years. (Evett Aff., if 5.) 
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that places them in the same position as though they had such 
knowledge. When one by his own carelessness or negligence fails to 
acquire knowledge that is within his reach, and such information is 
upon the proper records which impart constructive notice, the person 
cannot protect himself behind the plea that he did not know facts of 
which the law imputes knowledge to him and thus suspend the 
running of the statute. It was held in State v. Walters, 31 Ind. App. 77, 
66 N. E. 182, 99 Am. St. Rep. 244, that neither the ignorance of a 
person of his right to bring an action, nor the mere silence of a person 
liable to the action, prevents the running of the statute of limitation. 
Ala., etc., Ry. Co. v. Jones, 73 Miss. 110, 19 South. 105, 55 Am. St. 
Rep. 488. See, also, Ames v. Howes, 13 Idaho, 756, 93 Pac. 35. 
Coe v. Sloan, 16 Idaho 49, 100 P. 354, 357 -358 (1909). 
Piercy has benefitted from herd district status, as his lands have not been subject to 
depredations from the at large cattle of his neighbors. Because he is required to fence his cattle 
in, fewer of his livestock (and the livestock of others) have been on the roadway and subject to 
injury or death because of collisions with automobiles. In the same way that third party 
automobile drivers have been protected since 1982 by a county-wide herd district, Piercy has 
benefitted from that protection in his travels on roadways throughout Canyon County. 
The public benefits and influence on public and private behavior of Canyon County's 25 
year herd district status are significant. Cattle are not allowed on Canyon County roads, and the 
county's police officers have confirmed that repeatedly in deposition. For 25 years it has been a 
misdemeanor for a rancher in Canyon County to permit his cattle to run at large in Canyon 
County. See Idaho Code§ 25-2407. For 25 years a rancher in Canyon County has been strictly 
liable for damages caused by his livestock to the property of others. See Idaho Code § 25-2408. 
For 25 years county commissioners have had the authority to order agricultural landowners in the 
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vicinity of public domain where livestock are grazed to fence their land to prevent livestock in a 
herd district from entering onto their land. See Idaho Code § 25-2405. 
Piercy should have acted promptly if he considered that his rights were invaded by the 
passage of the herd district ordinance. He should not have sat passively by and permitted Canyon 
County officials and the citizens of Canyon County to conduct their affairs under the belief that 
all of Canyon County was in a herd district. See Canady, 21Idaho77, 120 P. 830. 
As stated above, the purpose of statutes of limitations is to prevent litigation of stale 
claims. See Wadsworth v. Department ofTransp., 128 Idaho 439, 442, 915 P.2d 1, 4 (1996); 
Renner v. Edwards, 93 Idaho 836, 838, 475 P.2d 530, 532 (1969). In this case, the sole living 
Commissioner from 1982, Glen Koch, is 80 years old and has no recollection regarding the 
details of the passage of the herd district ordinance. (Evett Aff., if 12.) Similarly, the clerk of the 
district court and the commissioner's office from 1982 is now 73 and has no recollection 
regarding the passage of the ordinance. (Evett Aff., if 13.) 
There are strong policy reasons supporting statute of limitations provisions for actions 
attacking the validity of an ordinance based upon alleged irregularities in the ordinance's 
passage. At some point a statute has to have finality. If ordinances can be attacked at anytime 
based on procedural irregularities, without limitation as to time, then the door is open to anyone 
to attack any ordinance no matter how old and no matter how much evidence has been lost to 
time. There is no policy rationale supporting turning over a now 25+ year old statute on grounds 
of procedural irregularity. After the passage of so much time, these types of issues are a waste of 
judicial economy and resources. 
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Memories have lapsed, witnesses have died, and evidence has possibly been destroyed 
with the passage of time. Under the statute of limitations, Piercy should have brought his claim 
no later than December 10, 1986. 
D. PIERCY IS ESTOPPED BY LACHES FROM CHALLENGING THE 1982 HERD 
DISTRICT ORDINANCE. 
Sutton requests the Court uphold the 1982 herd district ordinance on the grounds that 
Piercy' s challenge to the 1982 herd district is barred by the doctrine of estoppel by laches. 
1. Piercy's challenge to the 1982 herd district ordinance is barred by the 
doctrine of estoppel by laches. 
The doctrine of estoppel by !aches is applicable in cases where a party claims that an 
ordinance is invalid because of the means of its enactment. Lachesis a claim founded in equity 
and is a species of estoppel. Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 249, 92 P.3d 492, 499 (2004). Most 
cases in Idaho regarding the application of laches in the context of a challenge to a law or 
regulation involve municipal annexations. In Alexander v. Trustees of Village of Middleton, 92 
Idaho 823, 452 P.2d 50 (1969), Middleton annexed land owned by plaintiff but did so in 
violation of state law. In that case plaintiff made arguments similar to Piercy in this case: that a 
municipality (in this case a county) derives its authority solely from the state legislature and that 
only annexations (in this case herd districts) complying wit~ the conditions, restrictions, and 
limitations imposed by the state are valid. Id. at 825, 452 P.2d at 52. 
The Alexander Court cited MCQUILLIN, MUNICIPAL CORPORA TIO NS, Vol. 2, § 7. 09, 
holding that if the elements of estoppel are present, the owners of land over which a municipal 
corporation has exercised the powers and functions of government for a significant time will be 
estopped from questioning the location of municipal boundaries. Id. at 826, 452 P.2d at 53. The 
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Alexander Court, citing Finucane v. Village of Hayden, 86 Idaho 199, 284 P.2d 236 (1963), with 
approval, noted that this rule is applied even though the municipal boundaries as extended are 
void when by reason of lapse of time municipal authority has been exercised, and there have 
resulted changed conditions involving extensive public and private interests. Id. 
These holdings are based on public policy. Where the parties acquiesce in the action of 
public officials and transact business on the theory that the land is located within the boundaries 
of the municipality, it is in the interest of the general public that such a rule be applied. Id 
(citations omitted). 
Lapse of time, while an important element, is not controlling in determining the 
applicability of a laches defense. Finucane, 86 Idaho at 206, 384 P.2d at 240. "Courts must 
accord due legal regard to all surrounding circumstances, and the acts of the parties in their 
relationship to the property involved in the controversy." Id (citations omitted). 
In the Alexander case, Idaho Code§ 50-303 provided, in pertinent part, that a 
municipality could only annex property "laid off into lots or blocks, containing not more than 
five acres ofland each .... " Alexander, 92 Idaho at 824, 452 P.2d at 51. It was stipulated in the 
case that the plaintiff Alexander's property was larger than five acres and technically was 
annexed in violation of 50-303. Id. at 823, 825, 452 P.2d at 50, 52. ("All parcels of property 
involved herein exceed five acres in size and all are devoted to agricultural uses.") 
In Alexander, more than two years had elapsed from the annexation to the time suit was 
filed. Plaintiffs were notified of the intent to annex and the annexation was accomplished. 
Plaintiffs knew their land would be annexed. Plaintiffs' land benefitted through increased value 
and the elimination of hazardous health conditions. There was a correlative detriment to the 
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municipality by expenditures of money to maintain the sewer system to which plaintiffs' property 
was attached following annexation. 
On these facts, the Idaho Supreme Court estopped the appellant in that case from arguing 
that the municipal boundaries were void. 
Other jurisdictions have had similar holdings. For example, the Court of Appeals of 
Indiana held that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in finding that landowners' challenge 
to validity of city ordinance was barred by doctrine of !aches. Simon v. City of Auburn, Ind, Bd 
of Zoning Appeals, 519 N.E.2d 205 (Ind. Ct. App. 1988). In Simon, the Building Commissioner 
of the City of Auburn issued a building permit to Cedar Glen Joint Venture to construct two 
condominiums in the Auburn area. Id. at 206. Both Plaintiffs lived near the site in question and 
brought action against Defendants on the issue of whether under the Indiana Code a city's 
general zoning ordinance is legally valid when it purports to incorporate by reference a zoning 
map but no zoning map is included in the ordinance and no zoning map is on file in the city 
clerk-treasurer's office. Id. 
The Court of Appeals held that the trial court did not abuse its discretion in finding that 
plaintiffs' claim was barred by the doctrine of laches .. Id. at 215. The Court based its holding on 
the fact that plaintiffs did not initiate an action challenging the legal validity of the ordinance 
until nearly seventeen years after its enactment. Id. Furthermore, the Court held that plaintiffs 
were charged with knowledge of and acquiescence in the content of the zoning ordinance, and to 
allow plaintiffs to prevail would cause prejudice to defendants since defendants had already 
expended significant amounts of money on the development of the property at issue. Id. Lastly, 
the Court reasoned that to invalidate the ordinance would cause chaos, confusion and controversy 
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to the City of Auburn, such that would hinder the economic growth and development of the 
entire area covered by the zoning ordinance. Id. 
Similarly, the Supreme Court of New Jersey held that prosecutrix was barred from 
challenging the validity of an ordinance that was nine years old. Benequit v. Borough of 
Monmouth Beach, 125 N.J.L. 65, 67-68, 13 A.2d 847, 849 (N.J.1940). In Benequit, the 
prosecutrix was convicted of violating a zoning ordinance. Id. at 847. On appeal was the issue 
of whether the ordinance was invalid for the reason that it had not been published in a qualified 
newspaper as required by statute. Id. at 849. 
In Benequit, the Court held that prosecutrix's complaint was barred by laches. Id. The 
Court reasoned that the ordinance had been in effect for over nine years and that presumably 
citizens had conformed to its provisions. Id. There was also evidence that the prosecutrix knew 
of the ordinance as evidenced by a letter sent to the defendant borough stating that she had 
purchased the property, that it was located in a zone wherein business was prohibited and applied 
'for a special exception to the terms of the zoning ordinance permitting the above mentioned 
premises to be licensed for a first class hotel'. Id. At the time of sending the letter, prosecutrix 
did not attack the validity of the ordinance. Id. The Court held that even assuming that the 
ordinance was not published in a qualified newspaper, such irregularity was merely procedural 
and the prosecutrix under these facts and circumstances was guilty of laches, which estopped her 
from challenging the validity of the ordinance. Id. 
Although "lapse of time" is not dispositive, in the instant case it should be. In 
determining whether the doctrine of laches applies, the Court must give "consideration ... to all 
surrounding circumstances and acts of the parties." Henderson v. Smith, 128 Idaho 444, 449, 915 
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P.2d 6, 11 (1996) (citations omitted, emphasis added). The time lapse between the enactment of 
the 1982 herd district ordinance and this action is almost twenty-five years. Piercy has failed to 
show reasonable justification for the delay in challenging the ordinance. Essentially, the passage 
of twenty-five years demonstrates an implied waiver of the right to seek to invalidate the 1982 
herd district ordinance by knowing acquiescence in a condition that had existed for so many 
years. 
The alleged defects, which are technical irregularities, were present and could have been 
discovered and challenged twenty-five years ago, before so many citizens of Canyon County had 
come to rely on the validity of the ordinance. To invalidate the 1982 herd district ordinance 
accomplishes Piercy' s own individual purposes and would cause prejudice to the entire Canyon 
County community and more particularly, Guzman and Sutton. 
Piercy challenges an ordinance that has been in effect for 25 years. When the ordinance 
was passed, neither Jennifer Sutton, Erika Rivera, nor Luis Guzman were even born. Glenn 
Koch, one of the commissioners who voted on the ordinance is 80 years old and cannot recall the 
details leading up to the passage of the ordinance. (See Affidavit of Glenn 0. Koch in 
Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment previously filed July 20, 2007 
("Koch Aff.").) The other two commissioners who voted on the ordinance are dead. (Id at~ 3.) 
The entirety of Canyon County has followed the "fence in" rule of the herd district, as 
opposed to the "fence out" rule of open range, for 25 years. For 25 years Canyon County 
ranchers have had the responsibility to fence in their livestock to keep their stock off the road and 
off their neighbors' property. Piercy himself admits that all livestock in Canyon County, to his 
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knowledge, are either fenced in or contained by natural geographic barriers, such as rivers. This 
includes his own livestock. 
At the time of the accident there were no "Open Range" warning signs or cattle warning 
signs along the road where the accident happened. (See Affidavit of Jennifer Sutton previously 
filed July 24, 2007, ~ 5.) Ms. Sutton had seen such signs in other parts ofldaho before the 
accident and understood these signs to indicate that livestock might be in the roadway and that 
she should keep a lookout for cattle. (Id at~ 6.) Jennifer Sutton did not expect any cattle on the 
road the night of this accident (see id at ~ 8), a product of the absence of these warning signs and 
the fact that she grew up in an area where ranchers were required by county ordinances to keep 
their cattle fenced in. 
If ever public policy supported the application of estoppel by laches, this is the case. 
Generations of Canyon County residents, Canyon County governments, and Canyon County law 
enforcement, have assumed the entire county is in a herd district. They have ordered their 
behavior accordingly. It is too late for Piercy, having benefitted from the herd district status of 
Canyon County for 25 years, to now complain about alleged technical defects in the ordinance's 
passage because he finds himself in this unfortunate case. 
Last, because laches is an equitable doctrine, the Court is permitted to consider all the 
.,, 
I 
circumstances surrounding the issues raised by the parties. The Court can take into consideration 
the passage of time, fading of memories, and disappearance of evidence in determining whether 
it is equitable to uphold the validity of the herd district ordinance. Piercy and Plaintiffs have 
submitted affidavits, two by Glenn Koch (one of the Canyon County Commissioners in 1982) 
and the clerk of the Canyon County District Court in 1982, Bill Straker. Neither can remember 
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whether the ordinance was passed pursuant to a petition. (See Plaintiffs' Memorandum in 
Opposition to Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment previously filed July 20, 2007, 
at 19.) Neither man can recall the details leading to passage of the ordinance. Two of the county 
commissioners who voted on the 1982 ordinance are dead. (See Koch Aff. at~ 3.) 
This is precisely the type of situation laches is intended to avoid. Time has passed, 
memories have faded, and it is accordingly inequitable to force Guzman and Sutton to defend a 
25-year-old ordinance based on incomplete county records, faded memories, and incomplete 
evidence. Equity firmly supports upholding this herd district under the doctrine of estoppel by 
!aches. 
E. PIERCY IS NOT IMMUNE FROM LIABILITY BECAUSE THE ACCIDENT 
OCCURRED IN A HERD DISTRICT ESTABLISHED IN 1908. 
Even assuming the bull escaped from an open range area, the accident occurred within the 
boundaries of the valid 1908 herd district. Piercy recognizes this is a problem for his argument, 
and takes the position that because there was no cattle guard on the road leading from the 1982 
herd district (found to be open range by Judge Petrie) into the 1908 herd district, the status of the 
bull struck by Sutton is that of an animal in open range. Piercy improperly relies on Idaho Code 
§ 25-2402(1) in arguing he is immune from liability for the accident that occurred in the 1908 
herd district. He is wrong because there is no statutory basis to argue that the 1908 herd district, 
where this accident happened, had to have cattle guards on its roadways in order to be valid. 
Idaho Code § 25-2402(1 ), in general, sets forth the requirements for establishing a herd 
district and what must be included in the herd district petition. Idaho Code§ 25-2402(1) was 
originally enacted in 1907, and was subsequently amended in 1919, 1935, 1947, 1953, 1963, 
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1983, 1985, 1990 and 1996. The statute in its current form, and as relied on by Piercy, sets forth 
the mandatory petition language, in pertinent part: 
Such petition shall...designate that the herd district shall not apply 
to nor cover livestock, excepting swine, which shall roam, drift or 
stray from open range into the district unless the district shall be 
enclosed by lawful fences and cattle guards as needed in roads 
penetrating the district so as to prevent livestock, excepting swine, 
from roaming, drifting or straying from open range into the 
district ... 
LC. § 25-2402(1) (emphasis added). 
The underlined language, with the exception of "as needed,"5 was added by the 1963 
amendments. (Evett Aff., 'if 5.) New legislation is not given retroactive effect "unless expressly 
so declared." LC. § 73-101. The Idaho Supreme Court held that "a statute is not applied 
retroactively unless there is 'clear legislative intent to that effect."' Gailey v. Jerome County, 
113 Idaho 430, 432, 7 45 P .2d 1051, 1053 (1987)( citations omitted). In the absence of an express 
declaration of legislative intent that a statute apply retroactively, it will not be so applied. Id. 
The 1963 legislation amending LC. § 25-2402(1) did not provide for retroactive application. 
Since the statutory language has no retroactive effect, that specific herd district petition 
requirement is inapplicable to the 1908 herd district, i.e., neither Canyon County or any other 
county in Idaho is required to install cattle guards on the borders of post 1963 herd districts in 
order to create herd district status for cattle wandering into such a district from bordering open 
range. 
Additionally, Idaho Code§ 25-2401(1) expressly states, in pertinent part: "[t]he 
provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any herd district or herd ordinance in full force and 
5 The "as needed" language was introduced in the 1990 amendments. (Evett Aff., 'if 6.) 
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effect prior to January l, 1990, but shall apply to any modification thereof." By its own terms, 
the herd district laws do not apply to the 1908 herd district, which was in full force in effect prior 
to January 1, 1990. 
At the time the 1908 herd district was established, the 1907 version of Idaho Code § 25-
2402 applied, which provided: 
A majority of the qualified electors of any district, which district 
may include one or more voting precincts or parts of one or more 
voting precincts, may petition the board of county commissioners 
in writing to create such district a "herd district." Such petition 
shall describe the boundaries of the said proposed herd district, and 
shall designate what animals of the species of horses, mules, asses, 
cattle, swine, sheep and goats it is desired to prohibit from running 
at large in such district; and may designate the period of the year 
during which it is desired to prohibit such animals from running at 
large. 
1907 Idaho Sess. Laws 71; see Evett Aff., if 7. 
When the 1908 herd district was created, there was no requirement that the petition 
creating the herd district contain language designating that the herd district would not apply to 
cattle straying from open range into the district unless the herd district was enclosed by lawful 
fences and cattle guards to prevent livestock from straying into the district. Accordingly, Piercy 
cannot rely on this petition requirement to create immunity. Additionally, no statute enacted 
since the creation of the 1908 herd district has required the installation of cattle guards between 
post-1963 open range and pre-1963 herd districts. 
Further, the Idaho Supreme Court case relied upon by Piercy in support of his argument is 
distinguishable and is not applicable to the facts of this case. See, Easley v. Lee, 111 Idaho 115, 
721P.2d215 (1986). In Easley, the Supreme Court ofldaho addressed a question oflaw of first 
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impression: when open range land and a herd district meet at a common border between two 
landowners, which owner, if either, is required to construct a legal fence. Id. at 11 7, 721 P .2d at 
217. Under the facts of that case, until 1975 both the Easleys' land and the Lees' land was open 
range. Id. at 116, 721 P.2d at 216. In 1975, the Easleys initiated steps to form a herd district. Id. 
The 1963 version ofldaho Code§ 25-2402(1) applied, requiring the petition to contain 
the statutory language designating that the herd district shall not apply to cattle roaming into the 
district from open range unless the district is inclosed by lawful fences and cattle guards. Id. at 
118, 721 P .2d at 218. That mandatory language was deleted by the county commissioners at the 
Easleys' request. Id. at 116, 721 P.2d at 216. The court first concluded that the statutorily 
required language could not be removed by modification of the county commissioners. Id. at 
118, 721 P .2d at 218. The court then held that the 1963 legislative language evidenced the 
legislative intent to exclude liability for livestock roaming into a herd district from open range 
unless the district was properly enclosed. Id. Finally, the court held "that a herd district, and the 
liabilities resulting from the formation of a herd district, do not apply to livestock, excepting 
swine, that roam, drift or stray from open range into the herd district, unless the herd district is 
inclosed by lawful fences and cattle guards in roads penetrating the district." Id. Thus, the 
boundaries of the herd district must be fenced to "fence-out" open range cattle. 
The Easleys' established their herd district in 1975, and the 1963 amendments to Idaho 
Code § 25-2402(1) clearly applied to the creation of that herd district. The Easley court did not 
address the effect of the 1963 amendments on a herd district created prior to the effective date of 
those amendments. Therefore, the Easley case does not affect the argument that the 1963 
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amendments do not have retroactive application, and therefore, do not apply to the 1908 herd 
district. 
Based on the foregoing, the 1908 herd district was not required to place cattle guards on 
Wamstad Road to prevent livestock from straying from open range into the district. Only post-
1963 herd districts that border open range areas are required to do so. Therefore, as a matter of 
law, Piercy is not immune from liability under Idaho Code § 25-2402(1). 
Since the accident occurred in the 1908 herd district, and not open range, Idaho Code § 
25-2118 does not apply. See Adamson v. Blanchard, 133 Idaho 602, 607, 990 P.2d 1213, 1218 
(1999). Instead, the Court must analyze this case under Idaho Code § 25-2119, which states: 
"[n]o person owning, or controlling the possession of, any domestic animal lawfully on any 
highway, shall be deemed guilty of negligence by reason thereof." (Emphasis added). I.C. § 25-
2119. "Lawfully" has not been defined; however, it has been interpreted to mean when animals 
are on the roadway during the day while attended or driven or trailed down the road. Adamson, 
133 Idaho at 608, 990 P.2d at 1219. On the other hand, an inference exists that an animal owner 
is negligent "in cases of nighttime vehicle collisions with unattended domestic animals running 
at large" on the roadway. Griffith v. Schmidt, 110 Idaho 235, 239, 715 P.2d 905, 909 (1985). 
Such animals are not "lawfully" on the roadway. 
As a matter of law, Piercy is not immune from liability under Idaho Code § 25-2119. See 
Adamson v. Blanchard, 133 Idaho 602, 990 P.2d 1213, (1999). The facts are undisputed. The 
bull that caused the accident was running on the roadway at night unattended. Piercy was not 
driving his bull down the highway at the time of the accident. Based on the foregoing, Idaho 
Code§ 25-2119 fails to provide Piercy immunity from negligence liability. 
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III. CONCLUSION 
The Idaho Legislature has provided us with a bright line test to determine whether the 
1982 herd district challenged by Piercy is valid. Under § 31-857, the herd district is valid, as 
more than seven years have passed since the order creating the district. The amendments to § 31-
857 simply express the unifying characteristic of the common law and statutory defenses asserted 
by Guzman and Sutton, which is that at some point a statute, ordinance, or law is immune from 
procedural challenge. Idaho counties should not have to worry about countering procedural 
challenges to old herd, school, road, and other districts. § 31-857 does not allow it, nor do the 
common law and statutory defenses asserted by Guzman and Sutton. 
DATED this l9f-- day of June, 2010. 
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Monday, May 3, 2010, 10:00 a.m. 
4 
2 
3 THE COURT: Going on the record in CV-2005-4848, a case 
4 entitled Guzman versus Piercy and Sutton, and Piercy versus 
5 Canyon County, Luis Guzman, and Jennifer Sutton. 
6 We have a number of attorneys here, so I will have 
7 you go around and identify yourselves, and. who you are 
8 representing. 
9 It is my understanding that today we have still got 
10 a hearing scheduled for June 14, but today we are here to 
11 place on the record testimony from a witness that was not 
12 previously -- he didn't testify, I believe he is an adjuster; 
13 is that correct? 
14 
15 
MR. EVITT: That's correct. 
THE COURT: Okay. So starting from my left, I'll have 
16 you go through and identify yourselves and who you are 
17 representing. 
18 MS. WHYCHELL: Karen Whychell, Your Honor, for the 
19 Piercys, Your Honor. 
20 THE COURT: Okay. 
21 MR. PECK: Ryan Peck, Your Honor, also for Dale Piercy. 
22 And while I am standing, just for the record, I hope 
23 this won't be a problem, but I do have something at 10:45, 
24 and that's why Ms. Whychell is here in case I need to duck 
25 out. I beg the Court's pardon for that in advance. 
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THE COURT: That will be fine. 
MR. PECK: Thank you. 
5 
3 MR. EVETT: Josh Evett on behalf of Jennifer Sutton. 
4 MR. WALTON: Tim Walton for plaintiff Guzman. 
5 MR. ERICSON: Carlton Ericson on behalf of Canyon 
6 County. 
7 THE COURT: Okay. If I recall, it was Suttons' - Sutton 
8 was the one who originally wanted to present this testimony; 
9 is that correct? 
10 MR. EVETT: Oh, I suppose so, but I think Mr. Walton is 
11 going to question Mr. Axness. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. We will call the witness, and start 
13 with Mr. Walton and work our way around. 
14 MR. EVETT: Okay. 
15 THE COURT: And, Mr. Ericson, do you have enough room 
16 back there? Do you need a chair up here or not? 
17 MR. ERICSON: No, Your Honor. That's fine. I can sit 
18 here. 
19 THE COURT: Okay. Alright, sir, if you'd come forward 






A. It would be the investigation, evaluation, 
2 conclusion of claims. 
7 
3 Q. Would your job title commonly be known as insurance 
4 adjuster? 
5 A. Sure. 
6 Q. How did you refer to your job title? 
7 A. I think we are called claims representatives, but 
B claims adjuster would be the ... 
9 Q. Is an apt description? 
o A. Sure. 
Q. Okay. Did your duties include investigating claims? 
2 A. Yes, it did. 
3 Q. In the course of investigating claims, did you 
4 commonly talk to your insureds? 
5 A. Oh, yes. 
6 Q. Did you do things like talk to the claimants? 
7 A. Sure. 
Q. And a claimant would be somebody who had a claim 
against your insured? 
A. Right. 
Q. Did you do things like review police reports 
pertaining to incidents? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you generally gather information pertaining to 
a claim from other people? 
e No. CV-2005-4848 
6 
Thereupon, 
2 PAUL AXNESS, 
3 was duly sworn, was examined, and testified as follows: 
4 
5 THE COURT: Mr. Walton, you may proceed. 
6 MR. WALTON: Thank you, Your Honor. So that I may see 
7 the witness, can I come around this way? 
8 THE COURT: Yes. 
9 
10 DIRECT EXAMINATION 
11 QUESTIONS BY MR. WALTON: 
12 Q. Good morning, Mr. Axness. 
13 A. Good morning. 
14 Q. Would you state your name for the record. 
15 A. My name is Paul Axness. 
16 Q. What's your job now? 
17 A. I have the best job now - I am now retired. 
18 Q. How long have you been retired? 
19 A. Four years. 
20 Q. Before you retired, what did you do? 
21 A. I worked for Mutual of Enumclaw Insurance Company in 
22 the claims department. 
23 Q. How long did you work for Mutual of Enumclaw? 
24 A. 18 years. 
25 Q. What did you do for them? 
A. Could you repeat that? 
2 Q. Yes. Did your job generally entail gathering 
3 information pertaining to a claim from other people? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you have a law library that you used? 
6 A. No. 
8 
7 Q. If you had a legal issue, did you consult with a 
8 lawyer? 
9 A. We would. 
10 Q. When you adjusted a claim ·- let me rephrase: When 
11 you investigated a claim, did you document your file? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Why would you do that? 
14 A. Just so -- you couldn't always recall everything, 
15 you would want to document your investigation. 
16 Q. So that if somebody came back nine years later, you 
17 could try to recall how things happened at the time you 
18 adjusted the claim? 
19 A. Sure, based on review of the file. 
20 Q. Would you authorize payment of claims? 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. Would those payments sometimes be to your own 
23 insured? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. That would be a first party claim? 
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A'. That's right. 
2 Q. Would you sometimes authorize payments to third 
1 3 parties? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. That would be a liability claim? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. Would you, as an adjuster, deny claims? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. Did you, in the course of your employment with 
10 Mutual of Enumclaw, handle claims between - that involved 
'11 accidents involving automobiles and livestock? 
,12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. What was the territory that you handled claims 
14 within? 
10 
Q. \id you guesstimate? 
2 A. Boy, if I had to guess, probably two or three a 
3 year. 
4 Q. Is it fair to say that some of the claims you 
5 handled -- let me back up. Mutual of Enumclaw insures 
6 automobile drivers; correct? 
7 A. That's right. 
8 Q. Mutual of Enumclaw insured ranchers? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Sometimes -- would it be fair to say that sometimes 
11 your insured was the driver who hit the rancher's livestock? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Would it be fair to say that sometimes your insured 
14 was the rancher whose livestock was hit by another person's 
15 A. Well, I handled some in eastern Oregon and southwest 15 car? 
16 Idaho, would be the general area. 16 A. Right. 
17 Q. Okay. 17 Q. Did you have an understanding of the difference 
18 A. I did not have any specific area that I worked in. 
19 Q. Would it be fair to say that the bulk of your 
20 claims - the majority of your claims - were in southwest 
21 Idaho and eastern Oregon? 
22 A. Right. 
23 Q. Would you estimate that you handled hundreds of 
24 claims between livestock and cars over the 18 years? 
25 A. Not hundreds, no. 
11 
1 a car collided with a rancher's livestock within a herd 
2 district, was it understanding that the rancher was generally 
3 responsible for the damage caused? 
4 A. I think that would be right. 
5 Q. If a car was involved in a collision with a 
6 rancher's livestock in open range, was it your understanding 
7 that the automobile insurer was responsible to pay for the 
8 damages? 
9 A. Yes. 
o Q. When you investigate a claim such as a vehicle 
collision with a rancher's livestock, is, therefore, one of 
2 the things you need to determine is whether the accident 
3 happened in open range or herd district? 
4 A. I think generally that would be true. 
5 Q. Is it fair to say that it is not always easy to 
6 figure out if the accident happened in an open range or a 
7 herd district? 
A. I think probably a herd district anyway. 
Q. What do you mean by that? 
A. As I understand, the herd district is up to the 
county to establish the certain areas which are herd 
districts, and I think there is a lot of confusion as to 
where, indeed, the herd districts were. I don't think there 
is any kind of a map that you could go to and prove one way 
or the other. 
o No. CV-2005-4848 
18 between open range and a herd district in the handling of 
19 claims between cars and livestock? 
20 A. Somewhat. But I also understand that after a 
21 certain time in the herd district, if a herd district was 
22 formed after a certain time, it had something to do with 
23 built fences and the other. one didn't have fences. I recall 
24 something about that. 
25 Q. If a car was involved with a rancher's livestoc~, if 
12 
Q. If a collision occurs between a vehicle and 
2 livestock, would one of the sources of information determine 
3 whether the accident occurred within a herd district or 
4 within open range be the insured himself if your insured was 
5 a rancher? 
6 A. We would sometimes ask, but I think we would 
7 probably depend on an accident report, also, and then 
8 probably talk to the investigating officer to see. 
9 Q. What have you reviewed for today's hearing? 
10 A. Just what was sent to me, the file, which was 
11 subpoenaed from Mutual of Enumclaw. 
12 Q. Do you have that in front of you? 
13 A. I do. 
14 Q. Could we have that marked? Do you mind if I look at 
15 that real quickly? 
16 A. Sure. 
17 Q. I was going to see if what you've got is the same as 
18 what I've got. 
19 A. Sure. 
20 THE COURT: Do you want the original file marked, or 
21 copies? 
22 MR. WALTON: I'm sorry, Your Honor? 
23 THE COURT: Do you want the original file marked, or do 
24 you want copies of documents from the file marked? 
25 MR. WALTON: I think we all have the same copies. So, 
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frankly, if they don't care, I don't care. 
2 MR. PECK: Let me just compare real quick. 
3 MR. WALTON: Please. 
4 THE COURT: I didn't take all the files with me. Is it 
5 the only document? 
6 MR. WALTON: I think he testified it is a copy of the 
7 insurer's file. 
8 THE COURT: Okay. 
9 MR. PECK: It looks like the same one I have. 
10 THE COURT: Do you want this marked, counsel? 
11 MR. WALTON: Yes, Your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: Plaintiff's 1. 
13 THE CLERK: Plaintiff's Exhibit 1 has been marked. 
14 (Plaintiff's Exhibit #1 marked.) 
15 Q. BY MR. WALTON: Do you have any independent 
16 recollection of adjusting claim No. 272261 in a motor vehicle 
17 accident between livestock owned by Dale Piercy and a couple 
18 of car drivers? 
19 A. No, not other than what is in the file. 
20 Q. So just to be clear, you'd have to look at your 
21 notes on that claim - those claims to be able to recall --
22 let me rephrase. 
23 You have no independent recollection of that claim, 
24 do you? 
25 A. No, I don't. 
15 
Q. And this document is completed by staff of Mutual of 
2 Enumclaw? 
3 A. Right. 
4 Q. Is any of the handwriting on page 1 yours -- excuse 
5 me, that would be page two of Exhibit 1. 
6 A. I think where it has the name under injured/property 
7 damage, Tracy Hanson, I have got a phone number there of 
8 722-6851. 
9 Q. That's down at the bottom third of the page? 
10 A. That's right. And then below that, it says 1985 
11 Dodge, and I wrote after that "Aries," A-r-i-e-s. 
2 And also a phone number -- it says, "where taken." 
3 I don't know what that is, but it's 459-1395. 
4 I think that is the end of my handwriting, yes. 
5 Q. Now, is it accurate to say from reviewing this page 
6 of Exhibit 1, that this claim was assigned to you? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. What was the nature of this -- well, first of all, 
9 what date did the occurrence happen on? 
o A. The occurrence happened on October 5, 2001. 
Q. Where did the occurrence happen? 
2 A. It says Wamstad Road, south of Parma. 
3 Q. And, what occurred? 
4 A. It says, the "Insured's calves got out on road, and 
5 vehicle 1 hit two that were in middle of the road. Second 
14 
Q. Okay. 
2 Exhibit A? 
had an opportunity to review the 
3 A. I have. 
4 Q. What is your understanding as to what Exhibit A is? 
5 THE COURT: Hang on a second. 
6 THE WITNESS: Are you talking about Exhibit 1? 
7 THE COURT: Yes, Exhibit 1. 
8 Q. BY MR. WALTON: My apologies, Exhibit 1. 
9 A. Yes, I have reviewed that. 
10 Q. Thank you. What is your understanding as to what 
11 Exhibit 1 is? 
12 A. Exhibit 1 would be the claim file for an accident 
13 which happened on October 5, 2001. 
14 Q. Okay. The first page of Exhibit 1 is a letter from 
15 Mutual of Enumclaw to Josh Evett; correct? 
16 A. That's right. 
17 Q. Just reporting that it is transmitting the claim 
18 file - a copy of the claim file to Mr. Evett; correct? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Okay. Let's go to the second page of Exhibit 1, the 
21 document entitled general liability notice of 
22 occurrence/claim. 
23 When a claim is first opened and assigned to an 
24 adjuster, is this the document that is completed? 
25 A. Yes. 
16 
vehicle hit one of the down calves." 
2 Q. Do you see below that where it says, "owner of 
3 second vehicle unknown"? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. Did you ultimately -- were you ultimately able to 
6 determine who the owner of the second vehicle was? 
7 A. I would have to look at my notes to see. 
8 Q. Go ahead. 
9 A. I believe it would be Linda Hansen via my October 15 
10 note. 
11 Q. Who was the first driver involved? 
12 A. Don Allen. 
13 Q. Okay. Do you see where it says in the middle of the 
14 general liability notice of occurrence, do you see where it 
15 says, "Paul, I have" -- is that "claimant"? 
16 A. I believe that's what that is. 
17 Q. Do you know who wrote that? 
18 A. Well, according to my notes on October 1.2, the 
19 last couple sentences, it says, "Don Allen - 2nd pd. Scott 
20 handling." 
21 Q. Okay. 
22 A. That would be Scott Wells from our office. 
23 Q. So if your interpretation is correct, Scott --
24 what's his last name? 
25 A. Wells, W-e-1-1-s. 
;e No. CV-2005-4848 1309 
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Q. Scott Wells wrote you this note 
l 
_)ting that he 
2 was the adjuster for Don Allen, who was also an insured of 
3 Mutual of Enumclaw? 
4 A. It looks like it, yes. 
18 
Q. And then .dte of loss is given, October 5, 2001? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And then the adjuster, your name? 
4 A. Right. 
3-3-10 
5 Q. Okay. Do you see below on this general liability 5 Q. Okay. And then we go to, what, 10-10, would that be 
6 notice of occurrence, do you see where somebody wrote, "open 
7 range, question mark"? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. What would that signify to you? 
10 A. That there was a question if it was open range by 
11 whoever wrote that, which presumably was Scott. 
12 Q. We have already discussed if it was open range, 
13 Mr. Allen would be paying Mr. Piercy for any damages caused; 
14 right? 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. Okay. Let's go to the third page of Exhibit 1. Is 
17 that the first page of your notes in connection with this 
18 claim? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. What's the first entry -- well, let's start at the 
21 very top. The insured is Mr. Piercy; right? 
22 A. Right. 
23 Q. And then the claim number is given below that; 
24 correct? 
!5 A. Yes. 
19 
A. (Reading:) Call insured - two calves, 675 pounds 
2 each, at 90 cents a pound, got through fence after being 
3 weaned - zero open range - call Talsma - Hansen pd total --
4 which would be property damage total -- referred to John, 
5 call from Shane at Enterprise regarding Hansen total. 
6 Q. Would that be "Hansen rental"? 
7 A. Excuse me, Hansen rental, that's right -- regarding 
8 Hansen rental. 
9 Claimant rented Dodge something at $26.99 a day. 
o Okay for five additional days. 
We also insure Don Allen second property damage. 
2 Scott handling. 
3 Call Allen, 541-262-3368, leave message on recorder. 
4 Q. So now I want to talk about what all of those notes 
5 mean. Okay? 
6 So on October 12, you called your insured; correct? 
7 A. Right. 
B Q. That would be Mr. Piercy? 
3 A. Yes. 
Q. And Mr. Piercy told you, two calves, 675 pounds 
each, at a value of 90 cents per pound, got through his fence 
after being weaned; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then you write "no open range." 
A. I put a dash. So, in other words, that conversation 
6 October 10? 
7 A. Right. 
8 Q. Read the entry on 10·-10. 
9 A. (reading:) Call insured - NA - no answer. 
10 And then "-" mail card, call claimant, no answer, 
11 mail card. 
12 Q. So, would it be accurate to say that you attempted 
13 to call Mr. Piercy, but no one was home? 
14 A. Right. 
15 Q. And that you attempted to call one of the two 
16 claimants, but got no answer? 
17 A. Right. 
18 Q. And that you mailed a card to both Mr. Piercy, and 
19 the claimant that you attempted to call, asking that they 
20 call you? 
21 A. Right. 
22 Q. Okay. Let's go to the October 12th entry, and this 
23 would be October 12, 2001; is that correct? 
24 A. It should be, yes. 
25 Q. Okay. Read that entry to me, if you would, please. 
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has ended, and then I put whatever I put - zero open range, 
2 that's right. 
3 Q. Okay. Now, who told you there was no open range? 
4 A. I don't know. 
5 Q. It could have been Mr. Piercy; correct? 
6 A. You are asking me to speculate. 
7 Q. The answer is, you don't know? 
8 A. I don't know. 
9 Q. Okay. Somewhere you learned there was no open 
10 range; correct? 
11 MR. PECK: Objection; speculation. 
12 THE WITNESS: All I can do --
13 MR. WALTON: Just a moment. The judge has to rule. 
14 THE COURT: Let me rule on it. He's already testified 
15 that he didn't know exactly the source, but I think he can 
16 ask the question to verify that he did get the information, 
17 so I am going to overrule the objection. 
18 Q. BY MR. WALTON: You got the information from 
19 someplace that there was no open range? 
20 A. You know, there's -- can I go into this or not? 
21 Q. I would just as soon that you tell me yes or no. 
22 A. Okay, could you repeat the question? 
23 Q. Yes. You got information from somewhere that this 
24 incident did not involve open range? 
25 MR. PECK: Objection; leading. 
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•. 
THE COURT: It is leading. 
2 MR. WALTON: Yes, it is. 
3 THE COURT: Do you want to try again, Mr. Walton? 
4 MR. WALTON: I will do my best. Thanks, Judge. 
5 Q. BY MR. WALTON: You wrote in your file, "no open 
6 range." 
7 A. I wrote, "zero open range," that's right. 
8 Q. Zero open range. Did that mean to you that there 
9 was no open range at the location of this incident? 
10 A. I think that's fair, yes. 
11 Q. Did that mean -- the fact that you wrote that entry 
12 in your file, does that tell you that you must have gained 
13 that information from somewhere? 
14 A. From somewhere, yes. 
15 Q. Then you write, "call Talsma." Who is Talsma? 
16 A. A body shop. 
17 Q. Okay. So we have a call on October 12 to 
18 Mr. Piercy, and you document it? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. The next call you document is a call to Talsma, a 
21 body shop? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. You wrote in your file, no open range between the 
24 time - within the time frame of when you called Piercy and 
~5 when you called Talsma? 
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you that a couple of calves got out and got through the fence 
2 after being weaned? 
3 A. Right. 
4 Q. Then there is a "- no open range"? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. You interpreted that "-" to be significant, and to 
7 have interrupted the phone call with Piercy? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. Okay. But the next five, six words, you have, 
o "call Talsma - Hansen pd total"; correct? 
A. That's right. 
2 Q. Yet, that is not a new phone call, that is one phone 
3 call; correct? 
4 A. I assume that would be, yeah. 
5 Q. Okay. So it may well have been one phone call that 
6 you had with Mr. Piercy where he told you two calves got out, 
7 and that there was no open range; correct? 
8 MR. PECK: Objection; leading. 
9 THE COURT: He can answer the question. 
D THE WITNESS: Can you repeat that again? 
Q. BY MR. WALTON: It may well have been one phone call 
2 where you called Mr. Piercy, and he said two calves got out 
through the fence after being weaned, and there was no open 
range? 
A. It could be. 
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A. That's righ 
2 Q. Let's go down to the next line where it says, 
3 "Hansen pd total." Is it correct to say that that means that 
4 the Hansen vehicle was totaled by the wreck? 
5 A. Right. 
6 Q. Okay. Would that have been per Talsma? 
7 A. I believe it would be. 
8 Q. Okay. Do you see where it says, "call Talsma -"? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And then "Hansen. pd total"? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. So within the call with Talsma, you learned that 
13 Hansen's vehicle was totaled? 
14 A. Right. 
15 Q. The reason I think - I am taking a little time on 
16 that is because earlier you said -- do you see where it says, 
17 "two calves got through fence after being weaned - no open 
18 range"? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And you interpreted the "- no open range" to mean 
21 some new call or something; correct? 
22 A. I don't know what you mean. 
23 Q. Let me rephrase. 
24 A. Okay. 
25 Q. On October 12, you called Mr. Piercy, and he told 
24 
Q. Okay. 
2 A. All I can rely on is what is here. 
3 Q. Right. In fact, when you make a call, you document 
4 that you made the call? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. And you didn't document a new call when you wrote, 
7 "zero open range"? 
8 A. Right. 
9 Q. Let's keep reading. After you write, "Hansen pd 
10 total - ", what do you write there, sir? 
11 A. "RefertoJohn." 
12 Q. Who is John? 
13 A. John would be an auto appraiser in o.ur office. 
14 Q. So John would go confirm that the Hansen car was a 
15 total loss? 
16 A. Right, he would settle it then. 
17 Q. And then your next entry, "call from Shane at 
18 Enterprise"; right? 
19 A. That's right. 
20 Q. That's just to confirm that Ms. Hansen had rented a 
21 vehicle at a certain rate per day, and so forth? 
22 A. That's right. 
23 Q. Let me get to that in a second. But that rental 
24 rate was fine with you, is what you wrote in your file? 
25 A. I assume, yeah. 
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Q. Because you said it was okay; r 
2 A. Right. 
3 Q. And then you authorized five additional days at that 
4 rate? 
5 A. That's what it says, yeah. 
6 Q. To Ms. Hansen? 
7 A. Yeah, authorized, I guess, for the car rental five 
8 additional days, yes. Right. 
9 Q. Then continuing on through this October 12 work, you 
10 note in your file that Mutual of Enumclaw insures Don Allen; 
11 right? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. And that that was the second property damage claim 
14 pertaining to this incident; correct? 
15 A. Right. 
16 Q. And that Scott in your office was handling that 
17 second claim. That's the next thing you write there on 
18 October 12; right? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And then the next entry, "call Allen," and then a 
21 phone number. That just documents that you attempted to 
22 reach Mr. Allen by telephone? 
23 A. Right. 
24 Q. And that you left a message on his recorder to call 
!5 you back; right? 
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Q. Okay. What's the next? 
2 A. Car totaled from Tolsma. I didn't say how I found 
3 that out. Maybe I called Talsma. I don't know. 
4 It says, 1985 Dodge Aries, advised her that John 
5 will inspect and settle. 
6 Q. So, would you interpret that actually now that you 
7 have read that whole note, does it mean to you that you got a 
8 call from claimant, that she told you that the car was at 
9 Tolsma, that the car was totaled, that it was a 1985 Dodge 
o Aries, and that you told her that John in your office will 
inspect and settle? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. The thing I want to mention right there and visit 
4 with you about is, in between all of those little notes, 
5 call from claimant - car at Tolsma - car totaled, 1985 Dodge 
6 Aries - advised her that John will inspect and settle. That 
7 was all one phone call, was it not? 
A. I assume it would be, yes. 
Q. But you used the dashes in between to separate 
subject matters; correct? 
A. Yeah, I think so. 
Q. So you may have used that dash on the October 12th 
visit, then, when Piercy told you a couple of calves got 
through his fence after being weaned - no open range -- you 
may have used that dash to separate subject matters in your 
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A. Right. 
2 Q. And then on October 15, does that just document --
3 well, just tell me what that says, if you would? 
4 A. October 15, returned call to second claimant, 
5 Linda Hansen, and then her phone number. Apparently, that's 
6 an extension of her's, "#402, leave voice mail, call from 
7 claimant, car at Tolsma, car is totaled." 
8 Q. Does that all pertain to Linda Hansen's claim for 
9 damage, then? 
10 A. I assume it does. 
11 Q. That's your handwriting; right? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. Is that how you would interpret your notes? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Okay. So Linda Hansen had called you, and you 
16 returned her call and left her a voice mail, is that what 
17 that says? 
18 A. Right. Returned call to her, yes. 
19 Q. And then the next entry under October 15, it says 
20 call from claimant. 
21 A. October 15? 
22 Q. We are on the second line of the October 15 entry, 
23 begins with "leave voice mail." 
24 A. Leave voice mail, call from claimant, which I assume 
25 would be Linda Hansen. 
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phone call with Mr. Piercy; right? 
2 A. Could be, yes. 
3 Q. Below the October 15 entry, you have written, 
4 "Hansen vehicle= total loss $1,275." Does that mean that 
5 the value of the vehicle was 1,275 bucks? 
6 A. It is, but that's not my handwriting on there. 
7 Q. Okay. But that's what you would understand that to 
8 be? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. What does that say below that? 
11 A. First report. 
12 Q. What does that mean? 
13 A. That means whoever it was made a first report to the 
14 home office to establish reserves. 
15 Q. In other words, when you say 'establish reserves/ 
16 that means you put a number on what you think you are going 
17 to end up paying out total on this? 
18 A. Exactly. 
19 Q. And that's done for accounting purposes for 
20 insurance companies? 
21 A. Sure. 
22 Q. Then your next entry, is that your handwriting on 
23 November S? 
24 A. It is, yes. 
25 Q. What do you write there? 
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A. It says, "received APD," which i 
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property 
2 damage, "rental bill." 
3 Q. Okay. So that would have been one of the claimants 
4 had rented a car, and you got a bill for it; correct? 
5 A. That's right. 
6 Q. And then on November 13, what does that say? 
7 A. (reading:) Received auto property damage final bill, 
8 issue checks. 
9 Q. Okay. What is that next entry? 
10 A. It says, close file. 
11 Q. What's the November 14 entry say? 
12 A. November 14, received bill for tires, discussed with 
13 John, wheel alignment, wheel and tire. 
14 Q. My page is cut off at the bottom. 
15 A. I think it probably says, called claimant and 
16 conclude, but I don't know. 
17 Q. So one of the claimants had some follow-up matters 
18 to resolve in terms of tires, and so forth? 
19 A. Right. 
20 Q. Okay. Let's go to the next page of the Exhibit 1. 
21 Do you see the January 3 entry? 
22 A. Right. 
23 Q. What does that say? 
24 A. It says, (reading:) Call from Merce at Tolsma -
ZS Hansen pd, auto still there - call Rick at Barger Mattson, 
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A. Right. 
2 Q. Okay. And then on January 7, what happened? 
3 A. Discuss with John, okay to pay Westphal estimate, 
4 issue check. 
5 Q. Now, go to the last two pages of Exhibit 1 -- last 
6 three pages, excuse me, what are these pages? 
7 A. These would be copies of the checks that were issued 
8 on this. 
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will check and cal 
2 Call from Nancy Allen, motor mounts on their car 
3 needed to be replaced from accident per Westphal. 
4 She will forward estimate, and I will review with 
5 John. 
6 Call from Rick at Barger. He has taken care of 
7 salvage problem. Received -- whatever that is. Is it a fax? 
8 I don't know. I don't know what that would be. 
9 Q. That's okay. Mr. Axness, just review, in your own 
10 words, what that was all about? 
11 A. We got a call from Merce at Talsma Auto. I think I 
12 testified earlier that Talsma Auto had one or both of the 
13 cars there, and it was still sitting there. It hadn't been 
14 moved, because it was totaled, and it builds up charges. 
15 Q. Usually when a car is totaled, you move it to an 
16 auto salvager, like Barger Mattson, so you can sell the car 
17 to them and quit the storage charges? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. And for some reason, that hadn't been done? 
20 A. That's right. 
21 Q. Okay. And then Nancy Allen, presumably Don Allen's 
22 wife, had called and complained that she thought there was 
23 more damage to the motor mount from the accident? 
24 A. Right. 
25 Q. And you were going to take a look at that? 
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Nancy Allen under Mr. Piercy's policy; correct? 
2 A. Right, $128. 
3 Q. For property damage to the Allen's 1991 Chrysler? 
4 A. Right. 
5 Q. Okay. And then if we go to the next page, you 
6 paid -- Mutual of Enumclaw paid $1,215 to Dale Piercy; 
7 correct? 
8 A. Right. 
9 Q. So check No. 1, does it show that Mutual of Enumclaw 9 Q. For what? 
o paid Nancy Allen $426.47? 
A. Right. 
2 Q. That would be under Mr. Piercy's policy; correct? 
3 A. That's right. 
4 Q. Because it shows insured, Dale Piercy, on the check; 
5 right? 
6 A. Right. 
7 Q. And check No. 2 shows Mutual of Enumclaw paid 
B 430 bucks to Barger Mattson? 
A. That's right. 
Q. Under Mr. Piercy's policy again? 
A. Right. 
Q. Presumably for storage? 
A. Let's see. (Reading:) Advance tow and storage 
charges, right. 
Q. Okay. And then check No. 3 was 128 bucks to 
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10 A. The two calves valued at - it shows there 675 pounds 
11 at 90 cents a pound. 
12 Q. And then the next check was for $1,479.30 to Art's 
13 Service; correct? 
14 A. That's right. 
15 Q. Again, paid under Mr. Piercy's policy? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you know what that is for, can you tell? 
18 A. It just says an invoice for Nancy Allen. 
19 Q. So that would have been to repair Nancy Allen's 
20 vehicle? 
21 A. I assume, yes. 
22 Q. Okay. And then the next check is for $425.09 to 
23 Enterprise Rent-A-Car? 
24 A. Right. 
25 Q. Under Mr. Piercy's policy? 
1313 
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A. Yes. 
2 Q. That would have been for a rental vehicle for one of 
3 the two, either Ms. Hansen or Ms. Allen; correct? 
4 A. That's right. 
. s Q. And then the last page of the exhibit, a check for 
6 $150 payable to Tracy Hansen under Mr. Piercy's policy; 
7 correct? 
8 A. Right. 
9 Q. And, again, that would be for some type of damage 
10 sustained by Hansen as a result of this incident? 
, 11 A. Rig ht. 
12 Q. And then the final check is $1,125 payable to 
13 Tracy Hansen under Mr. Piercy's policy; is that correct? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And, again, that would be -- well, you have got for 
16 the total loss of her Dodge Aries; correct? 
17 A. That's right. 
18 Q. And you were holding back 150 bucks until she gave 
19 you the title to the vehicle? 
20 A. That's right. 
21 Q. So, would you conclude from all of this that Mutual 
22 of Enumclaw paid under Mr. Piercy's policy for all of the 
23 damages caused to the Allens and the Hansens? 
24 A. Right. 
25 Q. And would you also conclude that Mutual of Enumclaw 
35 
Q. When you talk to insureds about claims involving 
2 auto/livestock collisions, was it your practice when you were 
3 an adjuster with Mutual of Enumclaw to discuss with the 
34 
\ 
paid Mr. Piercy for bss of the two calves? 
2 A. Right. 
3 Q. That is how you would handle the claim if the claim 
4 had occurred within a herd district; correct? 
5 MR. PECK: Objection. 
6 MR. WALTON: Let me rephrase. 
7 THE COURT: Foundation is the same. 
8 Q. BY MR. WALTON: Would that suggest to you that you 
9 interpreted -- let me rephrase. 
10 We have already talked about how you need to 
11 determine whether this incident happened within a herd 
12 district or an open range; correct? 
13 A. Right. 
14 Q. And you determined, based on what we have just gone 
15 through, that it happened in which one? 
16 A. I determined that it was not open range. 
17 Q. And that it was? 
18 A. What I am getting to is, it can be an area set aside 
19 for open range. But if they fence them in, it is my 
20 understanding it is no longer open range and, therefore, the 
21 rancher is responsible to keep his cattle off the road. 
22 And all I said here, it was not open range. I made 
23 no reference to any herd district. 
24 Q. You concluded it was not open range; fair? 
25 A. Yes. Yes. 
2 
3 
THE COURT: Mr. Evett? 
MR. EVETT: I have no questions, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: Mr. Peck? 
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4 insureds the distinction between herd district and open range 4 
5 so that the insured would know whether the insurance policy 
6 was going to pay or the insured was going to be paid by the 
7 other guy's insurance? 
8 A. I am sure that came up in conversation, yes. 
9 Q. That's part of what you do when you are talking to 
o your insureds? 
A. Right. 
2 Q. So you feel confident you probably had that 
3 conversation with Mr. Piercy during the handling of this 
4 claim? 
5 A. I would think so. 
6 Q. Just let me review my notes, and I may be done. 
7 A. Sure. 
8 Q. Have you and I ever talked about this claim? 
9 A. Never. 
D Q. Have you talked to Mr. Saetrum's office about this 
claim? 
A. Yes, I did. 
MR. WALTON: Mr. Axness, thank you very much. That's 
all I have. And I apologize for disturbing you for your 
well-earned retirement. 
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5 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
6 QUESTIONS BY MR. PECK: 
7 Q. I am going to be fairly brief, Mr. Axness. I think 
8 you explained yourself fairly well. 
9 So if my understanding is correct at the time of 
10 October 5, 2001, it was your understanding that if the 
11 rancher was involved in an incident that had fenced in his 
12 cows, that that created a situation where there was no longer 
13 open range status? 
14 A. That's right. 
15 Q. And now on your note in your - that we went over in 
16 Exhibit 1, on the, let's see, down at the bottom, MOE, No. 3, 
17 it is your handwritten notes about the call you had with 
18 Mr. Piercy on there, evidently you gained the information 
19 that the cattle --
20 MR. WALTON: Which date are you looking at? 
21 MR. PECK: This is the October 12th call. 
22 MR. WALTON: Thank you. 
23 Q. BY MR. PECK: October 12 call with insured, and it 
24 states that the cattle - or the two calves got through a 
25 fence; is that correct? 
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Q. So it was your understanding at the time that these 
cows were fenced in? 
l4 A. Right. 
5 Q. So I understand you don't have an indepencjent 
6 recollection of this, but could it be possible -- since we 
7 have been talking about possibilities -- could it be possible 
8 that just solely based on the information that Mr. Piercy had 
9 fenced his cows in that you would make the determination that 
10 there was no open range? 
111 A. That's right. And there would be one more, if I 
! 
i 12 could say something. 
13 Q. Yeah, go ahead. 
i 14 A. On October 12, you see there, got through fence 
f 15 after being weaned and zero open range. One of the reasons 
16 that we would 'put something like that in there is to show the 
17 home office or the examiner of, Well, why are you going . 
:, 18 further on this, as far as, you know, why are you continuing 
19 the claim? 
20 Q. Right. 
21 A. Well, the reason is because it was not on an open 
22 range, and we owed it, was my determination. 
23 MR. PECK: Thank you, Mr. Axness. That's all the 
24 questions I had. 
25 Your Honor, if I could be excused, I would appreciate 
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admission of Exhibit 1. 
2 THE WITNESS: There you go. 
3 MR. WALTON: Paul, do you want a copy of that? Because 
4 I think the judge might have an extra copy. Or, actually, 
s I'll give him one of mine, Judge. 
6 THE WITNESS: Yeah, if you have an extra copy. 
7 MR. PECK: Thank you. 
8 THE COURT: Thank you. 
9 THE WITNESS: It will give me something to read during 
10 retirement. 
11 THE COURT: Any objection to the admission of Exhibit 1? 
12 MS. WHYCHELL: No, Your Honor. 
13 MR. EVETT: No. 
. 4 THE COURT: #1 is admitted. 









MR. WALTON: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Gentlemen, anything further this morning? 
MR. WALTON: No. 
MR. EVETT: No. 
THE COURT: And I should say Ms. Whychell? I'm sorry. 
MS. WHYCHELL: That's alright, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I am generalizing for everybody. Thank you. 
MR. WAL TON: I think we have a hearing in June. 
THE COURT: June 14. 
MR. WALTON: So we will be submitting some briefs. 
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THE COURT: You may. 




4 THE COURT: Ms. Whychell can take up if there's anything 
5 further. 
6 Mr. Ericson, did you have questions, sir? 
7 MR. ERICSON: No, Your Honor. 
8 THE COURT: All right. Redirect, Mr. Walton? 
9 MR. WALTON: No, Your Honor. Thank you. 
10 THE COURT: So that would take care of this witness. 
11 You may step down, sir. 
12 THE WITNESS: Am I excused? 
13 THE COURT: I assume you are excused from these 
14 proceedings. 
15 MR. WALTON: Yes. 
16 MR. EVETT: You are released. 
17 THE COURT: Thank you, and I hope you enjoy your 
18 retirement. 
19 THE WITNESS: I'll continue. 
20 MR. WALTON: We will enviously be thinking about you. 
21 THE COURT: Sir, before you take off, do you have my 
22 exhibit? 
23 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
24 THE COURT: Do the attorneys stipulate this in? 
25 MR. WALTON: Oh, please, Your Honor. I would move the 
40 
THE COURT: All right. I'll see you then. 
2 MR. WALTON: May I have a transcript, please? 
3 Thank you. 
4 MR. EVETT: I would like one, too. 
5 MS. WHYCHELL: We will take one as well. 
6 THE COURT: All right. Have a good week. 
7 MR. WALTON: Thanks, Judge. Thanks, folks. 
8 THE COURT: I don't think there is anything under 
9 advisement from this until we have our hearing. 
10 MR. WALTON: Right .. That's my understanding as well. 
11 MR. EVETT: Yeah. 
12 THE COURT: We will be making some arguments at that 
13 time. 
14 MR. WALTON: That's what we do. Thanks, Judge . 
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I hereby certify that the proceedings were 
reported by me, Yvonne L. Hyde Gier, in and for the 
State of Idaho, as an official reporter for the State of 
Idaho, Third Judicial District, in and for the County of 
Canyon, at the time and place stated, and; 
That when reduced to typewriting, the foregoing 
pages numbered 1 through 40 inclusive, contain a full, 
true and correct record of all testimony adduced on 
behalf of the respective parties. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand 
this 14th day of May, 2010. 
YVONNE L. HYDE GIER, C.S.R. #73, R.P.R. 
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CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
K CANNON, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
LUIS J. GUZMAN, individually, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
DALE PIERCY, individually, and JENNIFER 
SUTTON, individually, 
Defendants. 
DALE PIERCY, individually, 
Plaintiff, 
CANYON COUNTY, LUIS GUZMAN, 
individually and JENNIFER SUTTON, 
individually, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CVOS-4848 
RESPONSE TO MOTIONS TO 
RECONSIDER 
COMES NOW the above-entitled Defendant Dale Piercy, by and through its counsel of 
record, and responds to Co-Defendant Sutton's Motion for Reconsideration and Plaintiff 
Guzman's motion to reconsider. 
I. FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
The factual background has been established by the evidence at the trial in this matter and 
the subsequent offering of the testimony of Mr. Axness. For convenience of the Court a 
summary of the facts are recited in this brief. 
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Dale Piercy is a rancher and farmer in the Parma, which is within Canyon County. Mr. 
Piercy has been a rancher and farmer in the Parma area for most of his life. (Deposition of Dale 
Piercy, p. 5 In. 15-21.) In March of 2005, Mr. Piercy was pasturing approximately nine bulls in a 
field that was north of the Boise River, south of Parma and to the immediate east of Wamstad 
Road. (Id at p. 19 ln. 7 and p. 22, ln. 18-19.) One of Mr. Piercy's bulls got out of the field where it 
was being pastured and was hit by a vehicle being driven by Jennifer Sutton. These facts were 
adopted by the Court in its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Judgment in Bifurcated 
Portion of Trial filed on January 21, 2009. 
This case began as a lawsuit against Mr. Piercy on May 10, 2005. Mr. Piercy raised the 
issue of the validity of the 1982 herd district as an affirmative defense in his Answer filed on June 
20, 2005. Mr. Piercy then pursued the issue of the validity of the 1982 herd district as a motion for 
summary judgment on May 5, 2007. As part of the Court's ruling on Mr. Piercy's motion for 
summary judgment issued October 9, 2007, the Court ordered that Ms. Sutton bring in Canyon 
County as a party in the action. Ms. Sutton complied by filing an Action for Declaratory Relief 
against Canyon County on October 16, 2007. Canyon County filed its Answer on November 8, 
2007, but did not plead a statute of limitations defense. Mr. Guzman did not file any pleading in 
response to the Action for Declaratory Relief. 
Mr. Guzman filed Plaintiffs' Motion to Reconsider on November 7, 2007. Mr. Guzman 
was seeking to have this Court specifically rule on Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's arguments 
regarding equitable estoppel, estoppel by !aches and quasi-estoppel. Mr. Guzman made this a 
matter for summary judgment on the estoppels issues. 
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Mr. Piercy responded by filing Defendant Piercy's Objection to Plaintiffs Motion to 
Reconsider. 
Subsequent briefing was filed by Mr. Guzman on March 26, 2008 and a response by Mr. 
Piercy on March 28, 2008. The court ruled on Mr. Guzman's motion by Memorandum Decision 
filed on April 3, 2008. The Court ruled that Mr. Piercy was not estopped from moving forward on 
the challenge to the 1982 herd district. 
In order to simplify the pleadings the parties entered into and filed a Stipulation to Amend 
Pleadings and Scheduling on September 3, 2008. This stipulation included the following 
provision: "That Canyon County, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton waive any defenses they may have 
regarding the timing of the filing of Mr. Piercy's Amended Action for Declaratory Relief." 
The Amended Action for Declaratory Relief was filed by Mr. Piercy on September 10, 
2008. Mr. Guzman filed his Answer on September 18, 2008. Mr. Guzman pled a statute of 
limitations defense as an affirmative defense. Ms. Sutton filed her Answer on September 23, 2008. 
Ms. Guzman pled a statute of limitations defense as an affirmative defense. Canyon County filed 
its Answer on September 24, 2008. Canyon County did not plead a statute of limitations defense. 
A trial was had on October 8, 2008. At the trial, Ms. Sutton attempted to introduce 
evidence regarding the estoppel issues. (R. at 160-168.) Mr. Piercy objected to the evidence 
being introduced based upon the Court's prior ruling on these issues. Id. The Court agreed that 
the issue had been determined and the proof Ms. Sutton desired to introduce was not going to 
make a difference. Id. 
Ms. Sutton filed Defendant Jennifer Sutton's Motion for Reconsideration on July 30, 
2009. This was in part in response to Mr. Piercy filing Defendant Piercy's Second Motion for 
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Summary Judgment. Mr. Guzman eventually joined in Ms. Sutton's motion for reconsideration. 
A hearing was held before this Court on October 13, 2009. The Court only took up the motions 
for reconsideration and held in abeyance Mr. Piercy's Second Motion for Summary Judgment. 
The Court issued an order on December 7, 2009. The Court ruled in part that, "the 
parties shall contact the court's secretary within ten days of this order to schedule a date certain 
for oral arguments on the validity of the 1982 Canyon County herd district in light of the asserted 
statute of limitations and estoppels defenses." 
The parties set the hearing for June 14, 2010. 
On May 3, 2010, this Court heard testimony from Mr. Paul Axness regarding his handling 
of an insurance claim. . 
Mr. Guzman submitted additional briefing in this matter dated May 25, 2010. Ms. 
Sutton provided additional briefing on June 1, 2010. 
Mr. Guzman includes an entirely new motion to dismiss in his briefing to which Ms. 
Sutton joins. The new issue involves a change to an Idaho statute that occurred after the ruling 
by Judge Petrie invalidating the 1982 herd district ordinance. Mr. Piercy disagrees with the 
arguments made on this matter, but these arguments should not be considered by this Court on 
June 14, 2010, pursuant to its December 7, 2009, order. (See: Defendant Piercy's Motion to 
Vacate.) Therefore, the following briefing only addresses those issues that were properly 
noticed for the June 14, 2010 hearing. 
II. LEGAL ANALYSIS 
This Court should deny Ms. Sutton's and Mr. Guzman's motions to reconsider the court's 
prior ruling on the estoppels defenses and should not rule that the statute of limitations bars the 
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present action because: (1) the parties have waived any statute of limitation defenses; (2) the 
parties are judicially estopped from taking contrary positions; and (3) the estoppel claims are 
without merit. 
A. No Statute of Limitation Bars Mr. Piercy's Claim 
The statute of limitation defenses in the declaratory judgment action were not raised until 
just weeks before the trial. These defenses were waived by all parties. 
1. Canyon County did not Raise a Statute of Limitations Defense 
In order to analyze this defense, it is important to pay special attention to the above 
procedural history ofthis matter. 
Ms. Sutton spent considerable space in her briefing arguing that Mr. Piercy' s declaratory 
action is barred by a statue of limitations. These are precisely the same argwnents made by Ms. 
Sutton in her closing argwnents to the Court following the trial of this matter. These argwnents 
are moot because Canyon County did not raise or argue for a statute of limitations defense. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 8( c) states: "In pleading to a preceding pleading, a party shall 
set forth affirmatively ... statute of limitations .... " Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 9(h) states: "In 
pleading the statute of limitations it is sufficient to state generally that the action is barred, and 
allege with particularity the Session Law of the section of the Idaho Code upon which the pleader 
relies." 
The Idaho Court of Appeals has held that, "Under the civil rules, compliance with the 
governing statute of limitations is not a requirement for subject matter jurisdiction; rather, the time 
bar of the statute of limitations is an affirmative defense that may be waived if it is not pleaded by 
the defendant." Anderson v. State, 133 Idaho 788, 791, 992 P.2d 783, 786 (Ct.App. 1999). 
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Canyon County waived any statute of limitation defense it had by failing to plead the 
defense in answer to either the Action for Declaratory Relief or the Amended Action for 
Declaratory Relief. Canyon County has still not made any argument regarding statute of 
limitations. 
If this court granted Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's arguments that the statute of 
limitations bars Mr. Piercy from bringing a claim against them, it would leave Canyon County as a 
Defendant in the declaratory action. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton have no standing nor have they 
attempted to raise a statute of limitations defense on behalf of Canyon County. Their motions to 
reconsider have no effect on Mr. Piercy' s ability to maintain the declaratory judgment action against 
Canyon County. 
Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's attempt to raise a last minute statute of limitations defense 
is moot. Any ruling by the Court against the remaining defendant, Canyon County will be binding 
in Canyon County. A ruling that the 1982 herd district is invalid will continue to be the law in 
Canyon County. This ruling will, therefore, apply to Mr. Guzman's underlying action against Mr. 
Piercy since the matter occurred in Canyon County. 
2. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton Waived any Statute of Limitation Defenses 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton waived any statute of limitation defense both by agreement of 
the parties and by failing to timely assert the defenses. Neither Mr. Guzman nor Ms. Sutton raised 
statute of limitations arguments prior to impermissibly including them in their Answers to Mr. 
Piercy' s Amended Action for Declaratory Relief. The Action for Declaratory Relief was filed on 
October 16, 2007. The declaratory action was originally filed by Ms. Sutton and she did not raise a 
statute of limitations defense. 
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In fact, it was Ms. Sutton that argued in response to our original motion for summary 
judgment that Canyon County was a necessary party and must be joined in this matter. It was 
based upon Ms. Sutton's arguments that the Court ordered Ms. Sutton to join Canyon County. Ms. 
Sutton filed a declaratory action. Ms. Sutton did not raise any statute of limitations defense. 
Similarly, Mr. Guzman did not respond to the Action for Declaratory Relief. Mr. Piercy's 
claim that the 1982 herd district was invalid had been an issue in the case for over a year and both 
Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman had failed to raise a statute of limitations defense. The Idaho Court of 
Appeals has held that, "Under the civil rules, compliance with the governing statute of limitations is 
not a requirement for subject matter jurisdiction; rather, the time bar of the statute of limitations is 
an affirmative defense that may be waived if it is not pleaded by the defendant." Anderson v. State, 
133 Idaho 788, 791, 992 P.2d 783, 786 (Ct.App. 1999). Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton would have 
had to plead the statute of limitations defense in their responses to Mr. Piercy's original motion for 
summary judgment in order to have not waived the defense. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton only 
plead the statute of limitation defense a few weeks before the trial, months after they had already 
waived the defense. 
Following the court's order denying Mr. Guzman's motion for summary judgment on the 
issues of estoppel, the parties determined that it made better sense to have Mr. Piercy be the 
Plaintiff in the declaratory action. After some discussion, Mr. Piercy agreed that Mr. Guzman and 
Ms. Sutton could be defendants in the action so that they could appropriately appear at the trial of 
this matter. Partially in exchange for that concession, the attorneys for Ms. Sutton and Mr. 
Guzman signed the stipulation agreeing to waive any defenses that resulted from the timing of the 
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filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief. This provision of the stipulation by its terms 
includes any statute of limitation defenses. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton now attempt to claim that they did not intend the stipulation to 
be a waiver of the statute of limitations defense. Both attorneys for Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton 
are competent attorneys who can understand the implications of the language used in the 
stipulation. Either party could have bargained to limit the language. This language was broadly 
drafted to include any defenses which may be made due to the timing of the filing of the Amended 
Action for Declaratory Relief. Prior to the filing of the Amended Action for Declaratory Relief 
none of the parties had even attempted to raise a statute of limitations defense. It was not intended 
for either party to benefit or create new defenses by the realigning of the parties. It was simply 
intended to create simplicity in the pleadings. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton are attempting to take 
unfair advantage of the situation by attempting to raise defenses that had been waived. 
This is precisely the scenario that the stipulation was meant to prevent. The parties 
voluntarily entered into the stipulation and it should be taken at face value. Mr. Guzman and Ms. 
Sutton should be held to the agreement they made with Mr. Piercy through their counsel. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton both voluntarily waived any statute of limitations defenses, but 
also waived them through not raising them timely. 
2. The Statute of Limitations Defenses do not have Merit 
Finally, the statute of limitation defenses raised by Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton do not have 
merit in that one is inapplicable and the other is not available in this :ry:p~_?f_case. 
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Ms. Sutton does not address LC. § 5-221 in her recent briefing. It appears that Ms. Sutton 
agrees with our position that it is inapplicable under these facts. Mr. Piercy's position on this 
statute is reiterated in case the issue is raised at oral arguments. 
Ms. Sutton raises the defense under LC. § 5-221. This provision is not applicable as Mr. 
Piercy is not making a claim against Canyon County. Mr. Piercy is asking the Court to declare that 
the 1982 herd district ordinance was invalid and void. LC. § 5-221 is clearly a tort claim 
limitation. The one case cited by Ms. Sutton even suggests that this is a tort claims provision. 
Further, Ms. Sutton does not have standing to argue a defense that would only be a defense for 
Canyon County. Canyon County itself has not raised this defense. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton also make a claim under LC. § 5-224. This provision was not 
designed to bar claims that an ordinance is invalid due to due process and notice violations. If one 
wishing to contest an ordinance only had four years until being barred, then the case of Brown v. 
Board of Education would never have been litigated. Also unjust voting laws would have been 
protected under the guise of claims being stale. Further, this is an action that includes proof that 
the Canyon County Commissioners failed to give proper notice to the citizens of Canyon County. 
This is unlike the Canady case, where the Plaintiff had knowledge of the case and its effect prior to 
the action taking place. The Plaintiff watched as the lumber company expended a lot of resources 
in reliance upon the city's actions. This is not so with Mr. Piercy. Canyon County failed to give 
the required notice and prejudiced Mr. Piercy's ability to respond to the proposed action. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton apparently want county entities to be able to avoid all due 
process requirements in enacting ordinances that affect peoples' property rights by simply avoiding 
scrutiny until four years have transpired. The policy of requiring notice before enacting ordinances 
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is to avoid this kind of abuse. If ordinances are absolutely unassailable after four years, then clever 
county commissioners can avoid all procedural and due process requirements in enacting laws. 
Such abuse must be prevented. 
The statute of limitations arguments are moot, waived or not applicable. 
B. Mr. Piercy is not Estopped from Arguing the Validity of the 1982 Herd District. 
At the outset Mr. Piercy emphasizes, that Canyon County has not joined in any of these 
motions by Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman. Any ruling on these estoppel issues would only relate to 
Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman. Mr. Piercy would not be estopped from challenging the 1982 herd 
district against Canyon County. The court would be free to uphold the ruling of Judge Petrie as 
against Canyon County. As this would void the 1982 herd district in Canyon County, it would 
apply to the underlying case between Mr. Guzman and Mr. Piercy. These estoppel arguments are 
moot. 
However, should the court consider Ms. Sutton's and Mr. Guzman's argument, Mr. Piercy 
submits the following analysis. 
Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman make the exact same arguments regarding estoppel by laches, 
quasi-estoppel and equitable estoppel as were presented before Judge Petrie. This Court would be 
well advised to review the previous briefing by Mr. Piercy in this matter including the 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Piercy's Motion for Summary Judgment filed May I, 2007 
and accompanying affidavits, along with the briefing filed on July 9, 2007; July 30, 2007; August 9, 
2007; August 23, 2007; December 3, 2007 and March 28, 2008. This Court should also closely 
examine Judge Petrie's order on these issues filed April 3, 2008. 
Despite the long anticipated testimony of Mr. Axness, Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman have 
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not provided any evidence to support certain of the elements of the asserted equitable doctrines. 
1. The Testimony of Mr. Axness is Irrelevant to any of the Issues in this Matter 
The parties have been in legal limbo for a substantial amount of time because Mr. Guzman 
and Ms. Sutton insisted it was extremely important for the court to hear the testimony of Mr. 
Axness. It is therefore disappointing to find out that Mr. Axness's testimony is completely 
irrelevant and unhelpful in this matter. 
Mr. Axness's testimony involves his adjusting of an accident that occurred years before the 
present accident and involved different injured parties. At the outset any testimony by Mr. Axness 
is suspect because the case involved different parties and was being decided based upon different 
legal standards. This is why Judge Petrie determined not to hear the evidence at the trial. Trial Tr. 
at 160-167. 
The testimony of Mr. Axness establishes that his testimony is irrelevant to this matter. Mr. 
Axness testified that he was the adjuster on the 200 I accident. Mr. Axness testified that he had no 
recollection of handling the claim. (Affidavit of Ryan B. Peck, Exhibit I at 13, 1. 23-25.) It 
became quickly apparent that Mr. Axness's testimony would be limited to reviewing the notes in 
his adjusting file and trying to speculate as to their meaning. 
Mr. Axness testified that he did not know how he came to the conclusion that there was no 
open range at the area where the accident occurred in 2001. Id at 20, 1. 3-8. Later, Mr. Axness 
testified as follows: 
Q. BY MR. WAL TON: It may well have been one phone call where you called Mr. 
Piercy, and he said two calves got out through the fence after being weaned, and there was no open 
range? 
A. It could be. 
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Id at23,l.21-25. 
Then Mr. Axness clarified his position regarding his handling of the 2001 claim as follows: 
A. I determined that it was not open range. 
Q. And that it was? 
A. What I am getting to is, it can be an area set aside for open range. But if they fence 
them in, it is my understanding it is no longer open range and, therefore, the rancher is responsible 
to keep his cattle off the road. 
And all I said here, it was not open range. I made no reference to any herd district. 
Id at 34, 1. 16-23. 
Mr. Axness again stated in plain terms that he could have made the determination that there 
was no open range purely based upon learning that Mr. Piercy had fenced his cattle. Id at 37. 
This is the most likely scenario since the adjuster's note states that fencing was in place and then 
states "0 open range". There is no reference anywhere to a herd district. It defies reason that had 
Mr. Piercy affirmatively stated to Mr. Axness that there was a herd district, he would have omitted 
that from his notes. 
The entire purpose behind presenting Mr. Axness's testimony was an attempt to show that 
Mr. Piercy took the position that the subject land was in a herd district. This was Mr. Guzman's 
and Ms. Sutton's burden of proof. Mr. Axness's testimony does not provide any proof that Mr. 
Piercy ever took the position that the subject land was in a herd district. Mr. Axness could only 
speculate as to what his notes meant. And the most likely interpretation of Mr. Axness's notes as 
he testified to was that Mr. Axness determined there was no open range based solely upon the fact 
that Mr. Piercy had fenced in his cattle. Mr. Axness's testimony lends no support to Mr. 
Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's estoppel arguments. 
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2. Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman Have Failed to Provide Evidence to Support their 
Claim of Estoppel by Laches 
The doctrine of estoppel by !aches does not prevent Defendant Piercy from challenging the 
1982 herd district. In their briefing Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman fail to even cite the actual 
elements of estoppel by !aches. Despite pointing this out many times, the other parties continue to 
ignore the elements of the defenses they are asserting. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held: 
Like quasi-estoppel, !aches is an affirmative defense and the party asserting the defense 
has the burden of proof. Whether or not a party is guilty of !aches is a question of fact. 
(citation omitted). The necessary elements to maintain a defense of !aches are: 
(1) defendant's invasion of plaintiffs rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiffs rights, 
the plaintiff having had notice and an opportunity to institute a suit; (3) lack of 
knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert his rights; and (4) injury 
or prejudice to the defendant in the event relief is accorded to plaintiff or the suit 
is not held to be barred. 
Henderson v. Smith, 128 Idaho 444, 449, 915 P.2d 6, 11 (1996). (citation omitted). 
Because the doctrine of !aches is founded in equity, in determining whether the doctrine 
applies, consideration must be given to all surrounding circumstances and acts of the 
parties. (citation omitted). The lapse of time alone is not controlling on whether laches 
applies. (citation omitted). 
Thomas v. Arkhoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 359, 48 P.3d 1241, 1248 (2002). Mr. 
Guzman and Ms. Rivera have provided affidavits stating that Mr. Guzman, Ms. Rivera, Ms. Sutton 
and some police officers thought that it was illegal for cows to be on the roadway. We now have 
testimony from an adjuster of a previous claim that he came to a conclusion that there was no open 
range at the site of that accident. These beliefs have no bearing on any of the elements of !aches. 
First, there must be an invasion of the rights of the non-moving party by the moving party. 
Mr. Piercy has never asserted that Mr. Guzman or Ms. Sutton invaded any of his rights. The rights 
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to a person in open range is immunity from liability when a car collides with their livestock. The 
elements of laches requires proof of a previous invasion of rights, not an invasion of rights if the 
Court does not grant the relief requested by the non-moving party. Therefore, Mr. Guzman's and 
Ms. Sutton's claim of laches violates the first element of a claim oflaches. 
The second element involves a delay in asserting a right. Defendant Piercy's right to 
immunity from liability did not even arise until Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton had the accident 
involving his animal. Mr. Piercy asserted his right to immunity from liability in his Answer to 
Plaintiffs' Complaint. Mr. Piercy immediately asserted his rights in this matter. Mr. Guzman and 
Ms. Sutton have not provided any evidence to the contrary. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton have also not provided any evidence concerning the third 
element of laches, which requires that they prove that Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman had no 
knowledge that Mr. Piercy would assert his rights. Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman had knowledge 
from the instigation of this lawsuit that Mr. Piercy was planning to assert his rights. 
Essentially, Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton are relying on the passage of time to base their 
arguments. The Thomas case states that this is not a sole basis for granting this affirmative 
defense. In fact, the Supreme Court of Idaho upheld a Trial Court's ruling to invalidate a 
66-year-old ordinance. Devil Creek Ranch, Inc. v. Cedar Mesa Reservoir and Canal Co., 123 
Idaho 634, 851 P.2d 348 (1993). This case states that despite evidence that the movant had relied 
on the state of the law for 66 years, was not evidence enough to establish laches. Id at 637. 851 
P.2d 348, 351. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton often make global assertions such as "The entirety of Canyon 
County has followed the "fence in" rule of the herd district ... , for 25 years", and that Mr. Piercy 
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has benefitted from herd district status, as his lands have not been subject to depredations from the 
at large cattle of his neighbors. (Jennifer Sutton's Opposition Brief Regarding Defenses on 
Reconsideration at 17-18.) These assertions, however, are without any evidence. Mr. Guzman 
and Ms. Sutton have not provided any proof to establish that the doctrine of laches should apply. It 
is simply not applicable in this case. There have been no affidavits supplied by any person that 
they have relied upon the status of a herd district in the area in question. 
The facts of the matter are that 95% of Canyon County was in a validly created herd district 
prior to the 1982 ordinance. This matter affects only a small portion of Canyon County. Canyon 
County has a criminal ordinance that requires persons in Canyon County to take steps to contain 
their animals. This ordinance has the practical effect of requiring ranchers to fence in their cattle. 
Mr. Piercy had fenced in his cattle. There is no persuasive public policy or equitable reason for 
this Court to act to prevent the decision of the validity of the 1982 ordinance on its merits. 
Whatever public policy considerations there are in this matter, Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman 
have failed to provide adequate proof to support the actual elements of a claim for I aches. 
It is certain that Ms. Sutton and Mr. Guzman are desperate to have the court avoid looking 
at the merits of the validity of the 1982 herd district because the evidence is overwhelming that 
Canyon County violated Mr. Piercy's due process rights in attempting to enact a herd district that 
took in the subject property. This court should deny Ms. Sutton's and Mr. Guzman's claim for 
estoppel by laches. 
3. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton Failed to Provide Adequate Evidence to Support 
Their Claims of Equitable or Quasi - Estoppel 
Neither the Mr. Guzman nor Ms. Sutton's memorandums past or present regarding these 
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issues set forth the actual elements they must prove in order to establish a defense of quasi-estoppel. 
A cursory look at the elements of estoppel shows Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's lack of 
evidence to support the defense of quasi-estoppel. The Idaho Supreme Court has held: 
The doctrine of quasi-estoppel "prevents a party from asserting a right, to the detriment 
of another party, which is inconsistent with a position previously taken." (Citation 
omitted). This doctrine applies when: (1) the offending party took a different position 
than his or her original position and (2) either (a) the offending party gained an advantage 
or caused a disadvantage to the other party; (b) the other party was induced to change 
positions; or ( c) it would be unconscionable to permit the offending party to maintain an 
inconsistent position from one he or she has already derived a benefit or acquiesced in. 
(Citation omitted). 
Atwoodv. Smith, 143 Idaho 110, 138 P.3d 310 (2006). 
The first element requires that a party asserting quasi-estoppel prove that the offending party 
took a contradictory position to that party's current position. The case law cited by Mr. Guzman, 
although much older than the more current Atwood case, states the same requirement. "The 
requirerrients for proper application of quasi estoppel are, then, that the person against whom it is 
sought to be applied has previously taken an inconsistent position, with knowledge of the facts and 
his rights, to the detriment of the person seeking application of the doctrine." KTVB, Inc. v. Boise 
City, 94 Idaho 279, 282, 486 P.2d 992, 995 (1971). Unless it is established that a party has taken 
a contrary position then they cannot be held barred under the doctrine of quasi-estoppel, despite 
their knowledge of, benefit from or acquiescence in an action. 
The other elements of quasi-estoppel are only relevant if Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton can 
first prove there is no genuine issue of fact upon whether Mr. Piercy took a contrary position to the 
position he is currently asserting. Mr. Guzman has not provided any real evidence that Mr. Piercy 
either thought that the land in question was a herd district or that he ever took that position. Mr. 
Piercy's second affidavit in support of summary judgment states that he has always thought that the 
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land where the bull came from was in open range. This testimony is not contradicted by any other 
testimony. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton have utterly failed to provide any evidence to prove this 
element of quasi-estoppel. Mr. Piercy has always believed that his pasture was in open range and 
has never contradicted that position. 
The only fact Mr. Guzman can positively assert is that prior to this lawsuit Mr. Piercy did 
not challenge the 1982 ordinances affect upon his land. The Idaho Appellate Court upheld a Trial 
Court's decision that such evidence as stated above was insufficient to apply the doctrine of 
equitable estoppel. Winn v. Eaton, 128 Idaho 670, 675, 917 P.2d 1310, 1315 (Id.App. 1996). The 
Court held that the Defendants asserting equitable estoppel did not meet their burden of proof 
regarding equitable estoppel. Id. The Defendants alleged in an easement case that because the 
Plaintiffs lived forty feet behind them and shared a driveway that they were well aware of what 
Defendants were doing in staking out their property. The Defendant also cited that it was only 
after Defendants had completed building their home that Plaintiffs attempted to assert their rights. 
The Court stated that such silence before the trial on the issue is not evidence that Plaintiffs took a 
contrary position prior to the action they were pursuing. Id. 
The essence of all Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's arguments in regard to the present case is 
that Mr. Piercy had not previously challenged the 1982 ordinance. As in Winn, this type of 
evidence is not sufficient to prove that Mr. Piercy ever took a contrary position to what he is 
currently asserting. Mr. Piercy was not aware prior to this lawsuit that anyone was claiming that 
his land was not open range with regard to cattle or otherwise. 
Further, Mr. Piercy did not gain any benefit from the land purportedly being in a herd 
district. The affect of a herd district is to potentially expose Mr. Piercy to legal liability. Mr. 
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Guzman and Ms. Sutton have not provided any evidence to suggest that Mr. Piercy has gained any 
special benefit from the 1982 ordinance, which did not even include cattle as an animal to be 
limited from free roaming. Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton rely on unsupported assertions that Mr. 
Piercy would benefit from his land being in a herd district. 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton cite Defendant Piercy's deposition regarding his understanding 
of the state of fencing in Canyon County to support their estoppel arguments. The existence or 
non-existence of fencing is not relevant to the issues of estoppel or whether there is a herd district. 
Neither Mr. Guzman nor Ms. Sutton have provided any evidence to suggest that there would not be 
any fencing in Canyon County ifthe small area allegedly affected by the 1982 ordinance were open 
range versus a herd district. Cattlemen fence in their livestock whether they are in open range or 
not. 
The affidavits provided by Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton merely state that they thought it 
was illegal to have cows on the road. They do not even assert that they thought a herd district 
existed. These vague statements could just as likely be referring to knowledge of the criminal 
statute not the 1982 ordinance. The reliance of the Plaintiffs in this matter on what they thought 
was the law is not relevant to the elements of quasi-estoppel. The affidavits from the Plaintiffs are 
irrelevant. 
As stated above, Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's star witness, Mr. Axness did not provide 
evidence that showed that Mr. Piercy ever took a position that his land was in a herd district. In 
short Plaintiffs have provided no evidence that Defendant Piercy should be estopped from arguing 
that the 1982 ordinance did nothing to affect the subject land's open range status. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
Mr. Guzman and Ms. Sutton have not provided any new law or evidence suggesting that 
this Court should overturn the decisions made by the previous judge. Mr. Piercy requests that this 
court deny Mr. Guzman's and Ms. Sutton's affirmative defenses of estoppel and the statute of 
limitations. Mr. Piercy requests that this Court confirm the previous decision in this matter and 
allow Mr. Piercy to move forward on his motion for summary judgment. 
DATED this 8th day of June 2010. 
SAETRUM LAW OFFICES 
By 
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